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introduction 

HIGH fidelity is part attainment and part quest. While modern 
audio techniques and equipment make it possible to enjoy 

very good reproduction of sound, it cannot he said that the art 
is yet capable of achieving an exact facsimile, indistinguishable 
from the original for all listeners. This shortcoming is particularly 
apparent when a large group such as a symphony is concerned. 
Thus the quest continues for a faithful imitation of the live per
formance. Every year produces developments that bring us closer 
to the elusive goal of perfect reproduction, a goal that many find 
eminently worth pursuing even though it may never be reached. 

Stereophonic reproduction looms large as a means toward the 
objective of complete realism. At this writing, the seed which was 
sown more than 25 years ago is just beginning to hear fruit. Stereo
phonic components for the home-stereo cartridges, stereo control 
amplifiers, stereo integrated amplifiers, dual speaker systems, dual 
FM-AM tuners (that can be operated simultaneously), multiplex 
adapters, stereo tape recorders, etc.-are all of quite recent vintage. 
The stereo disc is just making headway. Stereo tapes, although on 
the scene for a while, are still relatively costly and have not yet 
appreciably tapped their estimated potential. All in all, stereo in 
the home is very young. 

But, to place the stereo art in proper perspective, it is well to 
realize that its history goes hack more than a quarter of a century. 
Among the notable highlights of this history are the experiments 
conducted at the American Academy of Music in Philadelphia in 
1932: a tailor's dummy named Oscar, with a microphone in each 
ear, was used to pick up various sounds emanating from the stage 
of the auditorium. The sounds received by the left and right 
microphones were amplified and fed, respectively, to the left and 
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right sides of earphones worn by listeners in various parts of the 
auditorium. 

Through Oscar, an appreciable segment of the public made 
its first acquaintance with stereophonic reproduction at the Cen
tury of Progress Exposition in Chicago in 1933. Oscar was placed 
in a booth and visitors who stepped up to a nearby balcony and 
donned earphones were able to listen in binaural fashion, through 
Oscar's ears, to the various sounds in his vicinity. 

In 1933, Bell Laboratories conducted a series of experiments 
to determine the extent to which listeners could identify the 
original location of a sound. Two or three microphones in various 
arrangements were used with two or three speakers. The sound 
source and microphones were in an acoustically treated room, 
while the speakers were on the stage of an auditorium and con
cealed behind a curtain. 

On April 27, 1933, the performance of the Philadelphia Or
chestra at the American Academy of Music in Philadelphia was 
picked up by two microphones at each end of the stage and trans
mitted by telephone cable to loudspeakers on the stage of Con
stitution Hall in Washington, D. C. On that pioneer occasion, Dr. 
F. B. Jewett, vice president of the American Telephone % Tele
graph Co. commented: 

"As to the future of the accomplishment shown here today, 
it is difficult to make any definite prediction. What we have 
done is to produce pickup microphones, amplifiers, electrical 
filters, transmission lines and loudspeaking reproducers so per
fect that the entire frequency and volume ra:nge of the most 
exacting orchestral and vocal music can be reproduced at a 
distance without impairment of quality. \\'e have also worked 
out the arrangements by which substantially perfect auditory 
perspective is possible. This latter is an essential part of the 
problem if realistic illusion as to the physical arrangement of 
the component parts of an orchestra is desired. 

We can place at the disposal of the musical director instru• 
mentalities which will enable him to produce at a distant 
point, or at many distant points simultaneously, a com• 
pletely faithful replica of the tonal effects produced locally 
in the auditorium on the stage of which the orchestra is per
forming ... "1 

Why did it take stereophonic reproduction, proved successful 
at least as far back as 1933, a quarter of a century to make its 

1 "The Reproduction of Orchestral \fusic in Auditory Perspective," Bell l.a/,oratories 
Record, May, 1933. 
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appearance in the home? For one thing, there was the problem of 
a satisfactory medium of transmission. The experiments in the 
l 930's used telephone lines as the link between the microphones 
and the earphones or loudspeakers. \Vhile suitable for demon
stration and experimental purposes, telephone lines are not eco
nomically satisfactory as a stereo link to the home. Today, how
ever, we have three satisfactory media-radio, phonograph and 
tape-capable of bringing into the home high quality sound. Each 
offers wide and uniform frequency response, low distortion and 
low noise. Radio and the phonograph ~s they existed in 1933 did 
not provide high-quality transmission; and tape did not yet exist 
in a commercial, practical sense. lmprO\·ements in radio have in
cluded developments both in transmission and reception, with 
particular emphasis on Fi\f. In the case of the phonograph, great 
technical progress has been made in cutting machines, recording 
techniques, disc material, speeds, turntables, cartridges and tone 
arms. 

Another factor in the delayed appearance of stereo in the home 
is the transition from the laboratory to the consumer-generally 
a long and difficult process. The development of a new art or 
science is never smooth hut strewn with pitfalls and setbacks. 
There are inevitably conflicts of theory and opinion to be recon
ciled, and agreements to be reached with respect to technology 
so that the public: is presented with one basic system and not with 
a number of systems among which it must choose without knowing 
how to choose. As cases in point, there is quite general agreement 
that the \Vestrex system is to be used for phonograph discs; that 
stacked rather than staggered heads are to he used for tape; that 
:'\ AR TB equalization shall be used for tape. 

Finally, the public must want and be ready for the new tech
nology. A product can be ahead of its time and fail for tha1 reason 
only, not because of its technical shortcomings. Over the past 
decade, high fidelity has been developing from what some per
sons termed a fad into a permanent part of our way of life, much 
as the electric refrigerator, the TV set and similar items have be
come part of our fabric of living. Thus a firm foundation has 
been built up for the introduction of stereo. Having grown aware 
of and accustomed to the opportunities for good reproduction of 
music, the public next wants better and better reproduction-it 
seems to be a basic law that our wants are never satiated .. -\.nd so 
the time is ripe for stereo. \\'hile stereo is sufficiently ad\'anced 
to have made the transition from the laboratory to the home and 
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to increase measurably the pleasure derived by many persons from 
reproduced music, far from enough is yet known as to the best 
techniques and the best types of equipment. Microphone place
ment, types of microphones to he used, broadcasting and record
ing techniques, £unctions and controls required of stereo ampli
fiers, types of speakers, speaker placement, etc., are all areas open 
to further thought, research and experiment. Hence the stereo 
art must he recognized for what it is-a rapidly wowing infant. 

Therefore, it is not possible at this time to present the reader 
with a hook containing nothing but incontrovertible facts on 
stereo. He is entitled, however, to the benefit of expert opinion 
on what constitutes good stereo. Admittedly, some of the expert 
opinions of a few years ago, or even a few months ago, have already 
been cast under doubt. That is inevitable in so new a field. Doubt
less some of the viewpoints presented will similarly he subjected 
to re-evaluation in the future. On the other hand, the art has 
de\'eloped sufficiently along both theoretical and empirical lines 
so that a book can now be written that contains enough useful 
information to he worth while. If the experts are guessing, at least 
their guesses are well-informed ones and more apt to prove right 
than wrong. 

This book seeks to be objective about stereo rather than to 
eulogize it. Therefore it will be concerned with problems as well 
as techniques and rewards. \Vhile stereo has much to offer, it is 
not a miracle of some sort which in a moment makes everything 
monophonic obsolete and conquers all previous problems of audio 
reproduction. \\1hile stereo can add something of ,·ah1e to audio 
reproduction that has already achieved a high degree of quality, 
it cannot mask serious faults. Moreover, while stereo has some
thing to give, it is also apt to demand something in return, such as 
greater outlay of funds, more patience, more effort and more space 
than usually required for mono reproduction. 

This book is written as much for the nontechnical audiophile 
as for the individual versed in electronic lore. It is assumed only 
that the reader has a rudimentary acquaintance with the parlance 
of high fidelity, so that it is not necessary to explain to him such 
terms as amplifier, preamplifier, tuner, cartridge, woofer, tweeter, 
frequency response, distortion, signal-to-noise ratio, etc. Those 
who woulcl like a primer on high fidelity are referred to the au
thor's book, F1111damentals o/ High Fidelity.'.! 

While most audiophiles are concerned principally with the 

~ John I'. Rider, l'uhlisher, Inc 
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problems of setting up a stereo system in the home and of ob
taining maximum performance from this equipment, the author 
feels that a well-rounded knowledge of stereo, ir.cluding the 
recording and broadcasting aspects, is of value to the reader. 
Therefore, this hook is concerned not only with the playback 
aspect of stereo but also with the techniques of microphoning it. 
over the air. Such background of fundamentals enables the audio
phile to have a better concept of what is required of his playback 
equipment. Furthermore, there are principles at work in the 
recording and broadcasting phases that have counterparts in the 
playback aspect. Finally, it is hoped that a full account of the 
stereo art will help satisfy intellectual curiosity. 

If one's demands and tastes are moderate, the stereo equipment 
initially acquired is apt to be satisfactory for a substantial period 
of time. But if one's demands are exacting, the stereo art after a 
few years will offer much more than at the outset. However, this 
should not prove a deterrent, at least not to the audiophile with 
something of the pioneering spirit who desires the thrill of close 
contact with a burgeoning art, the same thrill that was experienced 
by those who kept in close touch with the early years of radio and 
of television. Moreover, such equipment changes as may be dic
tated by improvements in the art will probably be piecemeal ones, 
necessitating the replacement of one component at a time rather 
than of the entire system at once. This is a pattern familiar in 
monophonic reproduction; we have obtained a better amplifier at 
one time, a better cartridge at another and so on. The components 
that were replaced were not necessarily thrown out, but either 
traded in for the new ones or used for a second high-fidelity sys
tem, for example, in the den or workshop. 

The author would like to express his appreciation to the editors 
o[ Radio & TV News for permission to use materials from a num
ber of articles on stereo that he has written for that periodical. 
Thanks are similarly due to Electro11ic Tech11ician and RADIO· 

ELECTRONICS Magazine for permission to use portions of articles 
appearing in those magazines. 

HERMAN BURSTEIN 
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forms of audio reproduction 

To view stereo in its proper context we must understand the 
differences between stereo and com'entional high fidelity as 

well as the things they have in common. 
A basic distinction is simply that between monophonic and non

monophonic sound. The latter breaks down into three classifica
tions: binaural, stereo and a mid-way category, quasi-stereo. 

In discussing these categories you will find the word channel 
recurrent. Channel signifies a device or a technique for conveying 
one audio signal during recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound. This one signal can be \'ery complex, for example, 
representing a large number of instruments or a group of \'oices. 
Channel also refers to the audio signal so conveyed. Thus, we may 
be referring to a group of related components in a disc or tape 
recording studio or in a broadcast studio, to a group ol audio 
components in the home; to a waveform physically inscribed on a 
record, magnetically inscribed on tape, electromagnetically propa
gated via a radio wave; to the sound itself as it greets the ear. 

\Vhere more than one channel is used, as in binaural and stereo 
reproduction, and the reference is to the signal or sound, one 
channel is distinguished from the other by differences m one, 
several or all of the following characteristics: frequencies (pro
duced by various sound sources) appearing in each signal; overall 
loudness; relative amplitudes of various frequencies; time delay; 
phase (portion of the cycle at a given instant, corresponding to 
compression or rarefaction of the air, as shown in Fig. 101); ratio 
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of reverberated sound (reflected from room surfaces and objects) 
to direct sound. 

Monophonic sound 
Until the advent of stereo, high fidelity was customarily associ

ated (Fig. 102) with a single chain of elements-or channel-con-

A1R AT 
MAXIMUM NORMAL DENSITY 

COMPRESSION~ MAXIMUM 

VIBRATING rd 
BODY (SPKR) ~ 

! ! ! ! RAREFACTION 

ALTERNATE COMPRESSION 
a RAREFACTION OF 

- THE AIR MOLECULES EQUALS 
SOU'ID -DIRECTION 

OF VIBRATION 

-11ME-

ELECTRICAL WAVEFORM 
CORRESPONDING TO ALTERNATE 

- COMFRESSIONS a RAREFACTIONS 
OF THE AIR. PHASE REFERS TO 
A POINT ON THE WAVEFORM 
AT ANY GIVEN INSTANT OF TIME 

Fig. IOI. Phase of a so1wd wave. 

sisting of the following: a program source, which could be a radio 
or TV station, phono disc, or recorded tape; a signal source, which 

PROGRAM 
SOURCE 

(RADIO OR TV 
STATION, 
PHONOGRAPH 
RECORD, RECORDED 
TAPE) 

SIGNAL 
SOURCE 

(RADIO OR TV, 
TUNER, 
PHONOGRAPH, 
TAPE MACHINE) 

CONTROL 
AMPLIFIER 

( SELECTOR SWITCH, 
BASS 8 TREBLE 
CONTROLS, GAIN 
CONTROL, LOUDNESS 
CONTROL , EQUALIZATION, 
ETC.) 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 102. Basic elements of a monophonic system. 

SPKR 
SYSTEM 

could be a tuner (including TV sound), phonograph or tape play• 
back machine; a control amplifier, containing gain, bass, treble, 
selection, etc., controls; a power amplifier and a speaker system. 

Strictly speaking, the term monaural means one-eared. Applica• 
tion of this term to single-channel sound is disturbing to the 
semanticist, and the word monophonic has been coined to repre• 
sent audio reproduction via one signal and one group of com
ponents. It is a more precise term and therefore will be used in
stead of the word monaural. 
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Binaural reproduction 
The first form of non-monophonic sound intended for the home 

market was binaural; a two-channel system designed for use with 
earphones. Binaural sound was made available to the public in 
the early 1950's and was predicated on the use of a tape playback 
machine. 

In recording, two microphones are placed approximately 6 to 

SOUND SOU~CE 

PflRTITIOII 

Fig. 103. Microphorie5 for biriaura/ 
recording. L CHANNEL Q D Q R CHANNEL 

MITT II II MITT 

r, 6"TO 8" -+j 
8 inches apart-about the same distance as between human ears
with an intervening block or partition to simulate the obstruction 
caused by the head (Fig. 103). The aim is to pick up sound just 
as one would hear it at a live performance. 

The sound reaching each microphone is converted into an elec
trical signal, which is recorded on a specific half of a magnetic 
tape (Fig. 104). The signal from the left microphone is fed to a 
tape head that records on the upper half of the tape, while the 
right microphone feeds a head that records on the lower half, 
assuming the tape travels from left to right. 

When the tape is played back, each track is scanned by a separate 
head. The signal from one playback head goes to an amplifier 

CHANNELL 0 
I}=~ --f . ~ __ TAPE 1---------------i 

MIKE RECORD HEADS 

CHANNEL L RECORDING 

TAPE r!~O CHANNEL R RECORDING 

~ AMPLIFIER -'t:::::=========::1 

DIRECTION OF TAPE 
CHANNEL R TRAVEL 

Fig. 104. Two-channel tape recording (hi11a11ral or 5/ereo). 

(which supplies correct playback equalization) and from there to 
the left earphone. The signal from the other head goes 10 a sep
arate amplifier and thence to the right earphone (Fig. 105). 

The signal and equipment for the left ear are customarily re
ferred to as channel I or A or L; for the right ear as channel 2 or 
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B or R. "·e shall use the terms channel L and channel R, because 
they leave no doubt as to whether the reference is to the left or 
right microphone, speaker or associated equipment. 

Results achie\'ed by the binaural method ha\'e been acclaimed 
as astonishingly realistic. Howe\'er, the system has not attained a 
wide degree of acceptance because of the discomfort and incon
\'enience of the earphones. They literally chain the listener, limit
ing his range of mo\'ement. True, some indi\'iduals accept the 
limitations in exchange for the spaciousness and realism of bi
naural listening. But most music lovers feel the price is too great to 
pay for the increase in listening pleasure. Too, frequency response, 
particularly at the low end, is not as good with earphones as with 

TAPE 

CHANNELL RECORDING 

CHANNEL R RECORDING 

DIRECTION OF TAPE 
TRAVEL 

I 

I 

~ CHANNELL 

---~ tY- AMPUFlER 
TAPE 

PLAYBACK 

~O "'"""' 
CHANNEL R 

Fig. 105. Binaural playback b)' means of tape. 

speakers, and good earphones are expensive. Consequently bi
naural reproduction, for all of its amazingly realistic effect, is sel
dom used for high-fidelity purposes. Howeyer, as a parenthetical 
note, it may be obsen·ed that the binaural technique, because of 
its ability to reproduce sound faithfully, has fouod considerable 
industrial use as a tool for recording and analyzing sounds. 

Stereophonic reproduction 
Stereophonic sound is essentially identified with the arrange

ment of Fig. 106, employing two sound channels, with each chan
nel having somewhat different characteristics from the other. As 
shown, two microphones, by virtue of their location, orientation 
and pickup pattern, produce different electrical signals, which 
are separately recorded on tape or disc or transmitted O\'er the air. 
Usually, though not always, the microphones are spaced a number 
of feet apart, instead of inches as in binaural reproduction. In 
the home, the two signals are fed to a pair of amplifiers, each 
connected to a speaker system. 

Microphone and speaker placement and the manner in which 
the two amplifiers are operated ha\'e a great deal to do with the 
extent to which the quality of sound is enhanced as compared 
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with monophonic reproduction. That is, we must differentiate be
tween stereo as a technique and as an effect. The technique refers 
to the manner in which equipment is used; the effect refers to 
whether we have achieved greater realism or some other pleasure
giving quality. 

The system portrayed in Fig. 106 is the two-channel method, 
which has become synonymous with the term stereo. Actually, 
stereo embraces a variety of systems employing more than one 

RECORDING OR BROADCA5il ________ R_EP_R_OD_u_cr_1o_N __________ _ 

MIKE 

I 
CHANNELL 

PROGRAM 
SOURCE 
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SIGNAL SOURCE 
\TUNER 
PHONOGRAPH, 
TAPE, 
MACHINE) 

SIGNAL SOURCE 

CONTROL AMPLIFIER 

(SELECTOR SWITCH 
TONE CONTROLS 
GAIN CONTROLS,~TC.) 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

COOROINATION OF I GAi N CONTROLS • TONE 
I CONTROLS, ETC. 

CONTROL AMPLIFIER POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 106. BaJic elements of a stereo system. 

channel. However, when we do not specifically designate the mnn
ber of channels it is understood that the reference is to the two
channel kind. 

So far as home reproduction is concerned, two-channel stereo is 
hy far the most popular and practical of the mu! ti-channel systems. 
On the other hand, it is important to recognize that stereo em
ploying more than two channels does exist, as in motion-picture 
theaters, and that these forms pro,·ide standards of achie,·ement 
which two-channel stereo is trying to emulate. Early expf-riments 
showed that a very definite sensation of directionality and spacious
ness could he had hy employing a substantial number of micro
phones in a line parallel with the sound source, with each micro
phone feeding a corresponding amplifier-speaker combination 
(Fig. !07). This is referred to as the curlain-of-sow,d principle. 
The assumption is that each microphone picks up the sound in a 
narrow area before it, and the speaker connected to it (through 
a power amplifier) disperses the sound in the same radiation pat
tern as the pickup pattern of the microphone. Thus if a micro
phone picks up sound within a 45° angle, then the speaker should 
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similarly disperse the sound within a 45° angle, as shown in Fig. 
108. In this way a row of microphone-amplifier-speaker chains 
reproduces all the sound from leh to right. 

AMPLIFIERS 

Fig. 107. Curtain of sound J,rinci/1/e. 

The curtain-ofsound principle has definite limitations. One is 
that it is difficult to find microphones and speakers having the 
same pickup and radiation patterns; another is that the micro
phones pick up reflected as well as direct sound. Nevertheless, it 
was found that a substantial number of microphone-speaker pairs, 
say six, gave very good results with respect to directionality. 

The use of as many as six, or even more channels is not too seri
ous an obstacle for the laboratory or the cheater, but is out oE the 
question for home use. Further experiments demonstrated that 
very little is lost in terms of directionality if the number of chan
nels is reduced to three. 

However, upon reducing the channels from three to two, the 
sensation of directionality diminishes sharply. Although two
channel sound is considered preferable to monophonic, it is in
ferior to systems employing three or more. Since two channels are 
the practical maximum for mass use in the light of present tech
nology, a large amount of research has been conducted into means 
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of obtaining results from two-channel sound virtually as good as 
from three-channel stereo. 

SOUND SOURCE 
' , ✓, ..,.----\ --• ••✓ 
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~ ~~ 
EQUAL ~-------~ EQUAL 
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~~/ 
// ',, /, ' 

' /~A DI ATK>N ANGLE 
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Fis, 108. Dependence of curtain of sound 
principle upo,z corresponde,zce between 
microphone pickup patterns and 5peaker 

radiation patterns. 

There is considerable e\'idence that with proper types and 
placement of microphones, as well as proper speaker placement, 

CHANNEL L SIGNAL 

"v--------~ 

CHANNEL R SIGNAL ~---------

LEFT SPKR SYSTEM 

CENTER SPKR SYSTEM 
(PHANTOM CHANNEL) 

RIGHT SPKR SYSTEM 

Fig. 109. Use of II phantom channel. 

two-channel stereo can closely approach the three-channel kind. 
If reproduction takes place in a relatively small area, such as a 
typical living room rather than a comparatively large hall, the 
possibilities are that two-channel stereo will sound nearly as good 
as three-channel. 

Thus, a report on stereo experiments invohing a symphony 
orchestra had this to say: 

"It could not be doubted that the three-channel system pro
duced reproduction more nearly resembling the live original 
than did two-channel transmission. It is of especial interest, 
however, that the three-channel tapes, upon review in a much 
smaller auditorium of nearly ideal acoustic characteristics, could 
be shown to have negligible advantage over two-channel tapes."1 

• Walter T. Selsted and Ross H. Snvder, ",\coustical and Elec1rical Considerations in 
Symphony Orchestra Reproducti~n;• Audio, January, 1957. 
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"Hole-in-the-center" effect 
One of the principal factors accounting for the difference be

tween two- and three-channel stereo is the "hole in the center," 
which refers to the seeming insufficiency or total absence of sound 
in the space between the left and right speakers. The larger the 
listening room, the greater the spacing between the left and right 
speakers and, therefore, for a listener sitting not very far from the 
speakers, the more pronounced is the hole in the center. In the 
case of an orchestral composition, it might sound as though the 
left and right halves of the orchestra had been cut in two and 
moved a fair distance apart. 

The effect can be due to excessive spacing between microphones 
during the recording session, to the spacing between speakers (tak
ing into account where the listener sits), or to a combination of 
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Fig. 110. A mixer circuit for phantom channel signal. 

both. Two-channel stereo more closely approaches the quality of 
three-channel in smaller rooms, and one of the reasons is that the 
distance between speakers is likely to be less in such rooms. 

In recording, use of a center microphone can help mitigate the 
hole-in-the-center effect. Means whereby the listener can deal with 
this effect are discussed in the next three sections. 

Phantom channel 
One solution to the hole-in-the-center problem, as proposed by 

Paul Klipsch,2 is to reconstruct a center channel in playback by 
feeding the sound 0£ the left and right channels ro a center speaker, 
as .shown in Fig. 109. The signal of channel L and that of channel 
R enter a mixing device which combines the two signals and sends 
them to a third amplifier which drives the center speaker. Best re-

• Paul ,v. Klipsch. "Two-Track, Three-Channel Stereo," Audiocraft, November, 
195i. 
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suits are obtained if the levels of the L and R speakers are set so 
that each is 3 db below (half the power of) the center speaker 
when the same signal is fed to all three; thus the combined power 
of the Land R speakers equals that of the center speaker; Fig. 110 
is a mixing circuit suggested by Klipsch. However, the audiophile 
seeking to experiment along the lines of a phantom channel might 
very well, after first balancing the L and R speakers for equal 
sound, gradually bring up the volume of the center speaker until 
his ears inform him that he has adequately filled the hole in the 
center, if any. 

Dummy speaker 
This expedient for filling the hole in the center has been used 

successfully and affords a good illustration of the importance of 

CHANNELL 
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.. 
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~ RIGHT SPKR SYSTEM 

Fig. 111. Use of a dummy speaker system. 

illusion in audio reproduction. The dummy speaker is an en
closure that apparently contains a speaker (whether it actually 
does is unimportant) but is not connected to anything (Fig. 111 ). 
It is placed between the left and right speakers. Because the eyes 
see a speaker in the center, they help persuade the ears that sound 
is coming from that regior.. 

If it is hard to believe that the eyes can trick the ears in such 
a manner, remember that visual-aural effects are constantly used 
in outdoor movies. The screen is many yards in front of the 
dewer, while the tiny speaker is a few inches to his left or right. 
Yet after a few moments he is no longer conscious of the separa
tion of sight and sound. ~fore, should he see an orchestra or band 
on the screen, he will be com·inced he is hearing exactly that, 
despite the fact that the source is a small, often metallic-soundinp; 
speaker. If he closes his eyes for a few moments, then he will again 
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become aware of the nature, location and imperfections of the 
sound source. 

Speaker concealment 
Because of the correlation between what we see and what we 

hear, the hole-in-the-center effect may be partly attributed to the 
fact that we see two speakers spaced a substantial distance apart. 
The effect can be dissipated by concealing the speakers behind a 
curtain sufficiently transparent to sound so as not to attenuate the 
high frequencies, but able to conceal the speakers. Proper room 
lighting plays a role in this. 

Quasi-stereo 
A number of efforts have been made, with \'arying degrees of 

success, to obtain some of the benefits of stereophonic sound, using 
only one signal as the source instead of se\'eral. Stereo sound has 
other attributes besides directionality, such as a quality of large• 
ness or spaciousness. These characteristics can be duplicated with· 
out the effort and expense involved in having two channels for 
recording, transmitting and reproducing. In fact, some methods 
have attempted to impart directionality by allocating different 
portions of the audio spectrum to different speakers or by causing 
differences in the arrival time of the sound from each speaker. 

The term pseudo-stereo has often been used to describe these 
techniques. However, the term has a rather disparaging connota
tion, and it seems preferable to refer to these methods as quasi. 
stereo. 

For some, quasi-stereo may be a stepping stone toward true 
stereo. For others, it may prove that there is nothing like true 
stereo. And for still others, it may be a quite satisfactory stopping 
point. 

Multiple speakers 
Probably the simplest of the quasi-stereo techniques is to con

nect two (or more) speaker systems to the power amplifier and to 
space the speakers several feet apart (Fig. 112). If the music was 
originally performed by an ensemble occupying a substantial 
amount of space, as by an orchestra or glee club, greater realism 
and enhanced listening pleasure can be obtained by having a 
broad sound source as contrasted with the narrow distribution 
afforded by a single speaker system. 

On the other hand, particularly where just two speaker systems 
are employed, there may be difficulty in the reproduction of a solo 
voice or instrument. Although in theory the sound should appear 
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to come from a point between the two speakers, in actuality the 
listener may be quite conscious of, and disturbed by, the same 
sound coming from two points in the room. True stereo minimizes 
this by assigning the solo voice or instrument entirely or largely 
to one of the channels. On the other hand, if three speakers are 
employed for quasi-stereo, and particularly if the highest volume 
level is assigned to the center one, the illusion of the soloist being 
in the center would be fortified. 

Some authorities believe that best results are obtained with 
the multiple-speaker approach when the speakers have unlike 
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Fig. 112. Qunsi-ste,·eo lmsed 011 use of 11111/ti/1/e spenke,· systems. 

characteristics. No speaker system yet developed is perfectly 
smooth. H it. stays within + 4db (loudness ,·ariat:ion of 150%) 
between 40 and 15,000 cycles, it can be considered excellent. Thus 
every speaker system has peaks at which certain frequencies are 
exaggerated and dips at which others are attenuated. These peaks 
and dips, particularly the peaks, in large pan account for the 
characteristic, identifying quality of a speaker system. So long as 
we have to live with imperfect speakers, it is felt by some that 
use of two different ones will result in emphasis of different instru• 
ments by each speaker, which may help impart a feeling of :separa
tion of instruments, such as is associated with true stereo. On rhe 
other hand, since most instruments have a fairly wide frequency 
range, a given instrument may appear to change its location from 
one side of the room to the other as various parts of the scale 
are played. 

Another and perhaps more convincing argument in behalf of 
dissimilar speakers for quasi-stereo is that. each speaker will pro
vide a different impression of the total sound. Thus the ears re
ceive versions of the same thing, which blend in the mind to pro-
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duce a fuller, rounder effect than if both speakers produced exactly 
the same acoustic waveform. 

Acoustic delay 
At least one device on the market, appearing under the name 

Xophonic, seeks to imitate the spaciousness of stereo sound by 
supplying something akin to an echo, but with a smaller time lag 
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Fig. 113. Quasi-stereo s_vstem employing the Xophonic unit. 

between the original and following sound than in the case of true 
echo. It is more in the nature of a reverberation, except that the 
original sound is followed by just one repetition instead of a series. 

Fig. I 13 shows how the Xophonic device operates. The signal 
from the main power amplifier is fed into the driver, a small 
speaker. The sound produced goes into a coiled tube tightly cou
pled (no air leaks) to it. The coiled tube has a total length of 
about 50 feet. Since sound travels slightly more than 1 foot per 
millisecond. it takes about one-twentieth of a second for the 
sound to emerge from the other end of the tube. There it actuates 
a microphone, tightly coupled to the tube. The resulting electrical 
signal produced by the microphone goes to a second power ampli
fier and speaker, both contained in the Xophonic unit. The 
second speaker reproduces the original signal with a delay of about 
one-twentieth of a second. 

The frequency range of the Xophonic is fairly limited, about 
200 to 3,000 cycles. On the other hand, it is intended for operation 
at a level substantially below that of the main speaker system, so 
that its limited range does not color the overall sound. The level 
of the secondary speaker is set by increasing the gain of the Xo
phonic amplifier until the reverberated sound becomes just notice
able. It is claimed that location of the Xophonic speaker is not 
critical with respect to the principal speaker system. 
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The effecti,·eness of a time-delay deYice depends upon the 
amount of reverberation already present in a program source and 
upon the listening room. If the program material contains sub
stantial reverberation (due either to the characteristics of the 
original performance site or to reverberation electrically or acous
tically supplied afterward by the engineers at the recording studio) 
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Fig. 114. Quasi-stereo based or, freque11cv 
division. 

any additional effects may prm·e more annoying than gratifying. 
Added reverberation may also be unwanted if the Iister:.ing room is 
live and produces reverberation of its own. If the program material 
has a "dry" quality and the listening room has soft furnishings, 
such as drapes, heavy carpeting and upholstered furniture (which 
tend to absorb the sound) added reverberation may appreciably 
increase one's listening plea!iure. 

Following is the manufacturer's description of tests comparing 
a stereo system with the Xophonic device: 

"An ... A-B comparison between a system prO\·iding location 
effect and an Xophonic system was macle in our sound labora
tories. A two-channel recording was used as the source material 
in the A-position of the comparison switch, and this was re
produced through a pair of identical amplifiers into two match
ing speakers. The placement of the speakers was carefully chosen 
to pro\'ide the best feelin!!' of orchestral location. In the B-switch 
position, the two original channels were mixed to prO\·idc the 
normal monaural (monophonic] source. This was reproduced in 
one of the speakers, and also by the Xophonic. In this way, an 
immediate-comparison A-B test was made between a two-channel 
system and Xophonic sound. 

The result of the comparison was as follo·.-.·s: ... 94% (of the 
listeners) were able to differentiate betweer. the location effect 
and the re\'erberation effect of Xophonic reproduction. \Vhat was 
significant was that ... 65% of the listeners actually preferred 
the reverberation effect to the location effect of the two-channel 
system."a 

a".\ Reverberation Unit for Hi-Fi Reproduction," Radio & TP NetJ.'S, June, 195i. 
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Frequency division 
Here we have a quasi-stereo technique that feeds preponder

antly high frequencies to one speaker and low ones to the other 
(Fig. 114). A special network following the power amplifier at
tenuates the low frequencies and emphasizes the high frequencies 
for the left speaker, while the lows are boosted and the highs cut 
for the right speaker. A commercial embodiment of this tech
nique is the CBS XD Sound System. 

Following is the manufacturer's account of tests comparing three 
sets of conditions, involving two stereo sound tracks on tape and 
three speakers, two in the corners of a room along the same wall 
and the third at the center of the wall: 
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"Condition 1. The two tracks corresponding to the left and 
right microphones were electrically combined and fed directly to 
the center speaker. This was equivalent to conventional single
speaker sound reproduction. 
- Condition 2. The left sound track was fed to the speaker in 

the left corner and the right track to the speaker in the right cor
ner. This system corresponded to true stereophonic reproduction. 

Condition 3. The two tracks were again electrically combined 
as under condition 1, but before the resultant signal reached the 
left speaker, it passed through an equalizing circuit which at
tenuated the lows and emphasized the high frequencies. The 
right speaker also received the combined signal, but through an 
equalizer which attenuated the highs and emphasized the lows. 

Listeners were invited to these tests without being told what 
the conditions were. They were asked to express their preferences 
of sound reproduction by choosing from any one of the three con
ditions. The result of the study was startling but in some respects 
not unexpected. While not a single listener (about a total of 50 
were exposed) preferred condition I-that is, the single conven
tional speaker-their preferences were almost equally divided be• 
tween conditions 2 and 3. Evidently, the simulated stereophonic 
sound seemed to give as much satisfaction as the true one. As a 
matter of fact, when people began to wander around the room, 
more listeners preferred the simulated stereophonic rendition 
(condition 3) because it seemed to give satisfactory results over a 
less restricted area than the true stereophonic sound. 

A variation of these tests was performed on a number of listen
ers who were technically or musically well informed on the state 
of the stereophonic art. These listeners were told what the three 
conditions corresponded tP and were asked to determine which 
condition, 2 or 3, represented the true stereophonic rendition. 
Half of them guessed right and half of them guessed wrong, again 



proving that true stereophonic rendition can be successfully sim• 
ulated with a single source of program."4 

Coded stereo 
Known as Perspecta Sound in one of its commercial forms, 

coded stereo comes closest to true stereo in terms of directionality. 
As in Fig. 115, three or more speakers are customarily used, each 
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Fig. 115. Coded stereo. 
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driven by its own power amplifier. All the power amplifiers receive 
the same signal, but operate at different volume levels as de
termined by code signals-one for each amplifier-that accompany 
the audio signal. The code signals are detected by a special unit, 

Fig. 116. Phase of a sine u•ave. 

which controls the gain of each power amplifier. While Fig. 115 
shm-vs three speakers, a greater number could he used. 

The code signals must he inaudible and therefore have to be 
kept outside the audio range, either below 30 or ahove 20,000 

• Pe1er C. Goldmark, '"The Columbia XD (Exira-Dimensional) Sound Sys1e111," 
Audio, October, 1953. 
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cycles. Usually they consist of the extremely low frequencies be
cause of the technical problems associated with ultrasonic tones, 
which are much more easily lost on such media as tape and film 
than are the subaudible notes. 

By means of coded stereo, the total sound can be made to appear 
as though it originates from the left, center, right or intermediate 
points. During the recording process, trained personnel apply code 
signals to the recording medium, such as tape or motion-picture 
film, thereby varying the volume levels 0£ the speakers to produce 
the desired directional effect. For example, a marching band can be 
made to appear as though it were coming onto the stage from the 
left by gradually increasing the volume of the left speaker (via the 
appropriate code signal), while the other speakers remain silent. 
The band can be moved to the center and then to the right by 
successively increasing the levels of the center and right speakers, 
while diminishing the levels of the others. Finally it can be moved 
off stage to the right by diminishing the level of the right speaker. 

Coded stereo can reproduce a game of table tennis as effectively 
as true stereo by alternately switching between the left and right 
speakers, with an occasional switch to the center speaker when the 
ball drops at the net. Or, by reducing the level of the middle 
speaker, it can produce an effect such as that of two trumpeters 
playing in unison at opposite ends of the stage. But it cannot 
simultaneously reproduce different instruments playing at the 
left, center and right so that each instrument can be identified as 
coming from the appropriate direction. Nevertheless, with skilled 
use of the code signals to achieve appropriate shifts of the total 
sound, impressive effects can be achieved. 

Coded stereo has l:>een used for motion pictures. 

Phase shift 
Several devices on the market achieve a quasi-stereo effect by 

changing the phase of the monophonic signal as of any given in
stant and sending the phase-shifted signal through a second ampli
fier and speaker system. Thus, the ears receive two versions of 
the same signal, which may blend in the mind to produce a fuller 
image of the sound. The phase-shift devices do not operate uni
formly at all frequencies. As a result, the phase relationship be
tween the fundamental frequency and its ham10nics is altered by 
the phase-shift network. This produces a difference in waveform 
between the main and secondary speakers, thereby further in
creasing the difference between the sounds of the two speakers. 

If the device can achieve sufficient phase shift-slowing all or 
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some of the frequencies by a substantial part of a cycle or by 
several cycles-then there may be enough difference in the arrival 
time of the sound from the secondary speaker to produce an effect 
akin to reverberation. 
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SPKR 

Fig. 11 i. Incorporation of the Holt phase-shift 
unit into an audio system. 

The devices referred to effect a phase shift by electrical networks. 
From the beginning to the end of a cycle (Fig. 116) is 360°. Phase 
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Fig. 111!. Incorporation of the Vltron phase shift unit into a11 audio 
S\'Jtem. 

can be shifted by various portions of 360°. For example, if phase 
is shifted 180°, or half a cycle, this may correspond to the rarefac
tion portion of a sound wave instead of the compression point 
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Fig. 119. 1>1cor/ioration of the Royce "Stereo-Rama" i11 1111 

audio system. 

(Fig. IO l on page I 2). If phase is delayed a full 360°, then we are 
hack at the beginning point of the cycle. However, the signal 
has been retarded time-wise by a full cycle. If we can delay a low 
frequency, say 100 cycles, by a full cycle (which is about I I feet 
long) the initial pan of the phase-shifted signal will leave the sec-
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ondary speaker about 11 milliseconds later, since sound tra\'els 
about l foot per millisecond. The ear can appreciate that kind of 
difference. 

One of the commercially a,·ailable phase-shift units, Holt Stereo, 
includes not only a phase-shift network but also a complete ampli
fier, including gain, bass and treble controls. Fig. 117 shows how it 
is incorporated into the conventional audio system. 

According to manufacturer the unit: 
"Electronically provides a time delay by a relath·ely large phase 

shift over the audio spectrum. The delay in time is different at 
different frequencies ... the time delay is smaller at the higher 
end. \Ve use the same range of time delay as is usecl in normal 
hearing to position. The ear does not detect less than l / 15,000 
second and the most that is used is a little more than I /400 second. 
Because of the distance that the ears arc apart, this is the most 
that is used in normal hearing for positioning what we hear." 
A somewhat similar device is the Ultron. Not a complete ampli

fier, it contains only a phase-shift network intended to be incorpo
rated in the audio system as shown in Fig. 118. 

On the other hand, a complete phase-shift ensemble, including 
phase-shift network, amplifier and speaker all in one housing, is 
the Stereo-Rama by Royce. Fig. 119 shows how it would be con
nected to a predously monophonic system. The Stereo-Rama is 
very much like the Xophonic previously described in that both 
contain all the equipment required for con\'erting to quasi-stereo. 
Howe,·er, the Xophonic changes the signal by acoustic means, 
while the Stereo-Rama does so electronically. 
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the stereo effect 

BEFORE exploring the mechanics of stereophonic recording, 
transmission and reproduction, we must come to grips with 

the subject by asking what it is we are trying to achieve. ·what 
kind of sound are we trying to produce? \Vhat effects and illusions 
are we after? 

It is much more true of stereo that the listener must be an 
active participant in the process. It is not sufficient to let the 
recording and broadcast engineers worry about the theory and 
techniques of capturing sound in stereo fashion. Although the 
sound has been successfully recorded on tape or disc or is accu
rately broadcast by radio, it has to be reproduced in a manner 
that will achieve the intended effects. Mere possession of stereo 
equipment will not guarantee satisfying sound. To the extent that 
the listener is acquainted with the characteristics of stereo, the 
chances of satisfaction are increased. 

Many persons tend to identify the term stereo with directionality 
-the ability to determine whether the sound source or its individ
ual components are to the right or left, or in front of the listener. 
\Vhile this property can be an important attribute of stereo, it is 
a mistake to associate stereo exclusively with it. 

Stereophonic-to use the full term-derives from the Greek anq 
means solid or full sound. The notion of fullness or solidity goes 
beyond directionality to include a number of additional factors. 
Some of them are already well known to us as being the identi
fying characteristics of good monophonic reproduction, such as 
wide frequency range. low distortion and high signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Stereo seeks to go further, enhancing the illusion of reality by 
bringing us additional qualities associated with the original per
formance. At the same time, a complete account of the stereo 
effect must include not only the differences between stereo and 
mono but also what they have in common. To lose sight of the 
need for wide frequency response, low distortion, etc. would do 
injustice to the art of audio reproduction. 

Directionality 
A great deal of theorizing and experimentation has been devoted 

to uncovering the factors that enable the mind to place a sound
producing object at a given distance and angle from the listener. 
'While the same factors are mentioned by a number of authorities, 
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fig. 201. DiUerence in arrival time at each ear 
of a sound produced by_ a source to the left of 

the head. 

there is considerable lack of unanimity as to their relative impor
tance. Thus, one authority attributes spatial location exclusively 
to one factor and holds that the others merely confirm what the 
mind already knows. Quite possibly, the relative importance of 
each factor differs according to the listener, the listening site, the 
type of sound, and similar circumstances. And there are indications 
that one factor can substitute for another. 

In the main, directionality is attributed by the authorities to dif
ferences in (I) time of arrival of sound at each ear; (2) intensity at 
each ear; (3) phase at each ear; (4) waveform at each ear; (5) the 
ratio of reverberated to direct sound at each ear. 

Arrival-time difference 
Sound travels at a rate of nearly 1,100 feet per second at sea 

level which is slightly more than I foot per millisecond. A sound 
arriving from due left of the listener reaches the left ear before 
the right, assuming the subject faces straight ahead. Since the space 
between the ears is from 6 to 8 inches, there is a difference of about 
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0.5 millisecond in the arrival time (Fig. 201). Apparently the 
human mind can recognize this difference so as to orient the sound 
source. 

However, if the sound is a pure sine wave, (Fig. 202) and 
continues for a while, how does the mind distinguish between 
arrival times? The answer is that it doesn't. Experiments have 

Fig. 202. A pure sine wave-two cycles. 

been conducted in which subjects were asked to orient a sound 
source producing a steady pure tone. The lack of accuracv was 
sufficient to show that such a source did not permit orientation. 

A number of authorities believe that this kind of orientation 
depends upon the transients associated with typical sounds; sel-

Fis. 203. Typical transient 
initiating a sound waveform. 

<lorn is a pure tone found in nature. A transient is a brief burst 
of energy, and most sounds are initiated by a pulse of one degree 
or another (Fig. 203). Arrival time concerns the start of a sound. 
Once it has built up to a steady state, the mind can no longer 
localize it, except by remembering that initially it appeared to 
come from a given direction. If the sound is built up gradually, 
without a transient, then the mind may have considerable difficulty 
in locating the source. 

Some interesting experiments have been conducted in which 
simultaneous photographs were taken of a sound waveform and 
of the response of the nerves involved 111 the hearing mechanism. 
These tests revealed that the nerves discharge a signal to the brain 
at the first positive peak of the sound.1 It has been reasoned, there
fore, that the mind employs the first positive peak as a reference 
for measuring time intervals between sounds arriving at each ear; 

1 James '.\loir, "Stereophonic Reproduction," Audio, October, 1952. 
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but that the process must be frequently repeated to maintain the 
sense of directionality. 

Intensity differences 
Differences in the intensity of a given sound at each ear are 

also considered to be an important factor. Intervention of the 
head causes a difference in loudness at each ear due to diffraction 
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Fig. 204. Effect of interpositio,1 of the head upon amplitude of sound at each 
ear. 

effect. There is an increase of air pressure on the ear toward the 
sound and a decrease of pressure on the ear away from it, as illus
trated in Fig. 204. The greater the size of the interfering object, 
the greater the difference between pressures at each ear. An4 the 
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Fig. 205. ApJ,are11t a11g11/ar location of sound as related to relative /011d11ess 
at each ear. 

smaller the wavelength-in other words, the higher the frequency 
-the greater is the pressure difference. 

Since the loudness differences are greatest at the high frequen
cies, the stereo characteristic of directionality is principally asso
ciated with the treble range. But there is no agreement as to the 
lowest frequencies involved. Some place the starting point as low 
as 250 cycles, and others at 500 or 800 cycles. Some also indicate 
that frequencies above 7,000 or 8,000 cycles do not contribute to 
directionality. 

Intensity differences are generally considered more important 
than arrival times for the sensation of directionality. One experi
menter has found that a difference in arrh-al time, stated in milli
seconds, has to be five times as great as a difference in intensity 
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at each ear, stated in decibels, to produce the same effect of direc
tionality. This experimenter found that the nvo effects are inter
acting and in proper proportions can substitute, reinforce or cancel 
each other in terms of imparting directionalit}' to sound. 

The effectiveness of intensity is indicated by other writers, who 
state: 

" ... with sustained tones e,·en a 2-db difference in loudspeaker 
intensity can produce a shift in the apparent position of the 
sound source."~ 
Through long experience, the human mind has learned to 

interpret various levels of loudness at each ear as differences in 
angular location of a sound source (Fig. 205). Suppose that a 
sound should seem to come not from the extreme left hut about 
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one-third of the way between two speakers spaced along the wall 
of a room. H the level of the left speaker is higher than that of the 
right, by the correct amount, the listener will have the illusion 
that the sound emanates from a point between the speakers and to 
the left. 

To confirm the relationship between relative loudness at each 
ear and the resulting impression of angular location formed in the 
mind, the following test was conducted.3 Using two microphones 
in fixed position, an arc was drawn (Fig. 206) so that the distances 
from any point on the arc to each microphone, although unequal. 
always maintained the same ratio to each other, say 2 to I. Thus 
the sound received by the left microphone would afways have the 
same relative loudness compared with the sound picked up by r.he 
right microphone if the source were anywhere on the arc. If the 
right microphone were twice as far awav as the left one, then the 
left microphone would always pick up four times as much (6 dh 
more) sound. A person walked along the arc and spoke at the same 
time. The sound picked up by each microphone was fed to the 

• James Cunningham and Roberr Oakes Jordan, ·'Stereophonic Microphone Place• 
men1," Audio, November, 1956. 

• W. B. Snow, "Auditory Perspective," Bell /.ai1orntories lfrrnrd, :\farcil, 193·!. 
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left and right sides of a pair of earphones worn by participants in 
the experiment, who could not see the person speaking. They were 
asked to estimate the speaker's apparent angular location. No 
matter where the speaker was on the arc, the listeners always 
tended to ascribe about the same angular location to the sound. 

Phase difference 
Although a number of references in stereo literature cite phase 

differences as a factor in directionality, the allusions are generally 

Fig. 207. Typical differences 
in phase at each ear of a 

middle-frequency sound. 

vague. Some writers deny that phase plays a role in stereo, at least 
so far as the directionality effect is concerned. 

There is nothing to indicate that the mind has a basis for dis
cerning whether it is the phase at the left ear or the right that 
corresponds with sound from a given direction. However, the 
present lack of an explanation does not mean we are certain that 
phase differences are unimportant. 

A sound waveform may be at a different part of the cycle when 
it reaches one ear than when it reaches the other (Fig. 207). At 
frequencies below 1,000 cycles, the waveform is long compared 
to the distance between the ears. Thus, at 500 cycles, a cycle 
occupies a space of about 2 feet. Hence there will be a consider
able difference in the phase of the waveform at each ear. At a high 
frequency, for example, 5,000 cycles, each cycle is only slightly 
more than 2 inches and it is possible for the waveform at each ear 
to be at the same point of the cycle, as shown in Fig. 208. There
fore, phase differences, if they do play a role in stereo, are primarily 
associated with frequencies below 1,000 cycles. 

Waveform difference 
Differences in the waveform at each ear are apparently a prime 

factor in spatial orientation. Most of those who have explored 
stereophonic phenomena have found that differences in the nature 
of the signal reaching each ear produce a sense of directionality. 
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The most thorough expos1t1on of this viewpoint is probably 
that of Hume4 who goes so far as to hold that waveform differences 
are the factor in directionality, with intensity and arrival-time 
serving to confirm what the mind already knows. 

The head and also the external ear, because of. their size and 
shape, filter the higher frequencies. The head acts as a filter for 
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frequencies above 800 cycles, he states, and the external ear acts 
as a filter for frequencies above 5,000 cycles. 

" ... the stereophonic effect is produced by a difference in high• 
frequency or harmonic content, created by head and external 
ear shadowing, of the sound signal reaching the inner ear." 
Thus the left ear would receive all the frequencies of a sound 

arriving from the left, while the sound reaching the right ear 
would be substantially stripped of its harmonic content, as illus
trated in Fig. 209. 

Hume conducted the following experiment. An audio oscillator 
generated a sine wave, which was reproduced by a wide-range 
amplifier and speaker. The sound was picked up by a microphone, 
and the microphone output at various frequencies was measured. 
Next, a block of sound-absorbing material about the size and shape 
of a human head was placed between the speaker and microphone, 
and readings were again taken of the microphone output at various 
frequencies. Then the two sets of readings were compared. At fre
quencies of JOO, 200 and 300 cycles, the readings were 3 db lower 
when the obstruction was in place. But, with the obstruction in 
place, the reading was 7 db lower at 1,000 cycles, 8 db lower at 
3,000 cycles, 10 db lower at 5,000 cycles, and 7 db lower at 8,000 
cycles. 

The conclusion was that the hi~h-fre<1uencv content of a com-
• Howard F. Hume, "A New Concept on the Phy5iological ..\5pec1 or Stereophonic 
Sound," Audio, March, I95i. 
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plex waveform would be considerably smaller on one side of the 
obstruction than on the other-i.e. at one ear than at the other 
if the sound arrived from the left or right-so as to alter radically 
the waveform at the far ear. 

The above test was repeated using a square wave instead of a 
sine wave. \Vhen the obstruction was placed between the speaker 
and the microphone, the output of the microphone, as viewed on 
an oscilloscope, approached a sine wave, indicating loss of the 
high-frequency content of the square wave. 

Next, two speakers 180° apart, opposite each ear of a listener, 
were used to reproduce music. Sound was supplied to the speakers 
through a frequency-discriminating network, one for each speaker, 
permitting variable high-frequency attenuation with a maximum 
slope of 4 db per octave. A control permitted the experimenter 
simultaneously to increase the high-frequency attenuation for one 
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Fig. 209. Change in u•a11eform due to interposition of the head. 

speaker and decrease it for the other. As this was done the listeners. 
"reported an illusion of the artist moving from one side of the 

stage to the other. ... The subjects were able to indicate pre
cisely where the artist stood in an arc of 180° in front. Settings 
of lhe control were recorded and related to the imagined location 
of the artist. On repeated tests the subjects maimained a high 
degree of accuracy in orienting the imagined performer with re
spect to the control settings. The ear's relative sensitivity to mod
erately high frequencies-most acute at about 3,000 cycles-helps 
account for these results obtained by varying the high-frequency 
content of sounds." 
Hume, among others, has suggested that a person with only one 

good ear or with one ear plugged can identify the sound source 
"to a surprisingly high degree." Information about the position 
of the source can be obtained by slight movements of the head, 
resulting in changes in the waveform at the ear. A person, states 
Hume, can remember a tone quality-the waveform of a sound
for a certain period of time. 
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"By moving his head he can compare the wave shapes received 
at different times, and from these samples decide on the position 
of the source, even though he is using only one ear to gather the 
information." 



Even though a person with one good ear remains still, neverthe• 
less the head does make slight involuntary movements, resulting in 
spatial orientation to one extent or another. 

He concludes that: 
"In the main, left-and-right orientation is provided by head 

shadowing, while front-and-back orientation [ is provided] by 
external ear shadowing." 

Ratio of reverberated to direct sound 
In norm.al indoor surroundings, the ears receive sound in two 

ways (Fig. 210): directly from the source and indirectly as the 
result of reflections off the walls, ceiling, floor and objects within 
the room. The ratio of reverberated to direct sound is one factor 
that permits us to localize the source. 

One authority5 has reported that, when two speakers were used 

D• DIRECT SOUND 
R•REVERBERATED SOUND 

.Fig. 210. Jll115tratio11 of direct and 
reverberated sou11d reaching the 

ears. 

in stereo experiments, the sound appeared to come from the 
speaker with the smallest ratio; that is, with the relatively smallest 
proportion of reverberation. He states: 

"In general, the localization tends toward the channel giving 
the most natural or close-up reproduction .... Experiment shows 
that decreasing either the total loudness or the amount of direct 
sound relative to reverberant gave the impression that the sound 
was moving back on the stage. Depth localization is thus a com
plicated function of loudness and relarive reverberation." 

• Snow, op. cit. 
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Considering that in real life one encounters a good deal of 
reverberation, and since reverberation makes it difficult to dis
tinguish direction, how is it that one can orient sounds? This is 
attributed to the ability of the mind, particularly through binaural 
hearing, to distinguish direct sound from the reverberant, possibly 
on the basis of arrival time, and to give heaviest weight to the 
direct sound, thereby localizing the source. Binaural discrimina
tion in favor of the direct sound can amount to as much as 10 to 
15 db. 

In reproduction, the effect of directionality depends, not upon 
binaural discrimination between direct and reverberated sound, 
but upon keeping reverberation out of one speaker or the other, 
so that the source appears to be in the direction of the speaker 
with the least reverberation. 

Spaciousness 
One of the most important, perhaps the most important, factor 

in the stereo effect is the sensation of spaciousness. This has noth
ing to do with assigning direction to the source. Rather, it concerns 
making the listener feel as though the source itself is large or the 
performance is taking place in a large hall instead of in the 
confines of a typical living room. Thus one author has commented: 

"The enhanced esthetic appeal obtained from an auditory
perspective reproduction of an orchestra is not due so much to an 
accurate localization of the various sounds as to a general effect 
of space distribution, which adds a fullness to the overall effect."6 

The illusion of spaciousness is produced in several ways. One 
is by physical distribution of the sound source-if the sound is 
reproduced by two or more speakers spaced several feet apart 
this removes the impression that the sound is issuing from a 
relatively small hole at a particular point in the room. While this 
may raise certain problems, at least on a theoretical basis, such 
as partial cancellation at some frequencies or reinforcement at 
others, due to phase differences when the sound from each speaker 
meets the ear, most listeners find that reproduction by more than 
one speaker system adds considerably to enjoyment of music origi
nally produced by a spread source. 

A sensation of spaciousness can be obtained by stopping up one 
ear, which ~reatly decreases the ability to orient the source of 
sound and hence fosters the illusion. This is not a recommended 
method of listening but a simple experiment which makes clear 
one of the phenomena involved in the hearin!?; process. One-eared 

• !bid. 
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listening, if nothing else, will prove that aural illusions e,dst; and 
it is only by means of aural illusions that we can hope to bring a 
I 00-piece orchestra into the average living room. 

In great part, the feeling of spaciousness is associated with rever• 
beration. It is estimated that at a musical performance as much 
as "90% of the sound energy reaching a member of the audience 
may have been reflected one or more times from the various sur
faces in the auditorium."7 Our ears grow accustomed to associating 
a certain amount of reverberation-that is, the ratio of reverberated 
to direct sound and the delay time between the two sounds-with 
various sizes of halls. \\Then we hear a given amount of 1·e,1erbera
tion in a confined space, the habits of the mind tend to produce 
the illusion that we are hearing the sound in a much larger space. 

The manner in which the mind associates reflected sound with 
spaciousness has been described as follows: 

"Suppose we are seated in the concert hall and a sound occurs; 
our ears are stmck by the reflections of this sound from all direc
tions, with the direct sound accounting for only a small percent
age of the total sound energy reaching the ears. Of course, we 
localize on the direct sound, but the mind integrates the reflected 
energy and forms an impression of the size of the hall, perhaps 
roughly similar to the way in which bats use the reAective radar 
principle to perceive obstructions."8 

Reverberation can help impart the illusion of spaciousness in 
other ways too. Increasing amounts decrease the mind's ability to 
locate the source. Hence if reverberated sound is produced by the 
same speaker that produces the original sound, this will decrease 
the listener's impression that the sound is coming from a specific, 
small area of the room. 

There are limits to everything. An excessive ratio of reverbe• 
rated to direct sound can become offensive, serving to muddy the 
sound and otherwise burden the ears. Also, excessive intervals 
between the arrival time of the direct sound and that of the rever• 
beration can produce an echo rather than a concert-hall effect. 

The maximum recommended interval between the original and 
reverberated sound is 40 to 50 milliseconds. Since sound travels 
about 1 foot per millisecond, spacing of microphones should be 
such as not to cause a difference in travel time from the source 
to each microphone in excess of about 60 feet, as illustrated in 
Fig. 211. This principle also applies to the distances from the 
• E. H. Bedell, "Auditorium Acoustics and Control Facilities for Reproductions in 

Auditory Perspective," Bell Laboratories Record, !\-larch, 19!14. 
• Cunningham and Jordan, op. cit. 
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stereo speakers to the listener. However, such inequality could 
occur only in an extremely large room such as a social hall. 

Multiplicity effed 
Studies of orchestral reproduction indicate that the mind's 

impression of a large group of violins playing at once depends 
upon the fact that they are playing not quite together. Slight 
differences in attack and release time, in pitch and timbre, are 
responsible for the sound of a grou/J of violins. If all the musicians 
played exactly together, the sound would be that of a single violin 
greatly amplified. 

In a similar fashion, the stereo effect depends to a degree 
upon multiple sound patterns which differ slightly in some manner 
-possibly in intensity, phase, waveform or arrival time. One is 
tempted to draw an analogy. In visual stereo perception two 
slightly different images simultaneously registered in the mind 
produce the effect of solidity. While the analogy may not be wholly 
incorrect, it suffers from the fact that visual stereo depends upon 
a different image being seen by each eye. In the case of hearing, 
however, an illusion of solidity can be obtained with _just one ear, 
because of multiple sound patterns. A true analogy would be the 
three-dimensional illusion that an artist can achieve on a flat 
surface through skillful use of shading and shadow. 

It is understandable therefore why quasi-stereo techniques are 
effective to varying degrees. Although a single channel serves as 
the sound source, a feeling of solidity can be imparted by altering 
the sound's characteristics in some manner as it is reproduced 
through additional speakers. The sound from each speaker may 
differ in various ways, in frequency balance, phase, arrival time. 
And these differences help create the illusion of solidity. Quite 
possibly, quasi-stereo effects might be obtained from a single 
speaker. 

Dynamic range 
Let us consider factors that are the hallmarks of high-quality 

monophonic reproduction and are essential elements of realistic 
stereo sound. The order of discussion is of no relevance, and we 
shall begin with a consideration of dynamic range. 

At a live performance by an orchestra, the range between the 
softest and loudest sounds is between 60 and 70 db. That is, the 
largest amount of acoustic power generated by the orchestra may 
be as much as 1,000,000 to I 0,000,000 times as great as the smallest. 
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A large choral group, a brass band and other sources have dynamic 
ranges of the same order. 

Realistic reproduction must permit a substantial part of this 
range to be re-created. The loudest sounds must not overload the 
equipment so as to produce noticeable distortion-audible as 
fuzziness, harshness and breakup. The weakest sounds must be 
discernible; that is, audible above background noise and that gen
erated by the reproducing equipment. 

The usual limitation upon dynamic range is in the electronic 

Fig_. 2ll. Example of echo eUect produced by excessivt! 
diUere,ice ;,, ,Ii.stance between m,crophone.s mid .sou11d 

.source. 

equipment, due to the noise (including hum) that it produces. 
\Vhen spurious sound is as great as the audio signal, it tends to 
mask the signal partly or completely. Since many of the sounds 
associated with the directionality and other characteristics of stereo 
are of high frequency, and since the high frequencies tend to be 
t.he weakest sounds, a limited dynamic range tends to diminish 
the stereo effect. 

A limited dynamic range introduced during recording or radio 
transmission in itself produces a cramped effect. It is as though the 
ceiling and floor of a large room were much too close together. If, 
for example, an original dynamic range of 60 db is confined to 
35 db, many of the nuances and accents accomplished by changes 
in level are limited in their effect; reproduction has taken a step 
away from realism. 

Noise 
A high noise level tends to prevent one from hearing the weak

est sounds, sounds that may play an important role in the stereo 
effect. Moreover, noise in itself is an obtrusive factor. In the last 
analysis, the stereo effect is an illusion which can easily be dis
rupted by extraneous factors such as hiss, hum, crackles, pops and 
other forms of noise. 
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Distortion 
Stereo seems to enhance the clarity of musical reproduction and 

to decrease the apparent distortion. True as this may be, it does 
not constitute an argument for permitting greater amounts of 
distortion in stereo than in monophonic reproduction. 

The initial impact of stereo upon the listener tends to be so 
dramatic that differences between poor and excellent speakers, 
between poor and excellent amplifiers, etc. seem to have little 
significance. But upon repeated listening, the initial effect tends 
to wear off and distortion impinges more and more upon the 
consciousness. It is much the same story as with monophonic 
equipment, which may have sounded extremely good at first but 
shows various flaws upon closer acquaintance. 

Therefore it may be said that realistic reproduction entails a 
minimum of distortion. Directionality, spaciousness, etc. cannot 
compensate for sound which lacks the clarity-the "clean quality" 
-of the original performance. 

Frequency response 
As with distortion, some believe that with respect to frequency 

response less rigorous standard~ can be applied to stereo than to 
monophonic reproduction. It is trne that a limited frequency range 
tends to be less noticeable in the case of stereo. But this does not 
mean that stereo with a range of, say, 50 to 8,000 cycles can be as 
good as stereo with a range of 50 to 15,000 cycles. 

Directionality and other qualities associated with stereo depend 
in large part upon proper reproduction of the treble range. Tran
sients, associated with directionality, are by their very nature high 
frequencies. Inadequate reproduction of transients makes itself 
noticed in loss of directionality and in loss of crispness and clean
ness. 

Frequency response also pertains to uniformity of response. 
Acute peaks are likely to be at least as disturbing to the ear in 
stereo as in monophonic reproduction. In fact, probably more so 
in stereo, because peaks in one sound channel or the other may 
cause an apparent shift of source from one speaker to the other. 

The importance of wide, smooth frequency response in achiev
ing the stereo effect, namely maximum reality, is indicated by the 
degree of attention that various experimenters have paid to this 
factor. Thus the speakers used in the stereo experiments by Bell 
Laboratories "were designed ... to respond uniformly over the 
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range from 40 to 15,000 cycles."0 In stereo experiments conducted 
by Ampex Corp. special equalizing networks were employed to 
obtain relatively flat response between 40 and 15,000 cycles from 
the theater speaker systems employed to re-create the sound of a 
full orchestra via tape.10 

Reproduction level 
Many individuals are addicted to very high volume levels when 

using monophonic equipment. In this manner they seek to bring 
out all the sounds of the original performance, to avoid the ap
parent loss of bass that occurs at reduced levels (the Fletcher-Mun
son effect) and to re-create the vibrancy of the original perform
ance. It is common for audiophiles to play music at levels above 
that which one would have heard at the original performance. 

It may well be asked whether reproduction levels close to those 
of the original performance are as important in stereo as in mono
phonic listening. Before considering this question, let us digress 
briefly to clarify the meaning of "original level." The reference 
is not to the acoustic power actually produced by a sound source, 
for example an orchestra, which may be on the order of hundreds 
of watts. Rather, the original level refers to the amount of acoustic 
power that greets the listener's ears at a. typical good listening site, 
say a seat in the 10th or 15th row of a concert hall. In this case, 
the power involved is in the order of a few watts or even less than 
I watt. 

In the main, authorities seem to agree that the stereo illusion 
is at its fullest when the reproduced music is close to the original 
level. This does not mean that the reproduced music has to be 
fully as loud as the original. And it does not mean that the music 
has to be as loud in stereo as in monophonic for equal sensations 
of reality. What it means, simply, is that hy bringing up the volume 
to a level "f'/Jroaching that of the original, one thereby greatly 
enhances the illusion of reality, of being at a live performance. 

This point has been very well expressed by one of the leading 
manufacturers of speakers: 

"It is certainly true that with stereo program material it is no 
longer necessary to boost the intensity above live concert level to 
hear fine details. But with stereo we feel it even more desirable 
that material be played at a natural listening level. Most listeners 

• A. L. Thuras, '"Loudspeakers and '.\licrophone for Audicorv Perspective," Ile/I 
Laboratories Record, March, 1934. 

1
• Walter T. Selsted and Ross H. Snyder, ".-\coustical and Electrical Considerations 

in Symphony Orchestra Reproduction," Audio, January, l95i. 
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seem to feel that as volume is reduced, the 'realistic' quality van
ishes even more quickly than with single-channel reproduction. 
Some stereo recordings of symphonic works sound very much 
like single-channel material until they are played very loud, and 
then suddenly the whole orchestra opens up and the effect is 
magnificent."11 

11 Correspondence from James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
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stereo on the air 

STEREO broadcasting-or stereocasting-can be divided into four 
categories: (I) FM-AM, which uses a frequency-modulation 

station to transmit one channel of a stereo program and an 
amplitude-modulation station to transmit the second; this is 
frequently called simulcasting. (2) FM-FM, in which two FM 
stations broadcast the two stereo signals (frequently called multi
casting). (3) Multiplexing, whereby both channels of the stereo 
program are transmitted by a single FM station, employing 
recently perfected techniques. Multiplex is the logical vehicle for 
stereocasting. (4) AM stereo in which both channels are trans
mitted by one AM station. 

There are two multiplex techniques, known as the Halstead and 
the Crosby systems, which will be explained presently. 

Simulcasting 
FM-AM has been most popular method of stereocasting to date. 

Its basic elements are shown in Fig. 301. As of late 1958, simul
casts were taking place in over 50 cities for periods ranging from 
as little as ½ hour to as much as 20 hours or more per week. In 
addition, several areas were broadcasting stereo by means of an 
AM and a TV station. 

Although FM-AM stereocasting has definite technical limita
tions with respect to the other stereo methods, it's relative popu
larity is due to the fact that it makes the least demands on both the 
broadcaster and the listener in terms of equipment. A substantial 
number of AM stations have FM adjuncts, so relatively little is 
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required in the way of additional facilities to broadcast the chan
nel Land channel R portions of the stereo program over separate 
transmitters. On the listener's part, he need not ha,·e a complete 
second high-fidelity system to reproduce the second channel. As 
Fig. 302 shows, instead of a complete chain of high-fidelity com
ponents, he may merely substitute an AM radio. True, this will 
not duplicate the audio quality of a high-fidelity system, but it 
enables the listener to bring stereo into his home, if only on a 
temporary basis until he obtains better equipment for the second 
channel. 

In catering to stereo listeners, the FM-AM broadcaster must 
not overlook his far larger (as yet) monophonic audience. He must 
see to it that each of the stereo microphones picks up substantially 
all the sound so that neither the monophonic listener on FM nor 
the one on AM is deprived of a significant part of the program 
material. In.other words, the distance between the channel L and 
channel R microphones must not be exaggerated for stereo effect 
at the cost of inadequate monophonic reproduction. On the other 
hand, to bring the microphones too close together might tend to 
reduce the stereo effect. Thus the FM-AM broadcaster must follow 
a course of compromise. 

To use the words of the chief engineer of \VQXR in New York 
City, one of the early stereocasters: 

"Any broadcaster ... under the present system needs to use 
utmost caution in microphone placement so as not to degrade 
either channel for the monaural [monophonic] listener. As we 
have control over our live pickups, you'll find our spacing to be 
moderate (actually the stereo effect can be had with a very mini
mum of spacing) and rarely do we exceed a spacing of 4 feet. It 
should be kept in mind that our musical groups are in the 
chamber-music classification, quartet, quintet, two-piano, etc."1 

On the other hand, the FM-Al\f stereocaster faces a difficult 
problem when placement of microphones is out of his control, 
which is the case when he broadcasts a commercial stereo tape or 
disc. He must avoid material recorded with widely spaced micro
phones, unless he is willing to let monophonic transmission suffer. 
The fact that simulcasting is thus limited as to its program material 
is one of the factors pointing to the desirability of multiplex (the 
Crosby system) as the way to transmit stereo. 

Another major difficulty in F!\f-AM stereocasting is the fact 
that the AM signal is subject to considerable degradation. This 

'Correspondence from Mr. Louis J. Kleinklaus, Station WQXR. New York City, N.Y. 
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may occur at the transmitter, in the air or at the receiving end. 
One respect in which the AM signal suffers is frequency response; 
that is, response at the high end. ·while it is true that a number 
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of AM stations broadcast a signal flat to 10,000 to 12,000 cycles, 
and occasionally to 15,000 cycles, all of which fall within the 
limits of' high fidelity, on the other hand many AM stations find 
it necessary to cut response sharply above 5,000 cycles ID avoid 
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interference with stations on nearby frequencies. The wider the 
audio range transmitted by the station, the greater are the possi
bilities of interference. 

Even when the transmitted signal extends to 10,000 cycles or 
better, f'ew AM tuners are capable of preserving this frequency 
response. Many, even those labeled high fidelity, provide flat 
response to only 5,000 or 6,000 cycles. Several exceptional ones 
maintain response to about 8,000 or 9,000 cycles. 

On the other hand, if FM-AM broadcasting survives as a 
medium for stereo, there are indications that the problem of full
range frequency response on the AM channel may be overcome by 
a relatively new broadcasting technique, single sideband transmis
sion (SSB). So far as commercial broadcasting is concerned, SSB 
is still in the experimental stage. It enables a station to broadcast 
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twice as great a frequency range as at present, within the same 
portion of the radio-frequency spectrum. 

For the time being, however, the AM channel is definitely 
limited as to high-frequency response-in transmission or reception 
or both. Attenuation of high frequencies in one of the channels 
impairs the stereo illusion and tends to focus the ears excessively 
upon the speaker with the greatest high-frequency content. 

The AM method of propagating a radio wave suffers by com
parison with Fl\·f in that it is much more subject to noise, fading 
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and other troubles. In a strong-signal area, relatively close to the 
transmitting antenna, the signal may be sufficiently noise-free to 
be considered suitable for high-fidelity reception. Unfortunately, 
a great many listeners are at distances which cause the defects of 
AM to become apparent. The presence of appreciable noise and 
other types of interference in just one speaker, as the result of 
using AM for one of the channels, tends to disrupt the illusion 
of a sound source spread across the room. 

Multicasting 
As illustrated in Fig. 303, multicasting is basically the same as 

simulcasting, except that the second channel is transmitted by an 
fl\1 station instead of the AM adjunct of an Fl\f station. Hence it 
is often necessary to obtain cooperation between two independent 
stations, not always easy in a competitive world. On the receiving 
end, considerably fewer listeners are likely to have an extra FM 
tuner and associated reproducing equipment as compared with 
those having an AM receiver in addition to an FM tuner. Hence 
Fl\·f-FM stereocasting has made very little progress, and present 
indications are that it will play a limited role in the future. 

On the other hand, the demand for FM-FM stereocasting has 
made itself felt to the extent that several stations have undertaken 
this form of broadcasting, and listeners have managed to get 
around the problem of an extra FM tuner. According to the 
program director of \VBUR in Boston, which cooperates with 
WGBH in the same city to transmit FM-FM stereo programs: 
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" ... AM-FM stereo had been available through a commercial 
station in Boston, but what people seem to appreciate most was 
the opportunity to hear all-FM stereo. We have received many 
letters which indicate that listeners pool their equipment in 
order to receive broadcasts."2 

From the technical point of view, FM-FM can provide 
extremely good results, the task of coordinating two independent 
FM stat.ions presenting no especially difficult problems. However, 
it suffers from the same limitation as FM-AM in that wide micro
phone spacing cannot be used if each station is also to serve its 
monophonic listeners adequately. 

There is a further problem, though probably a slight one, on 
the receiving end if two FM tuners of different make are used. 
As shown in Fig. 304, the FM station supplies a certain amount 
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Fig. 304. T,·eble pre-r.m/1hasis and de-emphasis i11 F/1·1 trans
mission ancl ruepti,111. 

of pre-emphasis of the treble frequencies, and the tuner must 
supply a corresponding amount of treble de-emphasis to achieve 
Aat response. At Lhe same time, de-emphasis reduces noise, which 
is the reason for this scheme of things. Unfortunately, not all 
tuners incorporate the standard amount of de-emphasis shown in 
Fig. 304. Some provide less than the required treble cut, so that 
the net result is treble boost, causing the output of the tuner 
to be on the brilliant side. Using two tuners with different 
de-emphasis curves, the result will be a different relative quantity 
of treble in each speaker, with resulting detriment to the stereo 

• Correspondence from Mr. Roderick D. Rightmire. S1a1ion WHUR, Hoston, Mas.,. 
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illusion (unless, by chance, the signal from the more brilliant 
tuner is fed to the duller of two speakers). 

In connection with Fl\f-FM broadcasting (and FM-Al\l as 
well) it is interesting to note that some listeners ha\"e had the 
opportunity of hearing three-channel stereo, using TV as a third 
channel. Stations WGBH and WBUR in Boston have cooperated 
on a program of this type, transmitting the left and right channels, 
while a TV pickup was independently set up to provide the sound 
of the center channel. 

Multiplexing 
Although progress has been slm,·est in multiplexing, nevertheless 

this technique of stereocasting holds the greatest promise for the 
future, at least from a technical standpoint. It permits a stereo 
program to emanate from a single station, to maintain high quality 
on both channels and to give both the stereo and monophonic 
listener maximum benefits. By attaching a special multiplex 
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Fig. 305. Elements of a multiplex receiving system. 

adapter to his present F:\-1 tuner, the listener in an F:\f area will 
be able to obtain a second sound channel from a given FM station 
(Fig. 305). Channel L sound is supplied by the F:\I tuner to an 
amplifier and speaker in com·entional manner. The adapter takes 
a signal from an appropriate point inside the tuner and from this 
signal derives the channel R sound, which is fed to a second 
amplifier-speaker chain. 

Historical background 
FM multiplexing is linked with the name of l\fa_j. Edwin H. 

Armstrong, who pioneered the FM technique of radio transmis
sion, making possible noise-free, low-distortion, wide-frequency 
radio reception. In 1934, 1939-40 and after World War II, he 
conducted experiments that led to the concepts reflected in today's 
multiplex equipment. Following World War II, a number of 
companies and research laboratories became interested in the 
problem of using a radio station to broadcast not only sound but 
also facsimile signals, which permit photographs, printed informa-
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tion, etc. to be transmitted through the air. One problem was to 
avoid having the facsimile signal interfere with the audio signal 
and thereby impair the quality of the latter. Eventual solution 
of the problem of simultaneous facsimile and audio transmission 
pointed the way to broadcasting two audio signals without mutual 
interference and with satisfactorily low ncise an<l distortion. 

CHANNELL 
MIKE 

CHANNEL R 
MIKE 

97'.3 MC 
CARRIER 

TRANSMITTING 
ANT 

FREQ FREQ 
MODULATOR -----M MODULATOR 97.3 MC:H 

41 KC:cR 

:c(41KC:l:.R) 

Hg. 306. Simplified explanation of the 
formation of a mult1f1lex signal for 
radio broadca.1ting (Hal.1tead svstem). 

The first public demonstration of multiplex transmission was 
conducted by l\fultiplex Development Corp. in 1950 in New York 
City, with two spaced microphones being used to pick up an 
instrumental trio at experimental station KE2XKH. At that time, 
the frequency response of the second channel, called the sub
channel, was limited to 8,000 cycles. E\'en so, the demonstration 
was impressh·e. 

Armstrong and his research group at Columbia Uni\'ersity 
demonstrated their multiplex system in 1953. However, the sys
tem was not compatible in that it did not permit the monophonic 
listener to continue using his existing tuner. A special tuner had 
to be purchased to receive a program transmitted by the Armstrong 
multiplex technicp1e, e\'en though the listener was interested only 
in monophonic reception. On the other hand, the methods de,·el
oped by other groups permitted the owner of a conventional FM 
tuner to continue its use, regardless whether a multiplex program 
was transmitted by the station to which he was tuned. 

By 1955, multiplex was ready for public me. E'luipment had 
been developed capable of satisfying high-fidelity requirements 
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with respect to frequency response, distortion and signal-to-noise 
ratio. This equipment enabled response out to 15,000 cycles to 
be obtained on the suhchannel as well as on the main channel. 
The signal-to-noise ratio was better than 60 db on the main 
channel and at least 55 dh on the subchannel, which compares 
with monophonic FM and is hetter than the signal-to-noise ratio 
ordinarily obtained on AM. Distortion, both harmonic and inter
modulation, was kept below 0.5% on the main channel and 1.5% 
on the subchannel at maximum signal level (full modulation), 
meeting high-fidelity standards. 

Multiplex transmission and reception 
Figs. 306 and 307, depicting the Halstead multiplex system, 

furnish elementary but basic explanations of how a multiplex 
signal is formed for broadcast purposes and how it is deciphered 
at the receiving end. In Fig. 306, the rectangles represent channel 
Land the circles channel R. The audio signal of channel L, or L 
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TUNING, AMPLIFICATION __ L+_(_4I-KC_±_R_) __ TREBLE 
a DETECTION STAGES OE-EMPHASIS 

MULTIPLEX ADAPTER 
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ONLY FREQUENCIES -----'----,-! TREBLE 
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OUTPUT: 
ESSENTIALLY L 
(41 kC± R GREATLY 
ATTENUATED) 

OUTPUT: R 

Fig. 307. Simplified expla,1atio11 of the detection of the/. nnd R com/1one11ts of a 
m11ltiJ1lex signal. 

for short, is combined with a radio frequency, called the carrier. 
For illustrative purposes we will assume that the carrier frequency 
is 97.3 megacycles. The combination of L and the 97.3 carrier 
takes place in a frequency modulator. The result is that the carrier 
varies above and below its original frequency in accordance with 
the amplitude of L, and the number of such variations per second 
depends upon the frequency of L. This is frequency modulation, 
and we may represent it by the expression 97.3-mc -+- L. 

Similarly the channel R audio signal, which we call R for short, 
frequency-modulates another carrier. This rime, 1.he carrier instead 
of being in megacycles is just a little above the audio range. A 
carrier frequency for stereo might be 41 kilocycles. The result of 
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modulating 41 kc in accordance with the multiplex amplitude of 
R may be written as 41-kc ± R. 

Then the 41-kc ± R signal combines with the 9i.3-mc ± L 
signal in a third frequency modulator. The final result is 97.3 
me ± L ± (41 kc ± R). In other words, the radio carrier fre
quency is modulated both by L and by 41 kc, with the latter in 
turn modulated by R. This is what goes on the air. 

In Fig. 30i we see how the process is reversed. First the multiplex 
signal is brought in by a conventional FM tuner, which is dialed 
to 9i .3 me. The conventional tuner detects both the L and the 
41-kc ± R signals. These are fed to the treble de-emphasis 
circuit since the Fl\·1 signal must undergo treble attenuation to 
compensate for treble boost at the broadcast station. At the output 
of the conventional tuner, therefore, we have a flat L signal and 
a greatly attenuated 41-kc + R signal. Since the latter is above the 
audio range, it cannot be heard in any case. 

Going back to the point in the tuner where the Land 41-kc ± R 

fig. 308. Si11gl~-freq11e11cy 11111/lir,ist recei11n; 

(Courtesy Muhiplex C:orp.) 

signals ha,·e been clerected hut not yet de-emphasized. these signals 
are fed to the multiplex adapter. The adapter admits only signals 
above 15,000 cycles. Having admitted lhe 41-kc ± R signal and 
eliminated the L signal, the adapter proceeds to detect the R audio 
information. Thus, t.he adapter provides an R signal at its output. 

Progress to date 
A multiplex installation ·in an existing FM station is not merely 

a question of adding equipment to provide a second channel, but 
of integrating the new apparatus with the old. Often the old equip-
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ment has not been designed to meet the rigorous performance 
standards required for satisfactory multiplex service. Hence, in 
converting an Fl\f station to multiplex substantial changes usually 
have to be made in the existing apparatus at the same time that 
the new elements are added. 

The purchaser of background music rents a special tuner, such 
as the one shown in Fig. 308, which is tuned to a single frequency 
-that of the station selling background music on the second chan
nel. This unit consists of a more or less con\'entional FM tuner 
and an adapter. It also includes an audio amplifier capable of driv
ing several speakers at normal background-music le\'el. Included 
in the adapter is a muting de\'ice that, at the will of the station, 
can shut off the sound; this is achie\'ed by means of special control 
signals broadcast by the station and tuned in by the multiplex 
unit. The purpose of the muting device is to turn off portions of 
the program, such as news, time, etc., intended for some customers 
and not for others. The unit shown in Fig. 308 also contains a 
volume control, on-off switch and bass and treble controls. (These 
latter two controls are not shown in the photo.) 

Although multiplex is now used essentially for selling music 
and other program material on the subchannel, the technical and 
practical development of this medium may be considered a pre
lude to its use for the home. \Vith the growing interest in stereo 
and the demand for stereo program material, in large part due 
to the role played by stereo discs and tapes, there will be an in
creasing number of factors working toward the adoption of multi
plex for stereo ser\'ice. Employing the subchannel for public broad
casts will not necessarily work financial hardship on the broad
caster. For one thing, multiplex might he made a\'ailable on a 
subscription basis. For another, it is possible for an F\I multiplex 
station to broadcast not only one but two subchannels, one of 
which could be de\'oted to public use (it is public seT\'ice that 
entitles a broadcast station to its license) and the other to sen·ing 
commercial customers, such as restaurants, etc., who pay for their 
music. 

Subscription multiplex 
Because of the cost of setting up for multiplex transmission, it 

has been suggested that the subchannel he made anilable to the 
public on a subscription basis. Such a proposal has been made by 
Multiplex Services Corp. 

Fig. 309 is a picture of a possible Multicast adapter which 
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could be attached by the home listener to his FM tuner. The 
tuner would need an output jack intended for multiplex use; this 
jack is connected to the audio signal prior to treble de-emphasis. 
At the bottom of the adapter there are five pushbuttons: "main
channel program," "stereophonic program," "subchannel music 
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,Q, 
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PROGRAM MUSIC-NEWS·TIME NEWS-TIME ONLY 

SUBCHANNEL MUSIC ONLY 

Fig. 309. M11/tiplex adapter proposed by .'\foltiplex Services Corp. 

only," "subchannel music-news-time" and "'subchannel news
time only." To hear the program normally obtainable with a con
ventional tuner, the listener would push button 1. For a special 
program without commercial announcements, available only on 
the subchannel, he would push button 3. If there were a stereo 
program on the air and he wished to avail himself of it, he would 
push button 2, so that both main channel and subchannel would 
be simultaneously put to use. For the news and time as well as the 
special program material available on the subchannel, he would 
push button 4. And he would depress button 5 if he were in
terested purely in news and time checks; the adapter would be 
silenced the rest of the time by control signals transmitted by the 
station. 

The special adapter (Fig. 309) would be operated by the control 
card also shown in that figure. The card would cover the period 
of a week and would be sold to the listener on an annual, monthly 
or other basis. To permit the adapter to operate, the control card 
purchased by the subscriber would have to be inserted. This card 
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would contain punched holes allowing the adapter to work 
correctly. 

To pre,·ent unauthorized use of program material transmitted 
on the subchannel, the station would send out an "interference" 
signal on the subchannel. This could take the form of an annoying 
sound, such as a squeal or howl. The purpose of the control card 
sold to the subscriber would he to remow the annoying interfer
ence signal. The transmitter would send out on the subchannel a 
series of code pulses at superaudihle frequencies. The control 
card would cause the adapter to make contacts enabling it to 
receive these code pulses. The code and the corresponding punched 
holes in the card would be ,·aried each week. 

Behind the subscription plan is the thought that the re\'enue 
would enable Fl\1 stations to pro\'ide the best in stereo, featuring 
top-quality tapes, discs and li\'e programs. The costs of broadcast
ing a li\'e symphony concert are not small, and a subscription plan 
for stereo broadcasts could make it economically possible to bring 
the audiophile closer to the ideal of completely realistic repro
duction. 

Matrixing-Crosby multiplex system 
In FM-AM stereo broadcasting, to presen·e the quality of signal 

on each station, it is necessary to a,·oid spacing the microphones 

L+R MAIN CHANNEL 

TOMULTPLEX 

R TRANSMITTER 
L 

RIGHT 
MIKE 

R PHASE L-R 
INVERTER SUBCHANNEL 

Fig. 310. "l\fatrixing" the stereo signals for a 11111/ti/1/ex broadcast (Crosby 
system). 

too far apart lest one or both fail to pick up an appreciable portion 
of the sound. This criticism also applies to FM-FM stereo and the 
Halstead system. In other words, if appropriate microphone spac
ing is used for a multiplex stereo broadcast, the person listening 
on monophonic equipment (main channel only) may receive only 
a portion of the music. The Crosby system solves this problem 
as indicated in Fig. 310. 
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The audio signals of channels L and R, as picked up by the 
respective microphones, are added to produce a composite signal, 
L + R, which contains all the sound. This L + R signal is broad
cast on the main channel. Then one of the signals, say the R signal, 
is subjected to a phase inversion of 180°. That is, at a given 
moment when the original R signal is positive, the phase-inverted 
signal will he negative, etc. The phase-inverted signal is called 
-R. When -R is added to the L signal, their sum is L - R. In 
other words we have the difference between the two signals (differ
en<:e signal) which is hroadcast on the subchannel. 

2L LEFT 
CHANNEL 

L-R 
L+R 

PHASE 2R RIGHT MIXER INVERTER CHANNE.L 

Fig. 31 I. ,\/atrixi11g 11etwork for co111/1i11i11g tl,e L + R and L - R 
signals to 0l1tain sefmrate left and right <111dio signals (Crns/1y system). 

At the receiving end, the listener would obtam the L + K. signal 
on his conventional Fl\f I uner; he would receive all the program 
material even though the microphones had been spaced a consider
able distance apart. The multiplex adapter would yield the L - R 
signal for stereo purposes. Then a special "matrixing"-or com
bining-circuit would function, as shown in Fig. 31 I: (l) The 
L + Rand L - R signals would be added to produce a 2L signal. 
(2) The L - R signal would be inverted 180° to produce R - L. 
Then R - L would he added to L + R, resulting in a 2R signal. 

Thus the matrixing network would achieve separation of the 
Land R signals, each of them available at the output of the multi
plex adapter. 

In addition to presenting the monophonic listener with the total 
audio signal, the Crosby system, it is claimed, solves another prob
lem-transmitting a second subchannel for commercial purposes 
(sale of hackground music, ere.) without significantly degrading 
the <1uality of the lirst subchannel for scereo purposes. \Vhen two 
subchannels are transmitted (in addition to the main channel), 
frequency response on each is limited to ahout 8,000 cycles. Under 
the Halstead system, the main stereo channel would have a re
sponse to 15,000 cycles, while the suhchannel would have a re
sponse only to 8,000 cycles. The resulting difference in quality 
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between the sounds emanating from the left and right speakers, it 
is claimed, would be deleterious to the stereo effect. 

Under the Crosby system, however, it would not be the L or R 
signal that is limited in frequency response. The limitation would 
be of the L- R signal, transmitted on the subchannel, and there
fore the sound from the left and right speakers would be equally 

Fig. 312. Becker method of FM-AM stereo broadcasting. 
(Also suitable for FM-FM and Halstead FM multiplex). 

affected. A symmetrical loss in quality, it is held, is much less 
likely to be noticed. Moreover, the nature of the loss is such that 
at frequencies above 8,000 cycles both speakers produce virtually 
the same sound. As will be recalled from the discussion in Chapter 
2, several authorities believe that frequencies above 8,000 cycles 
contribute little if anything to the stereo effect. Hence, it does not 
matter if there is no stereo sep.rration above 8,000 cycles, accord
ing to the proponents of the Crosby approach. 

The Becker method 
In contrast to the Crosby solution to the problem of supplying 

the total sound to the monophonic listener despite wide micro
phone spacing, another approach has been proposed that is appli
cable to stereo broadcasts by means of the Halstead multiplex 
system, FM-AM or FM-FM. The method is shown in Fig. 312 in 
relation to FM-AM stereo broadcasting, as proposed by the in
ventor.3 

Microphone L supplies an L signal to the FM transmitter, while 
microphone R supplies an R signal to the AM transmitter. The 

'Floyd K. Becker, Patent No. 2,819,342, assigned to Bell Telephone Labs, Inc. 
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L signal is also fed to the AM transmitter through a delay line, 
which causes the stereo listener to hear si9;nal L from the right 
speaker several millisecor.ds after he hears it from the left one. 
However, according to the inventor, when two identical sounds 
are heard in quick succession, the earlier one determines its ap
parent direction. Therefore, the listener would attribute the L 
signal to a source from the left even though it issues from both 
speakers. Similarly, the R signal is fed to the A:\1 transmitter 
through a delay line, which causes the stereo listener to hear it 
from the left speaker a few milliseconds after he has heard it from 
the right speaker, so that the apparent direction of the R signal is 
from the right. 

Now consider the monophonic listener. If he is listening to F:\J, 
he hears the signals picked up by both the L and R microphones, 
although the R signal undergoes a slight delay, which the inventor 
holds to be negligible. If he is listening to AM, he similarly re
ceives both signals, with one slightly but negligibly delayed. 

The method of Fig. 312 could be applied to the Halstead multi-
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Fig. 313. A/>J,lication of the Becher method to F.\I m11/tiplex stereo 
under th,- Halstead system. 

plex technique, as shown in Fig. 313. The L microphone feeds 
the main channel of the multiplex transmitter, while the R micro
phone feeds the subchannel. The R signal is fed through a delay 
line to the main channel, enabling the monophonic (main-chan
nel) listener to hear all the sound. And, for symmetry of sound 
from both speakers, the L signal can be fed through a delay line to 
the subchannel. 

The Becker method raises the question of reverberation effect 
due to the production of the same sound by two speakers at slightly 
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different times. Optimum delay time, according to the inventor, 
is in the region of 5 to 30 milliseconds. A delay approaching 30 
milliseconds might result in substantial reverberaiion effect, which 
is not unnecessarily unpleasant i[ the music is acoustically "dry" 
(lacking reverberation). However, a time delay closer to 5 milli-

seconds might reduce the added reverberation to negligible pro
portions, yet permit the Becker method to operate effectively. 
Stereo AM 

Late in 1958, RCA announced the development of an all-Al\f 
stereo technique, employing but o,ie Al\l hroadcast station and 
one AM tuner. At the time, the new teclmicp,e-still in the experi
mental stage-was regarded as being far from ready for com
mercial application. 

The signal broadcast by an AM station consists of the carrier 
frequency (550-1,600 kc) accompanied by nearby frequencies 
resulting from audio modulation of the carrier. These ad.jacent 
frequencies, called sidebands, fall equally above and below the 
carrier frequency in the case of conventional AM broadcasts: 
each sideband is a mirror image of the other. 

However, for stereo, a special transmitter is used that permits 
one sideband to represent the left channel and the other sideband 
the right channel. A special tuner separates the two sidebands and 
extracts from each the left or right signal. Stereo AM is com
patible in the sense that a conventional A\f tuner will receive 
and detect either sideband, providing the listener with the total 
audio information in monophonic fashion. 

\Vhile stereo AM c.an offer superior performance compared 
with monophonic AM, on the other hand it would still suffer 
from the present defects of AM compared with FM-limited 
frequency range, noise, susceptibility to interference ·rrom other 
stations and the greater irregularity of reception (fading, etc.). 

Early in 1959 another AM stereo system was proposed by 
Philco Corp. This merhod would use a romhination of ampli
tucle ancl phase modulation (which is akin to frequency mod
ulation). Also, it would use the sum-and-difference frequency 
principle. The L + R signal would be transmitted by conven
tional amplitude modulation. Hence the system would be com
patible for existing AM receivers would thereby detect the full 
audio information. The L - R signal would he transmitted hy 
means of phase modulation. A special receiver would detect the 
L + R and the L - R signals and then combine them in the 
manner required to obtain separate L and R signals. 
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Other stereo systems 
Stereo, as we ha,·e it on records, is an accomplished fact. Stereo 

broadcasting, on the other hand, is the fastest-moYing subject in 
the stereo picture. EYen while this book was being set in type a 
number of new systems were proposed. These are in addition to 
the RCA Al\1-only technique and Philco's proposed combination 
of phase and amplitude modulation on AM stations. 

Motorola Inc. and station \VGN-T\', Chicago, jointly presented 
a demonstration of a proposed stereophonic TV system, using 
present TV standards hut adding a multiplex sound subcarrier. 
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Fig. 314. Bell TeleJ1ho11e stereophonic svs
tem. 

The compatible stereo-mono system has a matrixing stage to 
direct sounds to the proper audio-amplification channels. The 
suhcarrier bandwidth is 5 kilocycles. 

Calhest Electronics Co., Los Angeles, announced the develop
ment of a compatible stereo FM system which uses a "narrow
band" multiplex subcarrier, making possible two subcarriers, in 
addition to the main carrier, on a sing-le F~f channel (the second 
for such subsidiary uses as monophonic music beamed to stores 
and factories). The Calhest technique employs a sum-and-differ
ence method, with a crosso\'er at 3,500 cycles, the output of hoth 
channels being identical at frequencies above this point. 

Al\f stereophony by two methods was proposed almost simul
taneously by Bell Telephone and Westinghouse. The Bell system 
was for two-station transmission (one channel through the tele
vision receiver, the other through the AM or F~I receiver, for 
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example). The Westinghouse is a multiplex system, with both 
channels transmitted on the same AM frequency. It can be received 
with two ordinary broadcast receivers. Both are fully compatible 
with monophonic reception. 

In the \'Vestinghouse system, based on a 30-year-old patent by 
Dr. Frank Conrad, the broadcast-band carrier is amplitude
modulated with the sum of the right and left channels and 
frequency-modulated with their difference. A narrow band is used 
and stereophonic information is transmitted in the band from 300 
to 3,000 cycles. 

At the receiver, the AM and FM signals are detected and ma
trixed to give the L and R outputs. Reasonably good quality can 
be attained with two ordinary AM broadcast receivers. One is 
tuned slightly abo\'e, the other slightly below the signal frequency. 
The AM in the two receivers is identical, but the receivers tuned 
to each side of the FM transmission act somewhat like a Travis 
discriminator, with the result that the FM audio signal is in 
opposite phase in each. Thus one receiver may he said to be pick
ing up AM+ FM and the other, AM - FM. Since the AM is the 
sum and the FM is the difference of the two channels, this resolves 
to L + R + (L - R) and L + R - (L - R), or left and right 
channels. 

Since the Bell system depends on transmission by an AM and 
an Fl\,'I station, or radio and TV station, it is not multiplex and 
doesn't require FCC authorization. It feeds the signal from both 
microphones to each channel, but the signal from the right channel 
is delayed about IO milliseconds before being fed to the left, and 
vice versa. \Vith only one receiver, the two channels blend into 
perfect monophonic reception; with two, the ear locates the sound 
as coming from the speaker from which it is heard first (appar
ently an old trick, the ear has learned to distinguish the source of 
sound from echoes and reverberations). In practice, a true stereo 
effect is obtained. 

Still another technique, known as the Percival Stereo radio sys
tem, has been proposed. In this system only one compatible audio 
signal is transmitted but, in addition, the information as to direc
tion is transmitted in a bandwidth of I 00 cps on a subcarrier at a 
much lower effective power than the audio information. The 
operation of the system depends on the separation of the direc
tional information from two normal left and right stereo signals 
in an encoder, the combination of the left and right signals to 
form a single audio signal, and the reinsertion of the directional 
information at the receiver by a decoder. 
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stereo on discs 

BECAUSE of convenience, relatively low cost, and popularity of 
the phonograph record as a medium for audio reproduction, 

stereo on a wide scale awaited the development of the stereo disc. 
First announced to the public in 1957, stereo discs, together with 
the required reproducing equipment, became available in 1958, 
a remarkably short interval between promise and fulfillment. 

\Vhile a variety of methods have been pro,·ed or claimed to be 
suitable for inscribing two audio channels on a phonograph 
record, the RIAA (Record Industry Association of America) has 
chosen as the standard the system developed by \Vestrex Corp., 
also known as the 45/45 system. As shown in Fig. 401, a record 
groove is shaped like a V. One wall of the groove, when it bears 
stereo information, contains the audio signal for the left channel, 
while the other wall contains. the signal for the right channel. 
Each wall is at an angle of 45° to horizontal and since the stereo 
information is inscribed on the walls, the term 45 /45 has been 
applied to this system. 

Selection of the \Vestrex system was not necessarily predicated 
upon its being the best of all possible methods. However, at the 
time this system was adopted it had proved itself to be practical 
and was as good as any then available. Therefore it was the logical 
choice for satisfying the demand for stereo on phonograph records. 
It would have been impractical, wasteful and confusing for each 
recording company to decide for itself what system to use. The 
situation would have been much worse than the period prior to 
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1954, when various companies were using different equalization 
characteristics, so that one was confronted with the problem of 
obtaining equipment that could equalize any of a dozen or more 
characteristics. 

But stereo is still very much in its formative years, and it would 
he unwise to dismiss methods other than the \Vestrex as merely 
of historical or academic interest. Some of the other systems incor
porate principles of definite value. In the history of the electronic 
art, many an advance has been achieved by reverting to an old 
but basic idea. To the extent that there is merit in the other 
systems, it is quite possible that future developments will borrow 
from them and the ,vestrex might be superseded. To cite paral-

Fig. 401. Shape of a rec
ord groove (1rnmod11-

lated). 

leis, 78-rpm records were replaced by 33-1 /3- and 45-rpm discs for 
high-quality reproduction, and FM was proven a more superior 
method of radio broadcasting than AM. 

For the sake of perspective, let us classify the various methods 
of putting stereo information into a record groove: 

I. Dual-groove records: Two grooves are recorded, one for the 
left and the other for the right channel. One method uses the 
outer diameter of the record to record one channel and the inner 
for the other. Another technique would record the two grooves 
on opposite sides of the disc. In each case, dual and properly 
coordinated playback cartridges are required. 

2. Single-groove records, two-dimensional: The information for 
hoth channels is recorded in one groove, which causes the stylus 
of the playback cartridge to move in two dimensions; that is, 
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vertically as well as laterally. The vertical-lateral techniques are 
embodied in the British (EMI, Sugden and London), Westrex and 
CBS (Columbia Broadcasting System) Laboratories systems. 

' 
STYLUS MOTION WHEN 
REPRODUCING 
LEFT CHANNEL ~ 

STYLUS MOTION WHEN 
/REPRODUCING 

¥ RIGHT CHANNEL 

RECORD SURFACE 

Fig. 402. Direction of stylus motion when re
producing either channel of a Westrex stereo 

groove. 

3. Single-groove records, one-dimensional: In this case the 
groove causes the playback stylus to move only laterally, as in 
the case of a monophonic recording. A carrier frequency is 
employed as the vehicle for the second channel. The Minter 
stereo disc, for one, employs this principle. 

CUTTING------, 
STYLUS 

Fig. 403. Formation of 
a record groove (rmmod-
11/ated) by a cutting 

stylus. 

Historical background 
EMI in England was experimenting with a stereo disc as far 

back as 1931, and a patent on a vertical-lateral system was granted 
to one of its engineers in 1933. In the same year attention was 
called to the possibilities of a 45 /45 system. Also in the early 
l 930's, Bell Laboratories conducted experiments along the same 
vein, and two of their engineers were granted a patent in 1938 
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after having succeeded in making a stereo disc in 1936. The advent 
of \Vorld \Var II deferred research into stereo discs until after 
1945. 

The first stereo disc made aYailahle to the public was that of 
Emory Cook (Cook Records). It employed dual groo,·es, one 
inscribed toward the outer edge of the record and the other 
toward the center. This disc appeared in 1952. In the meantime, 
in England, EMI renewed its research and two other companies, 
Sugden and London (known in England as Decca) became inter
ested in the problem. In the United States, Westrex Corp., then 
an affiliate of Bell Telephone Laboratories, began its research. In 
1957, Sugden, London and \Vestrex announced and demonstrated 
working systems. Sugden's and London's were ,·ertical-lateral 
techniques. Motion of the stylus in a direction horizontal to the 
record surface caused one channel to be reproduced; stylus motion 
in a \'ertical direction reproduced the other channel. The \Vestrex 

CENTER OF 
UNMODULATED 
GROOVE 

GROOVE 
DISPLACED 
TO RIGHT 

GROOVE 
DISPLACED 
TO LEFT 

GROOVE AT 
STARTING POINT 

Fig. 404. Cross-sections of a laterally modu-
lated groove. 

system, so to speak, gave the vertical-lateral technique a 45° twist, 
with motion of the stylus at a 45° angle to the record in one direc
tion causing one channel to be reproduced, and in the other 
direction the second channel (Fig. 402). 

How the Westrex system works 
As a basis for understanding the \Vestrex method of inscribing 

and of playing back a record groove, let us review the nature of 
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a monophonic groove and of the movement of the cutting and 
the playback stylus in it. The groove is cut by a wedge-shaped 
stylus (Fig. 403), which literally plows a path through the record 
material. As drawn in Fig. 403, the path is a straight one, which 
means that no audio signal is being recorded. 

Fig. 405. A laterally 
modulated record groove. 

When a signal is applied to the mechanism that drives the 
cutting stylus, it moves from side to side in accordance with the 
signal. Fig. 404 shows a cross-section of the record groove and 

GROOVE DISPLACE::, UPWARD 
( SHALLOWER CUT) 

GROOVE DISPLACED DOWNWARD 
( DEEPER CUT) 

GROOVE AT 
STARTING POINT 

CENTER OF GROOVE 

Fig. 406. Cross-sections of a vertically modulated 
groove. 

how the stylus moves to the left and right about the central starting 
point as it responds to the signal. Fig. 405 is a three-dimensional 
view of the groove after it has been cut by a laterally moving 
stylus. Figs. 404 and 405 make clear that a playback stylus resting 
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in such a groo,·e will move laterally in corresponding fashion, 
causing the cartridge's transducing element, (which com·erts 

Fig. 40i. A vertically 
modulated record groove. 

mechanical motion into an electrical signal) to produce a ,·oltage 
corresponding to the undulations of the groove. The member to 
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Fig. 408. Cr0$$-sectiot1s of a -15° record &roove cot1-
tai11i11g only left channel modulation. 
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CENTER OF 
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which the stylus is attached will either exert pressure upon a 
piezoelectric element or will cut through a magnetic field, thereby 
generating a voltage. 

In the past, grooves have been recorded vertically, causing the 

Fig. 409. A stereo groove 
containing only leff· 

channel modulation. 

Fig. 4IO. A stereo groove 
containing only right

channel modulation. 

playback stylus to move up and down and in this manner develop 
a signal voltage. Fig. 406 shows cross-sections of a Yertically cut 
groove, while Fig. 407 is a three-dimensional view. One way of 
looking at Fig. 407 is in terms of the groove walls alternately 
approaching each other and then receding. As the distance between 
the walls increases, the playback stylus sinks into the groove; as 

Fig. 411. Magnified view of stereo grooves containing infor
mati0t1 only in o,ie channel. The left wall (A) is modulated, 
resulting in left-chamie/ siwial when played by a -15--15 
cartridge. (The right wall 1s straight, producing 110 right
channel signal). T11e right wall (B) is modulated, resulting 
in right-channel signal. (The left wall is straight, producing 

no left-channel signal). 
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the walls come close together, the stylus is forced or pinched 
upward. 

The \Vestrex system causes the playback stylus to move, not 
vertically or laterally when reproducing one channel, but at a 
45° angle (Fig. 402). If the stylus reproduces only the left channel, 
it moves from bottom left to top right. 

~NET MOTION r OBJECT~ 

FORC' 1 -FO/R L / .,R '-L\ R 

~OBJECT~ ~OBJECT 

FORCES EQUAL 

a 
FORCE R STRONGER 

" 
FORCE L STRONGER 

( 

Fig. 412. Net result of two forces acting upon an object. 

Considering just one channel for the time being, how is the 
groove cut to cause the playback stylus to move at an angle of 
45°? Fig. 408 presents cross-sections of a groove cut in this way. 
Fig. 408-a shows the starting point; that is, how the groove would 
be cut with no signal applied to the cutting stylus. Fig. 408-b shows 
that the left wall has been thickened to the extent represented by 
the shaded area, because the cutting stylus has moved 45° upward 

COMBINED MOVEMENT 
OF OUT ·OF ·PHASE SIGNALS l 

COMBINED MOVEMENT 
OF IN· PHASE SIGNALS 

l 
ONE SIGNAL 
POSITIVE ,OTHER 

80TH SIGNALS NEGATIVE 

POSITIVE l -
BOTH SIGNALS -
NEGATIVE 

a " ( 

ONE SIGNAL 
NEGATIVE, OTHER 
POSITIVE 

,I 

Fig. 41!1. Motion of cutting stylus for various co111binatio11s of 
equal signal in each cha11nel (phase difference 0° or 180° ). 

and to the right. In Fig. 408-c we have the opposite situation: part 
of the left wall has been eaten away because the cutting stylus has 
moved at an angle of 45° downward to the left. Thus as the left 
wall becomes alternately thicker and thinner, the playback stylus 
is forced to move upward and downward along the right wall. 

Looking head on at a record in playing position, modulation of 
the left wall represents the left-channel signal under the RIAA 
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standard. Modulation of the right wall represents the signal of 
the right channel. 

Fig. 409 is a three-dimensional view of a stereo groove which 
COMBINED MOVEMENT 
OF IN-PHASE SIGNALS 

I 
I 

BOTH SIGNALS / 
POSITIVE 

A BOTH SIGNALS 
NEGATIVE 

B 

COMBINED MOVEl',IENT 
OF OUT·OF•PHASE SIGNALS 

ONE SIGNAL 
NEGATIVE; 
OTHER POSITIVE 

ONE SIGNAL D 
POSITIVE; 
OTHER NEGATIVE 

C 

Fig. 414. Motion of cutting stylus for V(lri• 
ous combinations of stereo signals in each 
cha,111el, witli the left channel beirig the 

stro11ge,· ( phase difference 0° or 180°). 

contains only left-channel modulation, while Fig. 4IO shows a 
three-dimensional view of a stereo groove containing only right
channel modulation. The successive narrowing and widening of 
lhe left wall in one case and of the right wall in the other causes 

Fig. 415. Motio11 of cutting stylus for e,111al 
.n·gmtls i11 each charmel, lnlt differing irt 

phase by 30°. 

the playback stylus to move up and down at a 45° angle, either 
from bottom left to top right or hottom right to top left (Fig. 
402). Fig. 411 is an actual photograph. greatly enlarged, of stereo 
~rooves containing modulat.ion for only one channel. At the left 
arc grooves containing only left-channel signal, while at the right 
arc g,·ooves containing only right-channel signal. The varying 
shading in the photogTaph (light vs. dark portions) represents the 
vertical component. The lateral <:omponent is shown hy the vary
ing groove width. 

In practice, two channels are recorded instead of just the left 
or right. How, then, can the cutting or playback stylus move two 
ways at once; that is, in the two directions shown in Fig. 402? The 
answer is that it doesn't. Rather, it moves in accordance with the 
uel res11ll of the signals of the two channels. Fig. 412 helps explain 
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this. In Fig. 412-a, two forces, represented by the arrows, are shown 
pulling upon an object, represented by a dot; this object can be 
the stylus. If forces L and R are equal, the object will follow a 

Fig. 416. A stereo groove 
with different signals i11 
each chan11el, i.e. in each 

wall. 

path that forms equal angles to each force; in Fig. 412-a, the path 
is straight upward. If the forces are unequal, as in Fig. 412-b, with 
R being the stronger, the net result is that the object moves, not 

Fig. 4li . .Magnified view of stereo grooves. (A) /Joi/I walls 
heavily modulated with a high-level sit:nal. (Bl a11d B2) Both 
walls moderately modulated 11si,,g a signal having a medium 
level. (C) Both walls lightly modulated by tJ low-level signal. 
(D) Neither wall modulated, represe11ti11g a no-signal co11di
tio11. (E) Right wall more heavily modulated. There is more 

signal in the right channel. 

straight upward, but at an angle to the vertical. The angle lies 
between 90° (vertical) and 45°. Fig. 412-c shows the net motion 
of the stylus ·when the left force is stronger. 
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If the cutting stylus is acted upon by equal fo1-ces in each 
channel, under che \\Testrex system it will move either straight. 
up or straight down, or else straight to the right or left (Figs. 
413-a,-b,-c,-d). The motion depends upon the phase of the signal 
in each channel; rhat is, whether the signal fed ro each section of 

' 
Fig. 418. Photo of a Westrex cutter. (Courtesy 

of Westrex Corp.) 

Lhe cutting head is positive-going or negative-going at a given 
instant. The two signals may both be positive-going, both negative
going, one positive- and one negative-going, or one negative- and 
the other positive-going. 

Figs. 4 I 4-a,-b,-c,-d show the resultant motion of the cutting 
stylus if the L-channel signal is stronger than the R channel. As 
in Fig. 413, various combinations of phase are represented. 

\Vhereas .Figs. 413 and 414 indicate that the cutting sty I us moves 
in a straight line at some angle to the horizontal, actually it may 
move in a more complex circular or elliptical pattern. Figs. 413 
and 414 presume that the L and R signals are either exactly in 
phase (0° phase difference) or exactly out of phase ,dth each 
other (180° phase difference). However, the phase difference, 
depending upon the microphone technique employed, may be 
something other than 0° or 180°. Thus, Fig. 415 shows how two 
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signals 30° out of phase will cause the cutting stylus to move in 
an ellipse while recording. 

STYLUS MOVES UPS DOWN, 
"PISTONS" MOVE UPS DOWN 
AN EQUAL DISTANCE 

fl 

STYLUS MOVES LATERALLY TO 
RIGHT, ONE "PISTON" MOVES UP, 
OTHER DOWN 

t, 

Fig. 4l!J. Mecha11ical analogy 
showing the effect of stylus mo
tion upon each transducing ele-
111e11 t of a -15--15 stereo playback 

cartridge. 

STYLUS MOVES AT 60° ANGLE 
TO HORIZONTAL," PISTONS" 
MOVE UP. RIGHT ONE MOVING A 
GREATER DISTANCE 

t 
The motion of the cutting stylus, which is the resultant of two 

signals, causes a corresponding pattern to be cut into the walls 
of the record groove. And this pattern is such that the left wall 
contains the information of channel L and the right wall that of 
channel R. Fig. 4 I 6 is a three-dimensional view of how a stereo 
groove might appear. Fig. 417 is an actual photograph of grooves 
in a record made under the \Vestrex system. A \Vestrex cutter is 
shown in Fig. 418. 

The playback stylus follows the stereo groove (Fig. 416). Now 
the process is reversed. The motion of the playback stylus is the 
net result of the forces exerted by the two walls. This single net 
motion affects each of the two transducing elements of a stereo 
playback cartridge in a different manner. Hence each element of 
the playback cartridge produces a different signal. 

This can be clarified by a mechanical analogy (Fig. 419), which 
in fact is not much different from the manner in which some 
stereo cartridges operate. Two "pistons" are shown connected to 
a stylus. If the stylus moves straight up and down, (Fig. 419-a), 
obviously both pistons will move up and down together and to 
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an equal degree. However, if the stylus moves to the right (Fig. 
419-b), then one piston goes up while the other goes down. If the 

Fig. 420. flllernal view of the Ronetle BF-
10 stereo playback cartridge. (Courtesy of 

Roneue Acoustical Corp.) 

stylus moves at an angle, say 60° (Fig. 4 I 9-c), then both pistons 
move up, but the rigbt piston moves farther up than the le-ft one. 
Thus every type of stylus mNion is resolved into a separate mot.ion 

Fig. •21. External view of the playbac!c 
cm·Jridge of Fig. -120. (Courtesy of Roneue 

Acoustical Corp.) 

of each piston. In a similar manner, the motion of the srylus of 
rhe playback cartridge is resolved by each transducing elemem 
into the respective channel-L and channel-R signals. 

The aptness of the mechanical analogy of Fig. 419 is shown by 
Fig. 420, which is the diagram of an actual stereo cartridge. The 
stylus motion is transferred by a coupling member to two crystals, 
which are piezoelectric devices. As the pressure on each crystal 
is varied by the coupling member, the crystal produces a corre-
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Fig. I!!:!. Stereo rnrtridges. (a) Audio
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sponding voltage. Fig. 421 is an external view of the playback 
cartridge represented in Fig. 420. Fig. 422 presents views of several 
other stereo cartridges. 

Phasing 

MIKES 

LEFT CHANNEL 

RIGHT CHANNEL 

STEREO CUTTER 

REVERSED PHASE 
ON RIGHT CHANNEL 

Fig. 423. Reversing the phase of one chan
nel so that the stereo culler will cut a11 

essentially lateral groo1•e. 

Returning to the diagram of Fig. 419-b, it can be visualized that, 
in recording, if one "piston" pushes while the other pulls, the 

STEREO PLAYBACK CARTRIDGE 

--,-----l-'-...._-;::::::::,t::::::~ CHANNEL L 
CHANNEL R 

r-;;-..,r.'-=----4 ... -_..J __ +-........,GROUND 
(COMMON 
CON NE CT ION) 

Fig, 424. Internal wiring con11ections for 
a stereo playback cartridge to obtain 

proper phasing. 

* Phase as shown by + or - re• 
fers to the original signal at the 
microphones. Actually the output 
of the right transducer is out-of
phase with the left. Since the sig
nals ore reversed at the cutting 
head, the second reversal brings 
them bock into phase. 

cutting stylus will move laterally. This brings up an important 
fact: if the same signals are presented to each transducing element 
of the recording cartridge, but these signals are of opposite phase 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 

I ~~ ~:;::::=======~==-_.,.~.,.\-'-0:::::~ ~ 
. ~ GROUND 

(COMMON 
CONNECTION) 

(SEE NOTE IN FIQ.424) 

Fi~. 42:i. Extemal co1111ections for " 
fo11r-ter111in"l stereo playback carfridge 

to obtai11 /il'oper J1hasing. 

-one signal negative when the other is positive-then the record
ing stylus makes a lateral cut. On the other hand (see Fig. 419-a), 
if the two signals are in phase, then the cutting stylus will inscribe 
a vertically modulated groove. 

Ordinarily the two stereo signals will have substantial sim-
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ilarity to each other since, after all, they emanate from one source 
(although there are exceptions to this). These signals, particularly 

at the lower frequencies, will tend to be in phase when they reach 
each microphone. As a result of similar in-phase signals reaching 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 

l~R
L ~~+ ==:=::::::~\ CHANNELL 

• GROUND (COMMON 

========~=::::_-..., ge~~ml~N) 

(SEE NOTE IN Fi9.424) 

Fig. 426. Improper external comiections 
for a four-termmal stereo playback car-

tridge. 

the two transducing elements of the recording cartridge, the stylus 
tends to cut an essentially vertical groove. However, a number of 
problems of distortion and frequency response are associated with 

PROPER EXTERNAL 
CONNECTIONS FOR 

....--~--ST_E_,REO ~" ~TES~l 9)C NNECTIONS 

l~LR: ~" _L 

·-'-=======:t=~:::tl =='\ .1~, 
• GRoimo··-~J\ 

"\ TO MONOPHONIC AMPLIFIER 
MONOPHONIC RECORD a SPEAKER, LITTLE OR NO 

SIGNAL IS HEARD IF THE 
CONNECTIONS ARE WRONG 
FOR STEREO --

Fig. 42i. Test connections to determine 
whether a four-terminal stereo playback car

tridge is J1roperly phased. 

a vertically modulated groove. In other words, it is desirable to 
minimize the amount of vertical excursion. 

If the signal of one channel is reversed in phase, which can be 
accomplished quite easily, as, for example, by reversing leads on 
one channel (Fig. 423), then the two signals are basically out of 
phase with each other. This, then, will produce essentially a 
laterally modulated groove. The RIAA has specified that "equal 
in-phase signals in the two channels shall result in lateral modula
tion of the groove." To sum up, although the original signals 
tend to be in phase, the leads to one of the elements of the cutting 
head are re,·ersed, so that from the cutter's point of view the 
signals are arriving out of phase, and therefore it makes a pre
dominantly lateral cut. 

If the groove is cut laterally, then each transducing element of 
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the playback cartridge will yield the same signal but, as can be 
visualized with the aid of Fig. 419, these signals will be out of 
phase with each other. Hence the playback cartridge restores the 
original situation. That is, the signals which were originally in 
phase but were presented to the cutting cartridge out of phase, 
are now again reversed in phase relative to each other, so that 
once more they are in-phase. 

L 
>---<>-----< AM PU FIER 

IMPROPER PHASING 
R 

AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 428. Compensating for improper phasing of the playback 
cartridge by reversing the sJ1eaker leads. 

So far as the user is concerned, the phase reversal accomplished 
by the playback cartridge may be purely automatic, or it may be 
necessary for him to make the proper wiring connections. Some 
playback cartridges have only three output terminals, and in this 
case the cartridge manufacturer has made the proper wiring con-

P•C-

p 
P DENOTES THE SPACE 
AVAILABLE FOR THE M--- SPHERICAL PL4YBACK 
STYLUS 

t+--C--H C DENOTES THE SPACE 
OCCUPIED BY CHISEL -
SHAPED CUTTING STYLUS 
IN THE GROOVE 

Fig. 429. Pinch effect exerted upon the 
playl,ack stylus at points of sharp groove 

curvature. 

nections (Fig. 424). On the other hand, some cartridges have four 
terminals (Fig. 425) and here it is necessary that the user make 
the appropriate connections so that the signal from one element 
of the stereo cartridge will, in the final analysis, be in phase with 
the signal from the other element, or, as seen from the viewpoint 
purely of the playback cartridge, so that the output of one element 
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will be out of phase with the other. Fig. 426 illustrates improper 
connections. 

A basic reason for providing four terminals instead of three on 
stereo cartridges is to permit each channel to have its own ground 
lead to the amplifier. This may result in less hum than if the 
channels shared a common ground lead. The desirability of fom· 
terminals is augmented by the CBS simplex principle for stereo 
amplifiers discussed in Chapter 8. This type of amplifier uses only 
two output tubes instead of the customary four and requires that 
the stereo signals he out-of-phase with each other, namely L 
and -R. A four-terminal cartridge permits r.he user to reverse 
the phase of one channel with respect co the orher. (However, 
it is possible for the cartridge manufacturer to produce a three
terminal cartridge with proper our-of-phase connections for a 
simplex amplifier. Moreover, some stereo comrol amplifiers make 
it possible to reverse the phase of one channel with respect to the 
other.) 

One way of telling whether the proper connections have been 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS 

I 
+ ~ TO MONOPHONIC 

;r-=-~1--'-~:=======t-=:~ :::::: 
'I. 

MONOPHONC RECORD 
(SEE NOTE IN Fig. 424) 

Fig. -130. Co,rneclions for· playing a 1110110-

J,honic ,·ecord with " fo11r-termirral stereo 
J,laybach cartridge. 

made with a four-terminal cartridge is to combine the two outputs 
(Fig. 427) and feed them into a single amplifier when the cartridge 
is playing a monophonic record. If phasing is wrong for stereo, 
then the outputs will be out of phase on a monophonic record, 
which contains lateral modulation, causing the signal to disappear 
largely or althogether. 

Even though the signal from one section of the playback car
tridge is taken in the wrong phase, can this not be corrected in 
the last stage of the audio system merely by reversing the leads 
ro one of r.he speaker systems (Fig. 428)? The answer is yes, this 
connection can be made. However, as will be discussed in more 
detail in the section on stereo cartridge compatibility, the best 
way to play a monophonic disc with a stereo pickup is by parallel
ing the two outputs of the cartridge. But if these outputs are 
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phased improperly for stereo, then signal cancellation will occur 
in reproduction of a monophonic disc. 

Compatibility 
Compatibility concerns ( l) the ability of monophonic car

tridges to play stereo records; (2) the ability of stereo cartridges 
to play monophonic discs. 

SWITCH FOR COMBINING 
BOTH CHANNELS L SPKR 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 

L 

R 

GROUND 

GANGED SWITCH FOR 
INVERTING PHASE OF 
RIGHT CHANNEL 

R SPKR 

Fig. 431. Stereo a111plifier with provisio11 for i11verti11g the /1hau of 011e cha11-
11el a,1d the11 combining both cha1111els to /1la)' 111011opho11ic records 1,•ith a11 

incorrectly /1hased stereo cartridge. 

Monophonic cartridge compatibility 
The RIAA stereo standard requires that in-phase signals at the 

microphones (which contain all the audio information) shall 
produce a laterally cut groove on a stereo record. Hence it follows 
that a playback cartridge responding only to lateral gToove motion 
would reproduce the sum of channels L and R on a stereo disc. 

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT OF CARTRIDGE SHOULD BE 
AT 90° ANGLE TO RECORD SURFACE I 

LINE PARALLEL TO RECORD SURF~:!:i~'"" 
Q RECO:D ___ \ __ ~_ 

I TURNTAALE l 
Fig. 432. Azi111uth alig11111e11t of a stereo playback cartridge 

n•ith the cartridge viewed heaj 0,1. 

Accordingly, a monophonic cartridge, which responds only to 
lateral groove motion, is compatible in the sense that it can draw 
the full audio information from the stereo disc, although the 
two channels are combined. \Ve may say that compatibility exists 
in an electrical sense. 

Unfortunately, most monophonic cartridges do not show com
patibility in a mechanical sense. Although they are designed to 
have very high lateral compliance-ability of the stylus to move a 
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relatively great distance in the lateral direction when slight force 
is applied to it by the record groove-their vertical compliance 
is quite often much smaller. True, the monophonic cartridge must 
have a certain amount of vertical "give" so tha: it can cope with 
the pinch effect, which tends to lift the stylus when the groove 
narrows at points of sharp curvature (Fig. 429). However, the 
vertical compliance of most cartridges is considerably less than 
the lateral compliance. Therefore, when the stereo groove forces 
the stylus upward, the stylus resists this pressure of the groove 
walls. If the resistance of the stylus is sufficient, the stylus tends 
to cut into the groove and destroy the vertical information therein. 
Most monophonic cartridges, or at least most of those in existence 
when stereo discs were first introduced in 1958, are not mechani
cally compatible with stereo discs. 

Stereo cartridge compatibility 
Generally speaking, stereo cartridges are able to play mono

phonic records quite satisfactorily because the stylus is free to 
move in the lateral direction. However, a serious problem arises 
with respect to rumble, chiefly due to the phonograph motor and 
bearings. Rumble will cause the stylus to move in both the lateral 
and vertical directions. Vertical rumble tends to be considerably 
greater-about three times as much-as lateral rumble. Hence, 
in playing a monophonic disc, a cartridge that has high vertical 
compliance (enabling it to respond to vertical rumble) reproduces 
substantially more rumble than a cartridge with low vertical 
compliance. 

Fig. 433. Crosstalk due to azimuth misalignment of a stereo playback 
cartridge. 

To circumvent this problem of vertical rumble when playing 
a mono disc with a stereo pickup, it is desirable to combine both 
outputs of the cartridge so that they are additive with respect to 
lateral (audio) information and cancelling with respect to vertic:\l 
(rumble) information (Fig. 430). Such a connection involves a 
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phasing which is the same as for stereo (Fig. 427). A very simple 
switch could be installed to link the left and right outputs. for 
playing monophonic discs. To allow for incorrect cartridge phas
ing, it is possible to provide means in the stereo amplifier for 
reversing the phase of one channel at an intermediate stage in 
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Fig. 434. Comparison of total harmonic distortion 
between a monophonic system and one channel of 

a stereo system-recording and playback. 

the amplifier and subsequently adding the two channels (Fig. 431). 
Of course it is possible to take the signal only from one section 

of a stereo cartridge when playing a monophonic disc, but this 
fails to take advantage of the possibilities for cancellation of 
vertical rumble. Also, the signal-to-noise ratio will be poorer 
because less signal is presented by the stereo cartridge to the 
amplifier when only one element is used. 

Crosstalk 
One problem of stereo reproduction by means of discs is cross

talk-the appearance of the sound of one channel in the other. 
Crosstalk occurs in the cutting head, in the record groove and in 
the playback cartridges. 

Generally it is possible to maintain an overall crosstalk ratio 
of better than 20 db over much of the audio range; that is, the 
ratio of the audio signal which properly belongs in a given channel 
to the audio signal which also appears there but belongs in the 
other channel is more than 10 to I. Data as to the amount of 
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crosstalk in the entire system, using both a \Vestrex cutting head 
and a \Vestrex reproducer, show a crosstalk ratio of about 22.5 db 
at I ,000 cycles, about 20 db at 4,000 cycles and thereafter progres
sively worsening. The ratio is about 16 db at 7,000 cycles, about 
9 db at 10,000 and less than 5 db at about 12,000 cycles. There
after it improves but remains less than IO db up to 15,000 cycles. 
However, in the range which seems to be essentially responsible 
for the stereo effect, up to 8,000 cycles, crosstalk appears to be 
low enough so that the sound of each channel is maintained 
sufficiently distinct for practical purposes. 

To minimize crosstalk in playback, it is important to maintain 
vertical alignment of the stylus with respect to the record surface 
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(Fig. 432). This is sometimes referred to as azimuth alignment. 
If the stylus inclines to the left or right, this introduces the sound 
of one channel into the other. It also causes distortion because 
the stylus is less free to move to one side than to the other. 

Fig. 433 helps explain why crosstalk is caused by vertical mis
alignment of the playback stylus. Assume that only the right wall 
of the groove is modulated, so that there should he output only 
from one section of the cartridge, the right channel, because the 
stylus moves at a 4-5° angle. But if the stylus is misaligned verti-
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cally, it will not move exactly at a 45° angle with reference to the 
plane of the cartridge. Therefore the left channel will also contain 
some signal output, which can only be the signal belonging to 
the right channel. 

Distortion 
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Fig. 436. Comparison of total harmonic distor
tion for reproduction of vertically and laterally 
modulated grooves by a stereo pla)'back cartridge. 

(Courtesy of Westrex Corp.) 

The more complex characteristic of a stereo groove as compared 
with a monophonic (lateral) one raises the problem of more 
severe distortion on the stereo disc. Fig. 434 compares harmonic 
distortion at 400 cycles at a velocity of 2.5 cm/sec (a fairly mod
erate signal level) between a mono and a stereo system. The 
monophonic record has been cut laterally and reproduced by 
a lateral cartridge (\Vestrex). In the stereo system, the record 
has been cut in stereo fasluon for just one channel (comparison 
can be made only for one channel) and the cutting head and 
stereo reproducer are \Vestrex models. 

Fig. 434 indicates that, on the whole, harmonic distortion is 
not much different in the two systems. The monophonic system 
produces more distortion on the outer part of the record, where 
diameter is large, and less distortion on the inner part. 

However, the story is different with respect to intermodulation 
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distortion, which is considerably more offensive to the ear than 
harmonic distortion. Fig. 435 compares the IM distortion of mono
phonic and stereo systems, using frequencies of 400 and 4,000 
cycles, respectively, recorded at 2.5 and 0.62 cm/sec. Throughout 
the groove diameter, the IM distortion is greater for the stereo 
system. 

To the extent that the stereo disc causes the stylus to move 
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vertically rather than in lateral or 45° fashion, there is a sharp 
increase in harmonic and I~I distortion (Figs. 436 and 437). The 
solid lines in Figs. 436 and 437 show distortion when a stereo 
cartridge reproduces a vertically cut groove. The dash lines in 
those figures show the much lower distort ion when a stereo cart
ridge reproduces a laterally cut groove. 

These two illustrations reveal one of the principal reasons why 
the RIAA has recommended that in-phase signals should he 
recorded so as to produce a laterally cut groove: distortion will 
be much smaller for a lateral than a vertical groove. 

Rumble 
In analyzing compatibility, we have previously mentioned that, 

due to motor and bearing imperfections, there is low-frequency 
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vibration in the motion of the turntable, which becomes apparent 
as rumble when picked up hy the playback cartridge. Rumble 
exists both in the vertical and lateral modes, with vertical rumble 
being as much as three times greater. Hence the stereo cartridge, 
which responds considerably more to vertical motion than does the 
typical monophonic pickup, produces a good deal more rumble 
signal. Therefore, in playing stereo or mono discs with a stereo 
cartridge, greater stress must he placed upon a rumble-free phono
graph than in the case of monophonic cartridges. 

A number of stereo cartridges seek to cope with the problem 
of vertical rumble by attenuating the response of the cartridge, at 
low frequencies, to vertical stylus motion. In some cases this is 
done hy electrical means, using capacitors and resistors to filter 
the low-frequency coment of vertical stylus motion. In other cases, 
mechanical techniques are employed to attenuate the response 
of the cartridge to Yertical motion at low frequencies, as, for 
example, by the use of springs. However, such attempts have 
tended to degrade the quality of the stereo sound and to introduce 
additional crosstalk between channels. 

IDEAL 
INCLINATION 
OF STYLUS SHOE 

PRACTICAL 
INCLINATION 
OF STYLUS SHOE 

A'lC THROUGH WHICH 
STYLUS MOVES 

II STYLUS MOTION IS VERTICALLY PERPENDICULAR TO SURFACE 
OF RECORD IN RESPONSE TO VERTICALLY MODULATED GROOVE. 

/J STYLUS MOTION IS AT AN ANGLE TO PERPENLllCULAR IN RESPONSE 
TO VERTICALLY MODULATED GROOVE 

Fig. 438. EUect of angle of i11clination of 5/ylus 5hoe 
upon 5/ylus n,otio11. 

Charaderistics of the playback cartridge 
Just as the success of a conventional high-fidelity system is m 

large part dependent upon the quality of the phono pickup, so 
it is with stereo. There are a considerable number of stereo car
tridges at various prices and of various designs, and they do not 
all help to an equal degree to realize the potentialities of the 
stereo disc. 

Because of the complex nature of the stereo groove, a stylus 
with a relatively tine tip is required to trace it. Although quite 
adequate for monophonic records, a tip with a radius of I mil 
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(l/1,000 inch) is too coarse for the stereo disc. At first, a 0.7 mil 
radius was considered suitable for stereo, but upon further investi
gation the RIAA recommended that the radius he 0.5 mil for 
satisfactory tracing. 

Reducing the radius of the stylus tip from I to 0.5 mil-that is, 
hy half-reduces the area of the tip to one-fourth of it:s previous 
size, since area varies with the square of the radius. For a given 
tracking force-pressure exerted by the stylus upon the record
there is now four times as much pressure upon rhe groow~ per 
unit of area. Increased groove wear results unless tracking force 
is reduced to a corresponding degree. \Vhereas tracking foT<"es of 
about 6 to 8 grams are considered tolerable for a monophonic 
cartridge, tracking forces of about 2 grams or less are required 
for a stereo pickup employing a 0.5-mil stylus. But at 2 grams or 
less tracking force, keeping the stylus within the groove on loud 
passages requires a stylus with the ability to move 1·eadily under 
slight pressure and a well-halanced, virtually frictionless tone arn1. 

Summarizing, reducing the radius of the stylus rip to permit 
adequate tracking of the complex stereo groove in turn requires a 
lighter tracking force, which in turn places a greater premium 
upon a high-quality cartridge and tone arm. 

Two essential requirements of any high-quality cartridge 
are low mass and high compliance. Low mass permits extended 
high-frequency response. High compliance permits adequate low
frequency response. 

Plastic resonance 
The mass of the cartridge stylus and those elements to which 

it is attached, together with the grom·e wall (which has a certain 
amount or "give") form a resonant system; this is referred to 
as "plastic resonance." At the resonant frequency, response is 
exaggerated or peaked. Above the resonant frequency, response 
declines sharply. Hence it is desirable that the frequency of plasti<: 
resonance occurs above the audio range or at least not much 
lower than 15,000 cycles. The smaller the dynamic mass of the 
stylus, the higher the resonant frequency. In several of the finest 
monophonic cartridges, stylus mass has been kept sufficiently low 
to move plastic resonance comfortahly outside the audio range. 
In a st.ereo cartridge, the prohlem of holding stylus mass to a 
sufficiently small value is increased because the stylus has to drive 
not one Lransducing clement but two. The stylus and its attached 
elements are more complex, involving more parts, and the stylus 
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mass therefore tends to be greater than for a monophonic cartridge 
of equivalent quality. 

The compliance of the stylus denotes how far it can he moved 
by a gi\'en amount of force. In repwducing low frequencies, the 
stylus has to describe movements of considerable amplitude. High 
compliance enables the stylus to mo\·e easily and reproduce the 
low frequencies with low distortion. Low compliance causes the 
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Fig. 439. Frequency respo11se of Westrex stereo /1layl1ack car
tridge afte1· ll!AA frequeucy• eq11alizatio11. (Courtesy of V{estrcx 

Corp.) 

stylus to resist 1110\·ement. Therefore it reproduces low frequencies 
with considerable distortion or possibly not at all-it may jump out 
of the groove that it is unable 10 follow. The greater complexity 
of design of a stereo cartridge makes it more difhcult to achieve 
the hip;h compliance of a first-rate monophonic cartridge; conse
quently good low-frequency response is harder to achie,·e. 

Symmetry 
An important factor in the design of a stereo cartridge 1s sym-

Fig. HO. Uecorcle,t frequ,mcy cliaracteristic of ll'estl't'X 
stereo culler. (Courtesy of Wcstrcx Corp.) 

me1ry. Each 1ransducing element should have virtually the same 
output level and the same characteristics with respect to frequency 
response, distortion, etc. Otherwise the stereo effect suffers. 

Since a stereo groove is modulated vertically as well as laterally, 
the greater depth of the groove compared with a monophonic 
one would result in a wider g-roove if the same signal leYel were 
recorded as on mono discs. To avoid this-a wider groove which 
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would diminish the playing time-it is necessary to use a lower 
recording level on stereo discs-3 db less on each channel. This 
increases the problem of the phono pickup presenting enough 
signal to the amplifier to result in a satisfactorily high ratio 
between signal and amplifier noise on each channel. 

The smaller amount of signal recorded on each wall of the 
stereo groove necessarily reduces the ratio between audio signal 
and groove noise. Hence greater emphasis must be placed upon 
low-noise record materials and upon the user keeping the grooves 
free of dust, lint, etc., which help produce noise. 

As illustrated in Fig. 438, the shoe that holds the stylus is not 
exactly parallel with the record surface but forms an angle of 
several degrees. This may be referred to as the angle of inclination. 
Because the stylus shoe slopes, the stylus does not move truly up 
and down; instead its motion is at a slight angle to the vertical. 
In other words, the vertical modulation in the stereo groove causes 
the stylus, i11 relative terms, to move back and forth along the 
groove. Hence the vertical motion of the stylus modulates the 
response of the stylus to lateral information in the groove, intro
ducing distortion akin to flutter in a conventional phono system 
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or in a tape machine. However, if the angle of inclination is the 
same in the cutting head and in the playback cartridge, this distor
tion cancels. Therefore the attempt is made to have the same 
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angle of inclination for the stylus of the cutttng head as for the 
stylus of the playback cartridge. 

Frequency response 
The preceding discussion has indicated that there are serious 

problems of maintaining adequate bass and treble response in a 
stereo disc system; nevertheless the problems are not insuperable. 

Fig. 439 portrays the frequency response of the Westrex play
back cartridge, as an example of what a high-quality unit can 
achieve. The low-frequency response is excellent, and, although 
a peak does occur at the high end in the region of I 0,000 cycles, 
this peak is kept below 5 db. There is a slight rise at the extreme 
low end, which \Vestrex attributes to the resonance of the arm 
mass with the stylus compliance. 

Fig. 440 indicates the approximate recorded frequency char
acteristic, using a \Vestrex cutting head, To some extent, the 
peak in playback response at the high end is cancelled by the dip 
in the recorded characteristic, so that the overall response of a 
system using \Vestrex equipment would be relatively smooth. 

The tone arm present~ a problem of maintaining adequate 
low-frequency response when the stylus moves vertically. For 
monophonic reproduction, tone arms have been designed so that 
they can follow the relatively gradual ups and down due to such 
factors as record warp and foreign matter in the groove. If the 
arm moves in response to vertical forces, the cartridge follows, so 
that the stylus does not move relative to the cartridge; this occurs 
only at low frequencies. But in the case of a stereo reproducer, 
it is necessary that the stylus move relative to the cartridge mech
anism to reproduce vertical groove information. Therefore the 
tone arm should have the same characteristics for vertical and 
lateral motion, permitting equally good low frequency response 
for vertical or lateral groove modulation. :\fany tone arms that 
are satisfactory for monophonic discs (lateral groove modulation) 
are not usable for the reproduction of vertical groove modulation 
at low frequencies. 

Equalization 
The problem of varying equalization characteristics that plagued 

LP records in their early years (through 1954) will not be repeated 
in stereo. RIAA equalization (Fig. 44 l) !!as been accepted as the 
standard for all stert:o discs. or at least those made according to 
the \\'estrex system. 

However, the fact that there are standard recording and play-
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back equalization characteristics does not eliminate all problems 
of achieving correct equalization on the user's part. It is still 
necessary, when using a magnetic playback cartridge, to insure 
that the control amplifier contains accurate RIAA equalization, 
not just a loose approximation, and that the equalization be 
virtually identical for each channel. Otherwise each channel will 
have a different frequency response characteristic, tending to 
impair the stereo effect. 

Achieving accurate equalization is more difficult with piezo
electric, ceramic or crystal pickups. These cartridges are essen
tially self-equalizing and, having a relatively high output, are 
ordinarily intended to be fed into a high-level input jack (the 
same kind of jack as used, say, for a tuner). But the bass response 
of the piezoelectric cartridge will be flat only if the control ampli
fier places the correct resistance across the l·artridge. Too low a 
load resistance will cut bass response, while too high a resistance 
will exaggerate bass response. Typically, a load_ resistance of about 
2,000,000 ohms is proper; one or two cartridges on the market 
(as of 1958) will work satisfactorily with load resistances as low as 
510,000 ohms. Consequently, the user of a piezoelectric cartridge 
must ascertain the required load resistance and check whether his 
l"Ontrol amplifier provides this value. If not, the necessary change 
should be made in the control amplifier, a simple matter for the 
technician or for the technically proficient audiophile. 

Sometimes the control amplier treats the piezoelectric cartridge 
not as a high-output device, but instead uses an electrical network 
to convert the cartridge into a low-output device having the same 
frequency response characteristic as a magnetic cartridge and 
therefore requiring the same playback equalization. However, such 
a network may be appropriate for one piezoelectric pickup and not 
for another. Some manufacturers supply a network suitable for 
their cartridge in the form of an adapter placed between the car
tridge and the input jack of the control amplifier. 
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stereo on discs
other systems 
f'"J"'HE three remaining categories of stereo disc systems may be 
.I. classified from the viewpoint of how the two channels are 

incorporated into the groove: I. dual-groove; 2. single-groove, 
two-dimensional (vertical-lateral systems); 3. single-groove, one
dimensional (carrier-frequency systems). 

Dual-groove systems 
Two dual-groO\·e systems ha,·e been proposed. One, the Cook 

system, has been in actual commercial use, while the other, the 
\Veil system, has never passed the proposal stage. 

Cook system 
The first stereo disc system available to the public in this country 

was that of Emory Cook, introduced in 1952. As illustrated in Fig. 
50 I, each channel is recorded on a separate band of grooves. A 

SEPARATE CHANNELS 

Fig. 50!. In the Cook system, each charmel is recorded separatelv 
on a single disc. 

special tone arm accommodating two cartridges side by side is 
needed. The distance her.ween the styli must be exactly the same 
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as the distance between the starting grooves on each band, a 
requirement not easy to meet. 

Although the Cook system was used by a relatively small number 
of audiophiles for a few years, three basic shortcomings led to its 
eventual demise. 

l. It was difficult to coordinate the two cartridges so that their 
styli would simultaneously land in the starting grooves on each 
band, and almost impossible at any point after that. Hence one 
could not cue to a point part way in a selection. 

2. The burden of a tone arm carrying two cartridges made it 
difficult to employ the Cook system in record changers. 

~- The dual-groove technique was wasrefol pennitting only 
half as much recording time per side as a mono disc or the single
groove stereo systems. About 10 to 15 minutes could be recorded 

LE AD- IN GROOVE 

SIDE "A" TOP 

Fig. :i02. The Weil syste111 /m1/10,ferl recordi11g ,me cftn1ine/ 011 t't1cft side of a 
/1lto11ograJil1 rlisc. 

on <>Ill' side of a Cook record compared with 25 to !W minutes on 
others. Whereas 25 to 30 minutes of time makes it possible to 
present many symphonies, concertos, elc. complete on one side of 
,t record, having 10 t:o 15 minutes means that for many standard 
works the listener must turn over the record. M·oreover, in the 
Cook system, the listener would for a second time have to go 
through I he careful process of positioning the styli to fall into the 
correct grooves. 

The Weil system 
The ,veil system affords the user no more playing time per 
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record than the Cook system, but it does allow him the customary 
playing time of about 25 to 30 minutes before having to reposi
tion the cartridges. Although never put into commercial use, the 
system was proposed by a leading figure in the phonograph 
industry, Maximilian Weil, and deserves a brief description. 

The Weil system (Fig. 502) would record one channel on the 
top side of the record and the second on the underside. Two tone 

DUAL PICKUPS 

Fig. 503. A rather complex mechanism would be required to J1lay 1,ack a disr 
cut by the Weil method. 

arms and their respective cartridges would simultaneously play 
the two sides of the record (Fig. 503). Each arm, Weil states: 

"has its own base pivotally mounted, and the two can be 
locked to operate in unison or they can be operated independ
ently to permit the use of the upper arm and pickup to play 
normal LP discs. "1 

Behind \Veil's proposal is the argument that other stereo disc 
systems, apart from Cook's, involve a sacrifice in terms of distor
tion. His system would maintain all the advantages of monophonic 
recording and reproducing techniques, at the same time permitting 
stereo reproduction. He states: 

"It took 75 years to achieve the clarity, the cleanness, the 
refinement of today's LP discs. At this juncture, the question is 
then, 'Is the music lover wi)]ing to sacrifice aH that for a measure 
of spatial effect?' "2 

In Weil's system, conventional monophonic recording equip
ment and techniques would be employed, using two turntables 

1 Maximilian Weil, ""New Approach to Stereo Records,"' A11dio, June, 195!1. 
"I hid. 
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to make two master lacquers for the two channels. After each is 
processed, the recordings would be synchronized and pressed so 
that the starting points on the opposite sides of the disc corres
pond. 

Vertical-lateral systems 
\Vhereas in the \Vestrex system each transducing element res

ponds to 45° motion of the stylus, in a number of other systems, 
vertical and lateral stylus motion actuates the transducing ele
ments. Three of these-the London and Sugden, CBS, and EMI 
systems--provide true stereo, while a fourth, the data signal 
method, is a quasi-stereo process. 

London and Sugden system 
In I 957, London and Sugden in England announced the 

successful development of vertical-lateral systems. As illustrated 
in Fig. 504, the record is cut so that one channel causes vertical 

MIKES 

CHANNEL I 

CHANNEL 2 

VERTICAL GROOVE MODULATION 

VERTICAL -LATER AL 
STEREO DISC CUTTER 

LATERAL GROOVE MODULATION 

Fig. 504. Vertical-lateral method of cutti,ig stereo 
discs. 

modulation of the groove and the other horizontal modulation. 
(See also Figs. 404, 405, 406 and 407 beginning on page 66 in 
Chapter 4). 

To the extent that the signals in each channel are the same in 
waveform and amplitude, the net result of applying such signals 
to the control elements of the cutter is that the cutting stylus 
moves diagonally; that is, at a 45° angle to the horizontal. The 
principle involved was explained in connection with Fig. 412-a, 
which. shows that, if two forces pull upon an object at 45° 
angles to the horizontal, the object will move vertically. In the 
same way, if one force is lateral and the other vertical, the object 
will move at a 45° angle. 

The resulting groove under the Sugden and London systems 
is the same as a groove recorded under the \Vestrex system but 
containing modulation only for one channel (Figs. 409 and 410). 
In other words, under the London and Sugden method, only one 
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wall of the groove contains modulation when there are equal 
signals in both channels. 

One of the transducing elements of the playback cartridge 
is designed to respond to lateral stylus motion and the other 
to vertical. If the stylus moves at a 45° angle, both of the trans
ducing elements are actuated and produce equal signals. 

To the extent that the signal in one channel is stronger than in 
the other, grom·e modulation will tend to be essentially vertical 

MATERIAL REMOVED FROM GROOVE 
WHEN CUTTING STYLUS MOVES UPWARD 

UPWARD MOVEMENT OF CUTTING STYLUS 

:__ __ +--I_ STARTING POINT OF CUTTING STYLUS 

~-----+--~ DOWNWARD MOVEMENT OF CUTTING STYLUS 

MATERIAL REMOVED FROM GROOVE WHEN STYLUS 
MOVES DOWNWARD THE SAME DISTANCE AS UPWARD 
IS CONSIDERABLY GREATER TKAN THE 
MATERIAL REMOVED ON UPWARD MOTION 

Fig. 505. Different a11101111ts of material are removed from the 
record during upu•ard and downward movements of a vertical 

c1J1ti11g stylus. 

or essentially lateral, depending upon which channel is stronger. 
If the net groove modulation is largely vertical, a serious problem 
of distortion tends to be introduced in the cutting process. 
Vertical modulation inherently produces more distortion than 
lateral modulation in cutting (Fig. 505). When the stylus mows 
downward, it must remove more groo,·e material than when it 
moves upward. More force must be used to move the cutting 
stylus downward than an equal distance upward. Conversely, for 

.------. FEEDBACK TO AMPLIFIER 
VERTICAL 
RECORDING 
AMPLIFIER SIGNAL TO CUTTER 

VERTICAL-LATERAL 
CUTTER 

PLAYBACK ELEMENT 
RESPONSIVE TO 
VERTICAL GROOVE 
MODULATION 

RECORDING ELEMENT 
'----~-.-' THAT DRIVES THE 

STYLUS VERTICALLY 

Fig. 506. The use of feedback to minimize distortio" in vntica/ groovl' cutting. 

a given force, corresponding to the audio signal, the stylus will 
not move as far downward as it will move upward. Failure to 
move equal distances for equal amounts of signal results in dis
tortion. This situation does not occur in lateral recording, where 
the cutting stylus moves from side to side, meeting an equal 
amount of resistance in each direction. 
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Much of the distortion in cutting a ,·ertical groove can be 
eliminated by feedback techniques. As the stylus meets increased 
resistance in making the downward cut, a proportional signal is 
fed back to the dri\'ing amplifier (Fig. 506). The feedback causes 
the amplifier to produce a greater amount of power for driving 
the stylus. However, feedback does not remove all the distortion. 

At best, under the London and Sugden systems, a 45° groove 
results only when equal signals appear in each channel. In the 
\Vestrex system, such signals produce a laterally modulated groove. 
As was shown in Fig. 435, there is appreciably less intermodulation 
distortion for a laterally cut groove than for one cut at an angle 
of 45°. Hence the \Vestrex system appears to have an advantage 
o,,er the ,·ertical-lateral techniques. 

Another disadvantage of the London-Sugden method is that 
the \'ertical channel tends to produce a signal due to pinch effect 
in the lateral channel. As was illustrated in Fig. 429, at points of 
rapid lateral motion in the groove it narrows, forcing the stylus 
upward. This periodic vertical motion of the stylus manifests 
itself as an audio signal in the vertical channel. In the \Vestrex 
system, howe,·er, the pinch effect appears in both channels in 
equal amounts, which is less disturbing to the illusion than such 
an aberration appearing only in one channel. 

In similar fashion, the problem of achieving adequate low
frequency response due to tone-arm compliance (Chapter 4) 
affects only one channel of the vertical-lateral systems, whereas 
the effect is symmetrical in the \Vestrex. 

All in all, although the Westrex and ,·ertical-lateral systems in 
certain respects suffer from the same problems, it is considered 
preferable to divide them between two channels instead of con
centrating them into one. The diYision helps to presene the 
stereo effect to a higher degree. 

CBS system 
As discussed in Chapter 4, stereo discs are not compatible with 

a number of monophonic cartridges because the latter ha,·e insuffi
cient vertical compliance or too much dynamic mass Yertically so 
that the stylus plows through the record material on Yertical 
excursions instead of rising and falling as it should. For compati
bility, as well as to simplify the problems of cutting a stereo 
groove, the Columbia Broadcasting System Laboratories deYeloped 
a method of recording designed to minimize Yertical modulation 
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ro the extent that the stylus of the average monophonic pickup 
would have no difficulty in following vertical excursions. The 
method uses a vertical-lateral cutting technique that imposes less 
demands upon the cutter than a 45/45 technique. At the same 
time, the CBS stereo disc is meant to be played back by the 
standard 45/45 cartridge. 

Fig. 507 shows how recording takes place. The left-channel 
signal, L, and the right-channel signal, R, are combined in a 

MIKES 

LEFT 

L 
SUM 

R MIXER 

PHASE DIFFERENCE 
INVERTER MIXER 

L+R 

VERTICAL 
LATERAL 
CUTTER 

AUTOMATIC STEREOPHONIC RECORDING 
AMPLIFIER. SETS A LIMIT TO LEVEL 
OF L-R FED TO CUTTER L'-R' IS 
SMALLER THAN L-R o.:it.v AT HIGH 
VOLUME. 

Fig. 507. The basic elements of the CBS stereo recordi11g sy5te111. 

mixer to produce a sum signal, L + R. The sum signal is fed 
to the vertical-lateral cutter to produce lateral modulation of the 
groove. The R signal is inverted 180°, producing what we may 
call -R. L and -R are combined in another mixer to form 
L - R, which is termed a difference signal. L - R is fed into a 
special automatic stereo recording amplifier, called ASRA for 
short, which feeds the difference signal to the vertical element of 
the cutter to produce vertical groove modulation. 

The ASRA reduces the intensity of the L - R signal so that 
vertical groove modulation will be compatible with monophonic 
pickups, yet will retain sufficient stereo information so as not to 
alter significantly the stereo effect. Depending upon the intensity 
of the difference signal and the frequencies appearing in it, ASRA 
limits its amplitude. ASRA is in the nature of an electronic com
puter, whose contents and exact mode of operation have not been 
disclosed. CBS has stated only that, on the basis of studies of the 
nature of stereophonic sound: 

"the minimum amount of difference signal was determined 
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which was needed to achieve full stereophonic effect as a function 
of the frequency and of intensity."a 

However, one commentator has noted that: 

"at low levels, up to about 20 db below maximum output of 
the system, the difference (signal) is unchanged ... But for the 
top 20 db of dynamic range, the ASR.-\ gets busy and changes 
the difference (signal) so that the vertical excursion never exceeds 
the desired figure of .0002 inch."~ 

To review the recording process, the lateral channel contains 
the full audio information, L + R. The stereophonic character
istics of this information appear in the vertical channel, consisting 
of L - R. In the following explanation, we shall sec how the 
sum and difference signals are recombined to produce a distinct 
L signal and a distinct R signal. \Ve shall assume a low recorded 
volume level, so that vertical modulation consists of L - R at the 
original intensity instead of at a reduced level; that. is, we shall 
assume the ASRA control function has not been called into 
operaticm. 

By using· a 45/45 cartridge for playback, the L signal auto
matically appears in the output of one transducing element and 
the R signal in the other. This can he explained with the aid of 
a mechanical analogy (Figs. 508 and 509). The piston-like blocks 
in these figures represent the mechanical motion in each trans
ducing element that results from the lateral or vertical movement 
of the playback stylus. 

In Fig·. 508 we see the effect. of lateral stylus mo,·ement: upon 
the transducing elements of the 45/45 cartridge. As the stylus goes 
to the right, the "piston" of element L moves down, while the 
"piston" of element R moves up. As the stylus 1110\'es to the left., 
the opposite takes place, with piston L moving up and piston R 
going down. In brief, the mechanical motion, and therefore the 
electrical output, of clement L is opposite in phase to element R. 
Consequently, when element L produces an L + R signal (in 
response to lateral stylus motion), element R produces a signal 
of opposite phase, -L - R. 

" l'eter C. Goldmark, lknjamin B. Bauer. Willi:1111 S. Bachman, "The Columbia 
Compatible Stereophonic Record.'' Paper delivered :ll the Institute of Radio Engi• 
nccrs ConYention, March 25, 1958. 

' :--orm:111 H. Crowhurst. "Compatibility and the Stereo Disc," RAmo•E1.r.crRoi-.1cs 
'.\lagazine, .-\ugusl. 1958. 
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The effect of vertical motion upon each transducing element 
of a 45/45 cartridge is shown in Fig. 509. In this case the pistons 

RIGHT CHANNEL 

~~nm=, 
LATERALLY TO 
THE RIGHT; PISTONS 
MOVE IN OPPOSITE 
DIRECTIONS 

Fig. 508. A mechanical analogy showing the 
effects of lateral stylus motion 011 the trans
ducing element in each channel of a -15/-15 

playback cartridge. 

mo,·e up or down together. The mechanical motion and the 
electrical outputs of the two elements are in phase. Thus each 
produces the L - R signal contained in the vertical component 
of groove modulation. 

Table 5-1 shows how the signal information produced by 
element L adds, and the same for element R. For element L, the 
L + R signal is added to the L - R signal, producing 2L (that 
is, +Rand -R cancel, lea,·ing only L information). For element 
R, the -L -R signal is added to the L - R signal, producing 
-2R. In aggregate, element L produces only L information, and 
element R produces only R information; these signals are fed to 
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the left and right channels, respectively, of the stereo system. 
Since the R information is out of phase with the L information, 
this requires that the phase of one of the elements of the stereo 

Table 5-1. The signals appearing in the elements of a 45/45 
cartridge when reproducing a CBS stereo disc 

transducing element for 
left channel 

L + R 
L - R 

2L 

L£FT 
CHANNEL 

transducing element for 
right channel 

RIGHT 
CHANNEL 

L - R 
L - R 

-2R 

STYLUS MOVES DOWN; 
BOTH PISTONS MOVE DOWN 

Fig. 509. The effects of vertical stylus motio11 upon 
the transducing element in each channel of a -0 j,/5 

play/Jack cartridge. 

cartridge be reversed (Fig. 510). The phasing is the same as if a 
disc recorded under the 45/45 system were being played (Fig-s. 424 
and 425). 

\Ve haw been assuming that the difference signal L - R is 
of relatively small mag-nitude so that ASRA has not reduced it. 
'.\l'ow, however, suppose that L - R is reduced by ASRA to a le,·el 
which we may call L' - R'. Then, in playback, each transducing 
element of the cartridge does not produce purely an Lor R signal. 
To illustrate, assume ASRA con\'erts L - R to hall its orig-inal 
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value, 0.5 (L - R). 1" here fore, in playback, the cartridge causes 
element L to subtract 0.5 (L R) from L + R. The result is 

STYLUS 

L t-~ __ L_+_R_-+---o CHANNEL L 
r-----t----, 

~-~L-~R'---~--+---oCHANNELR 
r-------t---+-<>GROUND 

( COMMON CONNECTION) 

Fig. 510. J,1 the CBS system, it is 
11ecessary to reverse the phase of 011e 
of the eleme11ts of the playback 

cartridge. 

I .5L + 0.5R. In other words, the signal ouput of the L element 
is dominantly but not altogether the L signal. Similarly, the signal 
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AUDIO SIGNAL 
LATERAL 
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TO ALL 

GROUND AMPLIFIERS 

BASED ON DATA OBTAINED FROM THE 
VERTICAL GROOVE MODULATIONl,THIS 
AMPL DETERMINES THE AMOUNT OF 

LEFT 
SPKR 

CENTER 
SPKR 

RIGHT 
SPKR 

GAIN FOR EACH OF THE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

Fig. 51 I. The data signal quasi-stereo system is similar lo coded slereo 
i11 some respects. 

output of the R element, after phase inve:-sion, is l .5R - 0.5L; 
that is, dominantly R. The dominance of L in one channel and 
of R in the other is sufficient to preserYe the stereo effect. 

In recording, the L and R signals ordinarily have a fair degree 
of similarity inasmuch as the two stereo microphones i::ick up 
sound from the same originating source. Because of this similarity, 
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t.he difference signal L - R inherently tends to be smaller than 
the sum signal L + R. E,·en without ASRA, the vertical com
ponent of the record groove, containing L - R, tends to be smaller 
than if just the Lor just the R signal were rernrdecl vertically. But 
ASRA further insures that \'ertical groove modulation is kept 
within the prescribed limits. 

Data signal system 
Also associated with the name of EMI in England is a quasi

stereo technique claimed to provide worth-while results. As 
illustrated in Fig. 511, all the sound (signal) is recorded as lateral 
groove modulation, while the vertical modulation comprises infor
mation (data) concerning the direction (speaker) from which the 
sound should issue. Using two or three speakers, a special ampli
fier decides from t.he data fed to it by the wnical-responsiw· 
element of the playback cartridge what speaker should produn.· 
the most sound at every instant. Thus the data signal system is 
very similar to coded stereo. 

In recording, the information for the vertical contents of the 
stereo groove can be obtained manually hy having a musically 
trained technician control an appropriate signal as he follows the 
score. This can be done on the basis of a tape rcrnrding instead 
of at the original performance. 

It is also possible to obtain the vertical data automatically by 
placing special microphones to determine whether the sound 
issues principally from the left or the right. The audio signals 
generated by these microphones can be coiwerted to the type of 
electrical information required to inform the special playha<·k 
amplifier as to the relative volume of sound that each speaker is 
supposed to produce. 

Carrier-frequency systems 
In essence, in a carrier-frequency system all the audio fre

quencies of one channel arc cut laterally into the groove. A 
superaudible fre(1uency (the carrier) is modulated hy the audio 
frequencies of the second channel, and the modulated carrier is 
also cut laterally into the groo\'e. In playback, a monophonic 
pickup is used. A basic re<p1iremen1 is that it have extremely 
good high-frequency response to reproduce the modulated carrier 
frequency, which is superaudible (say 30,000 cycles). The signal 
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generated by the playback cartridge is fed into one channel of 
the stereo system. To obtain the other channel, the carrier fre
quency is separated from the audio frequencies, then the audio 
information of the second channel is extracted from the carrier 
by a detector circuit. 

Minter system 
The Minter system is a refined version of the carrier-frequency 

technique, incorporating the principle and advantages of using· 
sum and difference frequencies as in the CBS disc system and in 
the Crosby multiplex system of broadcasting. The total audio 
information, which may he called L + R, is recorded laterally. 
The stereo information, L - R, is recorded by modulating a 
superaudible carrier frequency. Since there is no \'ertical mod
ulation of the groove, this type of stereo record is truly compatible 
in the sense that it can be played by any conventional cartridge 
for monophonic purposes. For stereo reproduction, a monophonir 
pickup is still suitable, provided it has adec1uate high-frequenc·y 
response. 

The Minter system uses a 25,000-cycle carrier. Although only 
a very few conventional pickups ha\'e a response extending this 
high, proponents of the system have felt that cartridge manufac
turers would face fewer problems in making such a cartridge than 
in meeting the rigorous design requirements of a two-dimensional 
pickup responding either to 45/45 or vertical-lateral groove 
modulation and incorporating two transducing elements with 
minimum crosstalk, low distortion, extended high-frequency 
response, good low-frequency response, etc. 

Compatibility 
The Minter system is compatible in that it permits stereo discs 

to be reproduced by a monophonic pickup and provides com
pletely satisfactory sound if the signal from the pickup is fed 
directly to a monophonic sound system. Moreover, compatibility 
exists in the recording process for a cutter of radically new design 
is not required. However, it must have relatively smooth response 
to about 30,000 cycles. 

It is claimed that the l\l inter system achieves between 30- and 
40-db separation between channels, compared with about 20 db 
for other systems. Moreover, azimuth (vertical) alignment of the 
stylus is not as critical as in the case of the two-dimensional groove, 
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where such misalignment increases crosstalk and distortion. The 
fact that the Minter system employs a playback cartridge with only 
one transducing element instead of two lightens the problems of 
keeping mass low, compliance high and keeping resonance abo\·e 
the audio range. 

Fig. 512 shows in basic terms the recording process used by 
\linter. The R signal is inverted 180° in phase to produce -R. 
The latter is combined with the L signal in a "difference mixer" 
to obtain L - R. The L - R signal is fed to a frequency 
modulator, where it modulates the 25-kc carrier. The modulated 

LEFT 
MIKE 

L 

PHASE 
INVERTER 

L 

R 

DIFFERENCE 
MIXER 

FM 
MODULATOR 

Fig. 512. Recnrdi11g setup for the "1i11ter stereo system. 

carrier may be referred to as 25 kc'. The 25 kc' goes to a "main 
mixer" to be combined with the Land R signals. Hence the total 
output of the main mixer is L + R + 25 kc'. Remember that 
25 kc' is 25 kc modulated by L - R. The total output is fed into 
the record cutter, which inscrihes a lateral groO\·e. 

Playback 
Fig. 513 shows the elements of the playback process. The play

back cartridge picks up the combined signal, L + R +25 kc', 
which is fed to a special preamplifier. A filter selects the 25 kc' com
ponent which goes to an FM detector which extracts the L - R 
signal. The L - R information is fed to the "left mixer," where 
it is combined with the composite L + R + 25 kc' signal. The net 
result is 2L + 25 kc' because the R and -R signals cancel. This 
goes to the left channel of the stereo system. Although the 25 kc' 
component is present, it is too high in frequency to be audible. 
Moreowr, in the preamplifier the signal is sub_ject to the usual 
RIAA treble de-emphasis, which greatly reduces its magnitude. 

The L - R signal turned out by the Fl\1 detector goes to a 
phase inverter, where it becomes R - L. This is combined in 
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the "right mixer" with the L + R + 25 kc' signal to produce 
2R + 25 kc', which is then fed to the left channel of the stereo 
system. 

The L + R signal fed to the record cutter contains frequencies 
to about 15,000 cycles. However, the L - R signal, which modu
lates the 25-kc carrier, is limited to about 8,000 or 10,000 cycles. 
This prevents the modulated carrier from interfering with the 
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Fig. 513. The basic ele111e11/s required to play back a J\li11ter stereo recordi11g. 

audio frequencies. However, the stereo effect, which is contained 
in t:he L - R signal, does not depend very much upon frequencies 
above 8,000 cycles or so. 

Because of the very high frequencies that must be recorded on 
the disc under the Minter system, there is increased c.langer that 
in playback the stylus may skip out of the groove on sharp wrns, 
due to high frequencies recorded at high amplitudes. Therefore 
the recording level is kept about 3 to 4 db less than on a mono
phonic disc of high quality. On the other hand, the lower recording 
level means that, since the groo\·e cut is less deep, the groove is 
also narrower. And this makes possible a finer groove spacing, 
which in r.urn permits more playing time per record side. 

If the stylus momentarily loses contact with the groove, as may 
happen on a heavily recorded passage, the 25-kc carrier frequency 
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is lost temporarily, and the audible result is a moderate bass 
thump in the speaker. This problem can be overcome by incor
porating a special oscillator in the preamplifier that continues the 
carrier frequency during the absence of contact between stylus 
and groove. This oscillator may be thought of as an electronic 
flywheel. 

The systems described in this chapter are of interest since they 
indicate some of the numerous possible approaches in stereo tech
niques. However, none of these are in commercial use, since all 
record companies have adopted the \Vestrex system. 
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stereo on tape 

STEREO sound was first introduced to the public through the 
medium of tape. Tm,;ard the end of the 1940's, tape machines 

and prerecorded tapes intended for binaural reproduction were 
available. But as it became cleu that earphones were a nuisance, 
attention turned to reproduction through speakers. Therefore, in 
recording, the microphones were spaced a number of feet apart 
in the manner of speakers rather than several inches apart in the 
manner of human ears. Thus, in the early l 950's, the pioneering 
audiophile had available to him stereo ,·ia speakers. 

Yet stereo on tape did not show signs of making headway until 
some five years later. The delay was due to the slow emergence 
of relatively low-priced home machines with satisfactory electrical 
and mechanical performance and to the difficulties that had to 
be overcome in making high-quality tape duplicates at a reason
able price. 

The earliest tape machines with mechanical and electrical 
characteristics satisfying high-fidelity requirements cost several 
hundreds of dollars, some much more. The frequency response, 
distortion, signal-to-noise ratio, wow and Hutter, and speed accu
racy of home machines left a good deal to he desired. 

Frequency response Hat within 2 db from about 30 cycles to 
at least 12,000 cycles, a signal-to-noise ratio in playback of at least 
50 and preferably 55 db, harmonic distortion of no more than I% 
or 2% on peaks, wow and Hutter below 0.2% and speed accurate 
within 0.2%-these characterize a tape machine properly deser\'
ing the label of high fidelity. By 1956, the number of moderately-
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priced tape machines within reasonable distance of these stand
ards had become large enough to make it possible for stereo on 
tape to progress rapidly. On the other hand, to this day there are 
a substantial number of tape machines that claim high fidelity 
yet fall considerably short of adequate performance. 

Tape duplication 
There is only one practical way of copying a tape conveying 

audio information. It must be played from beginning to end, and 
as this is done the signal is recorded onto the duplicate. This is 
a much more protracted process than is used for disc recording, 
where the major part of an hour of music may be stamped at 
once upon a vinylite platter. To make tape duplication at all 
economical, it was necessary to find means for making a number 
of copies simultaneously and to reduce the copying time. 

By 1956, the technology of tape duplication had reached the 
point where a dozen copies could be made simultaneously from 
a master tape, with all of them running at four or eight times 
normal speed. Thus, in the case of a two-track stereo tape contain
ing 32 minutes of music on a full reel, operating at 7 .5 inches per 
second, a dozen copies could be made in 4 or 8 minutes. The 
problems of tape duplication do not merely involve speeding up 
the copying process. Preservation of the quality of the master tape 
is also a paramount consideration. Fig. 601 shows a successful 
tape-duplicating machine which meets the requirements. 

\Vhen the much less expensive stereo disc suddenly loomed over 
the horizon, interest in tape slackened. However, the literature of 
the day indicated that the interruption of progress was only 
temporary. Stereo tape and the stereo disc each had its own role 
to play, with the disc serving the portion of the market-probably 
the larger portion-interested in price as much as quality, while 
tape would serve those willing to pay for the utmost quality. In 
other words, it was claimed that the general quality of tape would 
be superior to that of discs, in the same manner as it used to be 
claimed that tape would be the better medium for monophonic 
reproduction. But all these foregoing statements describe only the 
expectations of those in the industry and do not signify that tape 
is always superior. 

The slowdown in sales of stereo tapes and tape machines in 
1958 was also caused by three new developments whose impact 
was not immediately clear, causing audiophiles to wait for a 
resolution of the situation before proceeding to invest their money. 
These developments, which will be described later in detail, were: 
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1. Stereo tapes contammg four tracks instead of two, with a 
consequent doubling of playing time on a given amount of tape, 
or a reduction in tape cost for a given playing time. Two of the 
tracks are reproduced when the tape is played in one direction, 
and the other two when the reels have been reversed and the tape 
is therefore played in the other direction. 

2. The tape magazine, eliminating the need for threading reels, 
loading the tape past heads and guides, etc. Hence tape would 
be virtually as simple to handle as the phonograph disc. 

3. High-quality tape recording at 3.75 ips instead of the 7 15-ips 

Fig. 601. The Dubbi11gs taj,e ,iuJ,lirnt01 ca11 J,rod11ce 
12 tapes simulta11eously. (Courtesy lluhhings Sales 

Corp.) 

speed. hitherto considered the minimum for high fidelity Again 
this makes possible either a doubling of playing time or a halving 
of cost. 

Tape vs disc 
It appears that tape is capable of providing higher fidelity than 

disc, although this is not the same thing as saying that the com
mercial prerecorded tapes live up to their potential by always 
surpassing the same music on disc. Poor tapes are to be found. 

Based on a recording level that produces no more than a bout 
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I% harmonic distortion on peaks, which correspond to about 3% 
to 5% intermodulation distortion, a tape is inherently capable of 
producing a signal-to-noise ratio of about 65 db. This is very close 
to the dynamic range of a full orchestra, a large choral group and 
other massive sources of music; seldom does their dynamic range 
-the difference between loudest and quietest passages-exceed 70 
db. More typically, the range is about 60 db. Hence tape can 
reproduce all the volume shadings oF the original music. The 
Lypical disc is somewhat more limited in this respect having a 
dynamic range of about 50 db. If the attempt were made to 
reproduce the softest passages of, say, an orchestra at the same 
level relative to the loudest passages as in the original performance, 
then the softest passages would be below the noise produced 
by the record material-the softest passages would be inaudible. 
Accordingly, in making a phono recording, it is necessary to 
employ a considerable amount of compression; that is, bringing 
up the softest passages and attenuating the loudest so that the 
difference between them is within the compass of the phono disc. 

Signal-to-noise ratio 
It is far from a simple thing ro realize the dynamic range ol' 

which tape is capable. The design and construction of the asso
ciated electronic apparatus must be precise and the user must 
take precautions to keep noise in the apparatus at a minimum. 
As noise produced hy the Lape machine increases, it obscures the 
quietest passages-thus limiting rhe dynamic range-and also 
interferes with pleasurable listening 1.0 t:he music as a whole. 
Even among· expensi\·e tape machines of semiprofessional and 
professional quality, seldom is a signal-ro-noise ratio in excess of 
:>5 db achieved in t:he clect.rnnic components. On rare occasions, 
a ratio as high ;is 60 db is attained, but only in the cosllicsL of 
apparatus. 

It is a good deal easier to achieve a satisfactory signal-to-noise 
ratio in the electronic apparatus-the preamplifier or control ampli
fier-used for reproduct:ion of phonograph discs. Signal-to-noise 
ratios in excess of 55 db arc quite common, reaching as high as 
75 db in home equipment of moderate <·ost. 

The gTearer difliculty in achieving a satisfactory signal-to-noise 
ratio (at least 55 db) with tape than disc is partly due to r.he 
smaller signal delivered by the tape head, which is typically aboul 
2 or JJ millivolts maximum on peaks for an accepr.able level of 
distonion. Higher signal output would 1·equire recording levels 
producing excessive distortion. Since phono playback <:artridges 
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produce substantially more output, noise in the electronic equip
ment is less likely to come up to the level of the signal. 

The disadvantage of tape in the matter of signal-to-noise ratio 
also stems from the equalization required in playback. Both the 
tape head and the magnetic phono cartridge require bass boost. 
But the bass boost needed by the tape head is substantially more, 
resulting in greater hum amplification. Moreover, a magnetic 
phono cartridge requires treble cut, which can simultaneously 
reduce amplifier noise, whereas no such cut is employed in con
nection with a tape head. On the contrary, treble boost is often 
used to compensate for treble losses in the tape playback head. A 
piezoelectric (ceramic or crystal) phono pickup delivers a good 
deal more signal than a magnetic cartridge-on the order of l 
volt-and requires no bass boost, so that noise generated by the 
amplifier is still less likely to come up to the level of the audio 
signal produced by the cartridge. 

At the tape speed of 7.5 ips, hitherto considered standard for 
high-fidelity home use, frequency response out to 15,000 cycles 
is quite practical. Response of this sort appears more difficult to 
achieve with a phono disc. Tape recording and playback is an 
electromagnetic process and does not entail mechanical oscillatory 
motion at rates up to 15,000 times per second. In the case 
of phono reproduction, however, the recording stylus and the 
playback stylus must vibrate at such rates, presenting physical 
problems. Moreover, with record use, the higher frequencies tend 
to disappear from the groove due to the forces developed by the 
rapidly moving stylus. All in all, tape appears to have an advantage 
over disc in the matter of high-frequency response. At the low end, 
however, neither medium appears to have a decided superiority. 

\·Vith respect to mechanical motion, tape playback does not 
appear to be better than disc. \Vow and flutter tend to be at 
least as great ~s for turntables of comparable quality; if anything, 
motion problems are more serious for tape apparatus. Accurate 
speed is easier to obtain on phonographs, many of which provide 
speed adjustments that permit absolute accuracy. There are as 
yet extremely few tape machines that permit the user to ascertain 
the degree of error in speed and to make rhe necessary correction 
readily. 

Disc has had a decided advantage in convenience of operation. 
Compared with the simple procedure of placing a record on a 
turntable and either pushing a button for automatic start or 
manually lifting the tone arm and then placing the stylus on the 
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record, putting a reel of tape on a machine, threading the tape 
past the heads and guiding devices, and fastening it to a takeup 
reel is much more complex. \Vhile the tape magazine will offer 
comparable operating ease, there will still be two advantages of 
disc to overcome: ( l) permitting the user to locate the start of 
a passage partway on the disc; (2) enabling him to play several 
hours of music by placing a number of records on a changer. 

In the matter of cost, disc thus far has had a very distinct 
advantage over tape, costing about one-half to one-third as much 
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Fig. 602. The f1111da111e11t11/ elements of a stereo tape J1laylwck system. 

for the same playing time. However, the cost difference will be 
substan1ially reduced as four-track tapes designed to operate at 
3.75 ips come into use. 

Although initially more expensive, tape is potentially less expen
sive on a jJer JJ!ay basis. \Vith proper care it can be played 
thousands of times without significant loss of quality. Proper 
care means that the playback heads are periodically demagnetized 
to prevent addition of noise to the tape and erasure of high fre
quencies. It also means that the tape is kept away from extreme 
heat and magnetic fields. 

There is some question as to whether Lhe typical user will play 
a stereo tape enough times more than a stereo disc to realize this 
advantage. It has been claimed that with careful attention to such 
matters as tracking pressure, cleaning and destaticizing· of the 
disc, etc., a stereo record can maintain close to its original quality 
for plays ranging from 50 to 300.1 Others, howe,·er, have main
tained that in a short while the stereo characteristics as well as the 
highest frequencies of the disc tend to disappear, even though the 

1 Joel Ehrlich, "How Compatible Are Stereo Discs?" Audiocraft, October, l!.158. 
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record continues to sound clean. Altogether, it appears that stereo 
tapes do have a decided, practical advantage over stereo discs in 
terms of life. 

Stereo tape systems 
Fig. 602 shows the essentials of a stereo tape playback system. 

Assuming the tape moves from left to right, the signal of the left 
channel, L, is recorded on the upper portion (track) of the tape, 
while the R signal is recorded on the lower. 

The magnetic patterns on each track correspond to the audio 
signals originally picked up by the stereo microphones. When the 
tape is played, separate heads, usually combined in one housing, 
scan each track and generate voltages corresponding to the mag• 
netic patterns. The signal voltages produced by the heads are fed 
to a tape amplifier for amplification and equalization to produce 
a flat frequency response. The amplifier may or may not be part 
of the control amplifier of the audio system. Assuming the tape 

STEREO PLAYBACK 
HEAD 

GAPS 

___ .L 

DIRECTION OF T.APE TRAVEL 

Fig. 603. The tracks on a stereo tape are separated by a safety island to 
prevent crosstalk. 

amplifier is part of the tape machine, the signals are then fed, 
in the usual manner, to control amplifiers, power amplifiers and 
stereo speakers. 

As shown in Fig. 603, each track is about 0.10 inch wide, with 
a "safety island" of about .05 inch between them to prevent the 
information on track L from being picked up by the right-channel 
playback head, and vice versa. Picking up the signal from the 
wrong channel is referred to as crosstalk. \Vhen mour.ting or 
adjusting the placement of heads, take care that the vertical posi
tioning is such as to prevent this. 

In-line vs staggered tapes 
It is virtually universal practice to employ what is known as 

the in-line head (Fig. 604). It contains two sections, each equiva· 
lent to a separate head. The sections are mounted one directly 
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above the other so that their gaps-the portion that picks up the 
signal from the tape-are in exact vertical alignment. 

Yet until quite recently, at least as late as 1957, it was common 
practice to use the arrangement of Fig. 605, two distinct heads in 
what is termed the staggered-head arrangement. The heads were 
spaced about I .25 inches apart. In a tape machine in which the 
tape mm·es from left to right, the channel L head would be at the 
left, its gap spanning the upper track, while the R head would 
be 1.25 inches to the right, spanning the lower track. 

Prior to 1957, the staggered arrangement was used, which meant 
that most prerecorded stereo tapes sold were intended for playback 

UPPER S LOWER SECTIONS, 
EACH EQUIVALENT TO A 
SEPARATE HEAD 

HOUSING-----+-.. 

Fig. 604. The basic construction of an in-li11e stereo ta/1e head. 

by staggered heads. Some of these tapes are stil I in existence, 
but cannot be played by an in-line head, unless one is willing to 
tolerate a distinct time lag between the two channels. Therefore 
some tape machines incorporate an extra playback head to permit 
the user to play either an in-line or a staggered-head stereo tape. 

If in playback the heads for each channel ha\·e a different 
spacing than in recording, the phase relationship between the two 
stereo channels is altered. That is, the audio signals are at different 
relative portions of the cycle in playback than when they were 
picked up by the stereo microphones. A number of authorities 
feel that this change in phase relationship impairs, or at least alters, 
the stereo effect, and they place great emphasis upon maintaining 
the same spacing between heads (or rather their gaps) in playback 
as in recording. Some feel that it is necessary to maintain spacing 
accurate to .0001 inch. For this as well as other reasons, the in-line 
head was developed, with the two gaps in fixed relationship, one 
above the other. 
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To combine the equivalent of two heads into a housing no 
bigger than the space previously occupied by one head, to place 
their gaps in exact vertical alignment and to prevent the two 
sections from interfering with each other (crosstalk) was no small 
technological feat. Consequently, in-line heads were initially more 
expensive than two separate conventional heads designed to play 
only one track. 

Use of an in-line head instead of staggered heads simplifies 
matters from the point of view of finding space on the tape trans
port to mount the heads. Moreover, it facilitates the process of 

Fig. 605. Staggered heads, once used for the /1/ayback of stneo 
tape, have been replaced lry the in-line tvJ,e. 

azimuth alignment. The gap of the playback head must be as 
nearly as possible at right angles to the long dimension of the 

Fig. 606. The gap i11 the j,layback 
head must be al right angles with 
the tape or a severe loss of higlt-

freque11cv response occur.~. 

GAP MUST BE AT 90° 
ANGLE TO LENGTH 
OF TAPE TO PRESERVE 
HIGH FREQ RESPONSE 

tape, as shown in Fig. 606. A very slight deviation from a right 
angle will result in substantial loss of high frequencies. Finally, 
use of an in-line head simplifies problems of editing. If a staggered 
tape is to be cut and spliced, this must be done in diagonal fashion, 
more difficult to do with professional precision than making a 
right-angle cut. 

Two-way systems 
Ordinarily a monophonic tape 1s recorded with two tracks, 
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usually referred to as half-track recording because each track occu
pies nearly half the width of the tape (after allowing for the safety 
island). In a machine that moves the tape from left to right, the 
upper track of a monophonic tape is played back. When the tape 
has run out and the reels are reversed by the operator, thus turning 
the tape upside down, the other track becomes the upper one and 
can be played back to the starting position of the tape. This elimi
nates the necessity for rewinding, assuming the listener wishes to 
hear both tracks. 

But a stereo tape monopolizes both tracks and therefore can 
be played only in one direction. This is referred to as a one-way 
tape. Obviously, rewinding is always necessary for such a tape. 
This can prove to be a decided inconvenience, particularly when 
playing long musical selections, such as operas, that occupy more 
than one reel. 

Furthermore, a stereo tape that can be played only in one direc
tion contains only half as much music as a monophonic tape that 
has programs both ways. Since the tape itself is a substantial factor 

GAPS 

___ "[:-__ --+---' 

Fig. 607. The Shure tu•o-way Jlereo taJ,e svstem i11crea.1eJ playi,ig time. 

in the cost of prerecorded tapes, this accounts to a considerable 
extent for the much greater cost of stereo tapes compared with 
stereo discs, a differential of about 2 to I or 3 to l when two-track 
stereo tapes operating at 7 .5 ips are compared with stereo discs. 

Aimed at reducing cost and eliminating the need for rewinding, 
proposals for two-way stereo tapes-also called four-track stereo 
tapes-have been made. Two such proposed systems differ in a 
slight but important respect. One basic system, illustrated in Fig. 
607, was suggested by Shure Brothers, manufacturers of tape heads. 
In a tape traveling from left to right, tracks LI and RI, respec
tively, provide the channel L and R stereo information. After the 
tape has been played in one direction and the reels reversed, 
tracks L2 and R2 provide the stereo signals. 

Fig. 608 compares the space occupied by the tracks in the Shure 
system with the tracks on a conventional one-way stereo tape. 
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The four tracks fall within the same space occupied by the tracks 
on the one-way tape; the same safety island of .05 inch is main
tained in the middle of the tape. Accordingly, a tape head designed 
to play four-track tapes (Fig. 607) can also play one-way stereo 
tapes. However, the shorter gaps of the four-track head would 
each cover only about one-third of the 0.10-inch tracks on a 
one-way tape. The result would be lower signal output from the 
four-track head than from a regular stereo head designed for 
two-track tape. 

The narrower tracks in the two-way system are at a disad
vantage relative to the signal-to-noise ratio. The wider the track, 

TWO-WAY 
TAPE 

:LI\)\{;.• "'I . ·"''"·' 

n:1 
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-

ONE-WAY 
TAPE 

Fig. 608. A comparison of the Shure 
svstem with a conve11tio,ia/ stereo tape. 

the greater the magnetization on the tape and therefore the greater 
is the signal voltage produced by the playback head. And the 
greater the signal voltage, the higher is the ratio of the audio 
information to noise generated in the electronic components of 
the tape machine and in the following audio system. Reduction 
of the width of each track to about one-third of that in a one-way 

GAPS 
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Fig. 609. The RCA two-way stereo tape system uses wider 
recording tracks with narrower spaci,1g betwee,i them tha11 

the Shure system. 

system results in an appreciable reduction in signal-to-noise ratio. 
Considering that tape machines must struggle hard to achieve a 
signal-to-noise ratio approaching 55 db, several db loss in that 
ratio due to narrower tracks can be ill afforded. 

On the other hand, some of this loss in signal-to-noise ratio can 
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be recouped by manufacturing playback heads with a greater 
number of coil turns. The more turns, the higher the output 
voltage of the head. But there are limits to this because the more 
turns, the greater the hum pickup-which reduces the signal-to
noise ratio-and the greater the loss of high frequencies due to 
capacitance between turns. Accordingly, more stringent and more 
expensive measures must be taken to shield the playback head 
from hum sources. And shorter leads must be used between the 
playback head and the following electronic components to keep 
capacitance across the head to a minimum and thereby preserve 
high-frequency response. 

The tape consists essentially of a coating of finely dispersed 
particles of ferrous oxide in a material that binds them to a plastic 
base. The minute particles of magnetic oxide are spread out as 
homogeneously as possible, but it is difficult to achieve nearly 

___ ] __ _ 
-- ---

____ [ __ 

~NOTE THAT WHEN 4-TRACK HEAD 
PLAYS A ONE-WAY STEREO TAPE, 
THE LOWER GAP PARTLY SPANS 
UNRECORDED AREA. BY MOVING 
THE ENTIRE HEAD DOWN, BOTH 
GAPS WILL SPAN ONLY RECORDED 
AREA. 

Fig. 610. Com/1arison of the RCA two-u•ay svstem with a 
conventional ta/>e. 

perfect results except at inordinate expense (high-quality tape for 
electronic computers costs the equivalent of about $50 to $100 for 
a l ,200-foot reel, compared with about $3 for a similar reel of 
audio tape). Irregularities in the tape coating cause noise and what 
is known as "dropouts," an absence or near-absence of recorded 
information. When a relatively wide portion of the tape is used 
for recording one track, the irregularities tend to average and to 
cancel. But when the track is quite narrow, there is less chance for 
the irregularities to average, so that they have a relatively greater 
effect, producing more noticeable pops, other noise and dropouts. 

As a partial solution of the problems caused by the narrow tracks 
on a two-way stereo tape, RCA has brought forward a somewhat 
different version of four-track tape, as shown in Fig. 609. While 
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the relative arrangement of tracks is the same as in Figs. 607 and 
608, the spacing is different. In the RCA system, the tracks are 
nearly 50% wider than in the Shure method, with a resulting 
increase in signal output from the playback head. At the same 
time, the safety islands between tracks are smaller, and the middle 
island is no longer the same as in one-way stereo tape. 

Fig. 610 compares the tracks on an RCA two-way stereo tape 
with those on a one-way stereo tape. If a four-track head is used 
to play a one-way tape, the lower gap of the in-line head will cover 
less recorded area than the upper gap. Hence, the lower section 
will have less signal output than the upper. To solve this problem, 
some tape machines incorporate a device that moves the four-track 

CONTROL FOR ONE -WAY STEREO TAPES 
Fig. 61 I. A stereo tape machirle with 
Jirovision for moving the heads up lo 
play two-way tapes and down lo play 
co11ve11tio11al stereo or 111011oplwr1ic 

laf,es. (Courtesy Ampex Corp.) 

head slightly downward for playing one-way stereo tapes. Such a 
machine is shown in Fig. 611. 

There is always the possibility that the problems raised by four
track stereo tapes will be partly solved by improvements in the 
tape itself. In the past, there have been improvements in the 
amount of signal the tape can accept before significant distortion 
is caused, and in noise and dropouts. Conceivably, the future may 
witness similar advances, although not to the same degree. On 
the other hand, refinements in heads and in the electronics of 
the amplifiers following them are also likely to play a part in 
recouping the signal-to-noise ratio that is lost through the use of 
narrower tracks. 
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The tape magazine 
One obstacle to large-scale acceptance of tape as a commercial 

medium for reproduction of sound in the home has been the 
relatively cumbersome process of playing a tape, compared with 

Fig. 612. The RCA magazine for 11se with tapes recortle,I 
by their method co111ai11s uj, lo I hour of music. 

the simplicity of playing a phonograph record. To simplify tape 
playback, as well as to reduce the cost of prerecorded tape, the 
tape magazine was introduced by RCA. As shown in Fig. 612, the 

flg. 613. The RCA tape magazine i11 J,lace <JIJ a sf,ecial tape 
machine. 

tape is enclosed in a plastic container that measures 7 inches long, 
5 inches wide and only ½ inch deep. The container is placed 
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on a special tape machine designed for this purpose, and the tape 
engages the heads and driving mechanism, as shown in Fig. 613. 
The reels in the plastic container are held securely by an automatic 
brake that is released when the magazine is properly positioned 
on the tape machine. The tape begins to play when a button is 
pushed. 

While convenience is achieved through the magazine loading 
technique, cost is reduced by the following two expedients: (1) by 
recording four tracks on the tape in the manner previously dis
cussed; (2) by operating the tape at 3.75 instead of 7.5 ips, 
heretofore considered the minimum speed for high-fidelity per
formance. Altogether, these steps are calculated to make up to 
60 minutes of music available in a magazine at a cost less than 
half of present two-way stereo tapes operating at 7.5 ips. 

The increase in playing time achieved through the transition 

Fig. 614. The full reel holds co11ve11tio11al stereo tape U'hich 
will produce music for the same /e11gth of time as the smaller 

length of four-tmch tafu·. 

from stereo one-way tape operating at 7.5 ips to stereo two-way tape 
operating at 7.5 or 3.75 ips may he shown for a 600-foot reel of 
tape: 

Mode of Operation 
One-way, 7.5 ips 
Two-way, 7.5 ips 
Two-way, 3.75 ips 

Playing Time 
16 minutes 
32 minutes 
64 minutes 

Conversely, for a given playing time, two-way 3.75-ips operation 
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can achieve a substantial saving in tape. This is graphically dem
onstrated in Fig. 614. At the right is shown the amount of tape 
required to play about ½ hour of music on one-way stereo tape 
at 7.5 ips-about 1,200 feet. At the left is shown the amount of 
tape required when operating on a two-way 3.75-ips basis-about 
300 feet. The cost of a prerecorded tape, of course, does not go 
down as fast as the reduction in tape required for a given playing· 
time. 

The convenience value of the tape magazine would be lost 
unless means were provided for automatically stopping the tape 
before it runs out. This is done by the special tape player designed 
to accommodate the magazine. Moreover, some models of this tape 
player automatically reverse the tape after it has come to the end 
of its run. To do this, it is necessary to incorporate another play
back head in the machine or else provide some means for shifting 
the position of the playback head to scan the correct tracks. 

One of the problems raised by the attempt to use the 3.75-ips 
speed for high-fidelity purposes is that of ,vow and flutter, or 
slow or rapid fluctuations in speed. A tape transport operating at 
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flg. 615. NARTB playback eq11ali%atio11 for a 7.5-ips tape. 

high speed has greater mechanical inertia and therefore less sus
ceptibility to speed fluctuations than one operating at low speed. 
At a speed as low as 3.75 ips, it requires a high order of craftsman
ship to keep wow and Hutter below 0.25%. 

Another, and probably the most serious, problem raised by the 
3.75-ips speed is that of adequate frequency response at the high 
end. 
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Frequency response 
Commercial stereo tapes designed to operate at i .5 ips are 

generally recorded in a manner that requires a substantial amount 
of bass boost in playback. The amount of equalization necessary is 
shown in Fig. 615; this is referred to as NARTB equalization. 
For tapes operating at 3.75 ips, the playback equalization is fre
quently that of Fig. 616. Failure to provide correct equalization at 
either speed will result in insufficient or excessive bass or treble. 
Taking 7.5-ips tape as an example, it is not uncommon to find 
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Fig. 616. Pla)·back eq11alhatio11 for a J.75 ips tape. 

tape machines or control-amplifiers (where the signal from the 
tape head is fed directly into the control amplifier for equalization) 
that provide substantially smaller amounts of bass boost than 
required. The result is inadequate bass and excessive treble. 

Adequate treble response depends upon: (l) Tape speed-the 
higher the speed, the higher is the frequency response of which 
the system is capable. (2) The tape-there is some variation among 
brands and types of tape as to their high-frequency capabilities. 
(3) Bias current (high-frequency current applied to the recording 
head simultaneously with the audio signal to reduce distortion 
and increase the amount of signal recorded on the tape-the 
greater the bias current, the poorer is the high-frequency response. 
(4) The width of the gap in the playback head-the narrower the 
gap, the better is the treble response. (5) Treble emphasis in 
recording to overcome treble losses that take place in the process 
of impressing a signal on the tape. 
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The attempt to use 3.75 ips for high-fidelity purposes raises 
questions in regard to all of these factors: 

1. Tape speed: If response at 7 .5 ips is relatively flat to 15,000 
cycles, then changing to the 3.75-ips speed without changing 
anything else will result in response being good to only 7,500 
cycles. However, flat response to at least 10,000 or 12,000 cycles 
is considered a minimum requirement for high fidelity. 

2. The tape: \Vhile some improvement in tape may occur to 
assist in extension of the treble range at 3.75 ips, no major break
through is expected. 

3. Bias current: It may well be that less bias current will have 
to be employed for 3.75-ips tapes than is presently used for 7.5 ips 
to reduce treble-attenuating effects. The penalty, however, is 
greater distortion, because as bias is decreased distortion goes up. 
A severe rise in distortion can be avoided, however, by recording 
at lower levels; distortion goes up or down as recording level goes 
up or down. But a lower recording level means a lower signal-
to-noise ratio. Altogether, less bias may entail either higher distor
tion or a lower signal-to-noise ratio or a combination of the two. 
(The reduction in recorded signal may be offset by more efficient 
playback heads that produce more signal for a gh,en amount of 
magnetization on the tape.) 

4. Gap width: A playback head with a gap width of .00025 
inch has been considered adequate for 7.5-ips recording, resulting 
in a loss of only about 4 or 5 <lh at 15,000 cycles, which can easily 
be made up (if considered necessary) by treble boost;. But if used 
for 3.75 ips, such a head- would result in extremely great losses 
beyond 10,000 cycles. However, playback heads have recently been 
developed having gaps of only .00009 inch, which result in very 
little loss out to 15,000 cycles. On the other hand, all other things 
being equal, a head with a very narrow gap tends to have less 
signal output than one with a wider gap, resulting in a reduced 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

5. Recording treble boost: In recording 7.5-ips tapes, very 
substantial amounts of treble boost-in excess of 20 db-are 
employed in recording to permit a response extending to about 
15,000 cycles. Boost much greater than 20 db will result in exces
sive distortion being recorded on the tape. Yet in recording at 3.75 
ips, if response is to extend this high, treble boost considerably 
greater than 20 db would be required. To avoid excessive distor
tion, it is necessary to record at a somewhat lower level at 3.75 
ips than at. 7.5 ips, which means a lower signal-to-noise ratio. 
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All in all, 3.75-ips tapes present very definite problems if they 
are to satisfy high-fidelity dictates. Nevertheless, it is to be expected 
that technological improvements will bring about satisfactory 
solutions, although some of these may be several years distant. 

Crosstalk 
Crosstalk between channels is much less of a problem for stereo 

tape than disc, with 40 db or more of isolation between channels 
being obtained for tape. The principal source of crosstalk is in the 
in-line head, where the closely adjacent sections result in mutual 
coupling of the signal between sections. That is, each section, 
through magnetic induction, tends to pick up some of the signal 
present in the other. 

Although slight crasstalk is not objectionable when playing 
stereo tapes, it presents a problem when one sect ion of an in-line 
head is used to play a half-track monophonic tape. If the upper 
section of the in-line head is used to play the upper track of a 

Fig. 617. A stereo tape transport designed for use 
with external amplification facilitieJ. (Courtesy 

Telectrosonic Corp.) 

monophonic tape, the unused lower section will nevertheless 
pick up signal from the lower track; and some of the lo,\·er-track 
signal will be inductively transferred to the upper section of the 
head. Presence of the signal from the lower track, which is com
pletely unrelated to the upper track on a monophonic tape (more
over, the lower track is operating in the wrong direction), can 
be disturbing even in slight amounts, particularly during quiet 
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passages on Lile upper Lracl:. The audiophile who wishes to play 
monophonic as well as stereo tapes is well advised to pay careful 
attention to che crosstalk characteristics of the in-line head. Cross
talk isolation of at least. 50 db appears necessary for satisfactory 
use of such a head. 

The prohlem of crosstalk in the head is less for an in-line he.id 
designed for r.wo-way (four-track) operation than For one-way 
(two-crack) operacion. In Figs. 607 and 609, the distance between 
the gaps is greater for two-way heads. In the Shure system, the 
distance between gaps is 0.1125 inch and in the RCA system it is 

Fig. 618. Two tyJ>es of external taJ1e-a111pli/iers: (aboue) 
this 1111it is designed for playback ouly; (l>eloU') a more 
complex u-uit U"hich co11tai11s facilities for record a11cl 
/>la_v/Jack. When used for stereo the 1111its showu are used 

iu /mirs. (Courtesy Telectrosonic Corp.) 

.0!-1:J inch, compared with a distance of .05 inch for one-way heads. 
The greater the distance between the gaps of an in-line head, the 
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greater the opportuniLy fo1· shielding each section from the other 
to reduce crosstalk. 

Stereo tape installations 
The individual seeking stereo sound through tape will find that 

the "tape machine" he buys may be any one of' a number of 
things in terms of the functions it performs. It may range from 
something as simple as a transport mechanism that only moves the 
tape past the heads, without any following electronic components, 
to something in the way of a complete audio system, including 
speakers. Following are the basic variations in rhe "package" that 
1.he audiophile may purchase from manufacturers.of tape machines. 

I. A tape transpori mechanism, such as shown in Fig. 617. The 
signal from the stereo playback head is fed directly to the control 
amplifiers of the audio system. It is common p1actice today for 
control amplifiers to inc011Jorate the equalization and extra ampli
fication required to accept the signal from a tape head and produce 
flat response at a sufficient voltage level to drive a power amplifier. 
However, a caution is in order. The cable belween the heads and 

Fig. 619. This stereo tape system includes a tape transJ10rt, external playback and 
rerord a111/1lifier.< and an integrated sterec, a111/1lifie1· anti /1rea111/1li/it•r. (C'.our1es~

Tc·Iec1rosonic C-.orp.} 

t.he control amplifiers must be kept short to minimize loss of high 
frequencies. 

2. A unit that consisLS of a tape transport together with playback 
components or one may acquire the playback components (see 
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Fig. 618) separately. These units provide the equalization and 
amplification necessary to convert the signal from the tape head 
into a flat signal at high enough voltage to drive a control amplifier 
or power amplifier. 

3. A tape transport together with components not only for play
back but also for recording, so that the audiophile can make his 
own tapes. Sometimes there are record facilities for only one 
channel, so that one is confined to monophonic recording. Some
times there are facilities for both channels, so one can record 
stereo. Some of the units just described come with either one or 
two microphones, and some come with none. 

4. A package containing not only playback and record com
ponents but also power amplifiers and speakers. Sometimes there 
is just one power amplifier and one speaker, sometimes two power 
amplifiers and two speakers (one or both speakers outside the 
housing of the tape machine), sometimes two power amplifiers 
and one speaker. To the extent that there is not a full complement 
of two power amplifiers and two speakers, the user is expected to 
fill in. Fig. 619 shows a complete stereo tape system. 
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stereo microphone 
techniques 

A RUDIMENTARY acquaintance with the techniques and prob
lems of setting up microphones for stereo recording is of 

value to the audiophile in several ways. It can provide clues as to 
the manner in which he should set up his speakers, for certain 
microphone techniques presume a correspondence between 
speaker and microphone placement. It can be of direct assistance 
in the event he acquires a stereo tape recorder and makes 
recordings in his home, school, church or similar place. 

Stereo microphone techniques cannot follow hard and fast 
rules. Every situation has its special characteristics and therefore 
its own specific solution to the problem. Optimum microphone 
placement depends upon the nature of the sound source, the 
characteristics of the performance site, the types of microphones 
used, and even on the characteristics of the reproduction site. 
Thus, best results are to be had through experimentation rather 
than slavish adherence to a set of rules. On the other hand there 
are some guiding principles, reflected in several basic methods of 
recording stereo. 

Binaural recording 
Stereo reproduction, via tape, was originally meant to be heard 

through earphones, the left channel through the left earphone 
and the right channel through the other earphone. The original 
technique of microphone placement was to use two microphones 
about 8 inches apart and to separate them by a partition of a size 
and shape similar to the head, as illustrated in Fig. 701. In effect, 
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the two microphones took the place of the listener's ears at the 
original performance, and through the medium of tape the sound 
that reached each microphone was preserved until it could reach 
the listener (Fig. 702). 

For practical recording, it is rather inconvenient to mount 
microphones as the ears of a dummy head. A practical means of 

Fig, iOI. hr binaural recording, the micro
phones are separated by the width of lite 
human head. Conceivably a dur,1111;1 ltead u•i/1, 
microphones inserted i11 the position of the 
ears could be used. (Courtesy Amplifier Corp. 

of America.) 

obtaining the same separation i~ illustrated in Fig. 703 which 
shows a stand designed to hold two microphones with a rectangu
lar partition between them. 

The time-intensity technique 
When it became obvious that the public did not take well to 

binaural reproduction, and t.hat stereo, to be a commercial success, 
would have to reach the listener through speakers instead of ear-

Fig. 7CYl. The essential ele111e11ts of a hi11t111rt1I system. 
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Fig. 703. A pra,:tica/ setup for binaural recordi11g. 

phones, the microphones were separated by a matter of feet, as 
illustrated in Fig. 704, instead of inches. Since the effect of such 
spacing is usually to produce a significant difference both in arrival 

Fig. 704. MicroJ,lwne J1lace111e11t 1.se,i i11 time• 
intensity recordi11g. 
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time and intensity of the sound at each microphone, it can be 
referred to as time-intensity recording. 

An early form of the time-intensity method of deploying the 
microphones has been referred to as classical recording, where the 
distance between the microphones is supposed to he the same as 
the distance between the speakers at the reproduction site. This 
is an application of the curtain of sound principle, discussed in 
Chapter 1, where each of a number of microphone-speaker pairs 
is supposed to cover a portion of the sound in the lateral dimen
sion. For two-channel stereo, however, there would he only two 
microphone-speaker links between the original sound source and 
the listener. 

Classical recording has rather obvious limitations. \Vhereas a 
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spacing of, say, eight feet would be adequate to span the breadth 
of such sound sources as a chamber group, concert artist and 
piano accompaniment, small chorus, etc., it would be quite inade
quate for a symphony orchestra. Here, if the classical technique 
were to be followed, a spacing of as much 30 feet would be 
required between the microphones and speakers alike. But few 
homes could accommodate such a spacing between speakers. More
over, even for sound sources where a microphone spacing of, say, 
eight feet is sufficient, it is difficult to presume that all stereo 

ALTERNATIVE 
MIKE POSITIONS 
SHOWN BY 
DASHED LINES 

II 
HYPOTHETICAL 
LISTENER IN 
AUDITORIUM 

STEREO SPEAKER 
SYSTEMS 

LISTENER b 

F'ig. i05. The liste11i11g-a11gle principle of 
stereo recordi11g. 

speakers will be exactly eight feet apart, thereby maintaining the 
microphone-speaker pair concept. Hence the classical technique is 
difficult to apply in a strict sense. 

In a loose sense, however, the classical recording /1ri11ciple is 
widely used, namely spacing microphones along the sound source 
to capture the lateral dimension of the sound. Accordingly, time
intensity recording has resulted in microphone spacing varying 
from about six to as much as thirty feet, so as to impress the listener 
with a sharp differentiation between the sound on the left and the 
sound on the right. While a spatial effect was indeed achieved by 
these form~ of time-intensity recording, the results were not always 
realistic. If anything, the left-right differentiation was overdone, 
and after the first astonished reaction the discriminating listener 
soon found the character of the sound to be unnatural and dis
turbing. 

Haphazard spacing of microphones e,·entually gave way to more 
logical procedures designed to maintain left-right orientation 
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within realistic limits and at the same time achieve a fusion of the 
music as a whole. Accordingly, there has been a trend toward 
acceptance of the "listening-angle principle," which postulates a 
systematic relationship between microphones, speakers and lis
tener. 

This principle is based upon a standard angle, between 30° and 
45°, that would be formed by a hypothetical listener at the original 
performance and the approximate extremes of the music source. 
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Fig. 706. The placement of stereo speakers in accorda,ice 
with the listening-angle principle and the distance of the 

listener from the speakers. 

The stereo microphones are mounted on the sides of the angle 
formed by the hypothetical listener and the source, as illustrated 
in Fig. 705-a. It is intended that in reproduction the two speakers 
shall be spaced to form about the same angle between the listener 
and the speakers (Fig. 705-b). 

Fig. 705-a shows various positions in which the pair of stereo 
microphones can be placed, either closer to or farther from the 
source, yet always on the sides of the angle. If they are brought 
very close to the source and therefore are spaced a substantial 
distance apart due to the spread of the angle, there will be a 
strong differentiation between left and right but at the risk of 
losing much of the music issuing from the center of the source 
(in part this depends upon the coverage-polar characteristics-of 
the microphone used). If the microphones are too far up front, 
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they will pick up relath•ely little indirect (reverberated) sound. 
The stereo requirement of spaciousness, achieved through a suit
able ratio of indirect to direct sound pickup, may he sacrificed 
in exchange for directional effect. 

If the stereo microphones are placed too far back, there will be 
less distinction between sound on the left and sound on the right, 
and reverberated sound will be given undue weight, causing the 
music to lose clarity and definition. Between extreme positions 
there is an intermediate one that achieves a good balance among 
the various factors that make a successful stereo recording; direc
tionality, reverberation, clarity, etc. Finding this position is the 
task of the recording engineer or of the amateur recordist. 

Fig. 705-b shows one of many speaker placements that would 
maintain the same listening angle as was used at the recording 
session. Depending upon how far the listener sits from the speakers, 
the spacing between them will he narrower or wider. This is 

LISTENING ANGLE 
SAME IN BOTH 
CASES 

DESIRABLE LISTENER / 
------ POSITION 

Fig. 70i. Variatio11 of liste11i11g J1ositio11 with tyJie of so1111d source, 
J1er111itting same /iste11ing a11gle for sources of different width. 

illustrated in Fig. 706, which shows two speaker placements. The 
spacing between speakers increases as the listener's distance from 
them increases, maintaining the same angle. 

The listening-angle principle does not confine the ,rndiophile 
to an exact point in the room. Rather, he is free to move about, 
as he would in selecting a seat in the concert hall. But it does 
provide a basis for spacing the speakers, and it is probahly true 
that the closer one sits to that point in the room which corresponds 
to the listening angle, the greater the stereo effect. 

Initially it might seem as though the listening angle would he 
wider for a music source spread over a considerable space, as in 
the case of an orchestra, than for a source occupying a narrow area, 
such as a jazz combination. One might. expect that the speakers 
in the home would have to he spaced more widely to reproduce 
the orchestra than the jazz combo. However, as illustrated in Fig. 
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iOi, one would sit much closer to a jazz combo at the actual 
performance than to a symphony orchestra. Therefore, the angle 
formed by the listener and the jazz combo tends to be about the 
same as the angle formed by the listener and the symphony 
orchestra. So, provided the listening angle is maintained, the same 
speaker arrang·ement can be employed to reproduce the narrow 
source as well as the wide one. 

\Vhen recording large groups in accordance with the listening 
angle principle or other variations of the time-intensity technique, 

SOUND SOURCE 

CHANi~EL 
L 

CHANNEL 
R 

Fig. 708. The 11.,.e of three 1111croJ,lio11es for stereo 
recording. 

there may be a considerable distance between microphon~, with 
a resulting tendency to lose some of the sound in the center. It 
is frequent practice to employ a central microphone (Fig. 708). 

SOUND SOURCE 

\ 
'-sTEREO MIKES' 

DISTANCE B EXCEEDS 
DISTANCE A BY AT 
LEAST 3' BUT NOT 
MORE THA'II 50' 

Fig. 709. The sJmci11g of stereo micro• 
/1ho11es to achieve a dilference in arrirnl 

t.ime. 

The signal produced by it is mixed with (added to) that of the 
left and right microphones. Professional recordists sometimes 
employ three-channel tape machines, so that the mixing can be 
done after the original performance, allowing the engineers to 
experiment with the amount of center-channel signal needed for 
optimum results. However, three-channel tape machines are quite 
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costly and therefore unavailable to the amateur recordist, who 
must still do his mixing at the microphone stage. 

Time-intensity recording causes a sound from the left to reach 
the right microphone a small interval after it reaches the left 
microphone. Attention must be paid to this interval for it to be 
significant, that is, to produce a stereo sensation based on time 
differences in the same sound issuing from the stereo speakers. 
According to expert opinion, the interval between arrival times 
at the stereo microphones should be at least 3 milliseconds (three 
thousandths of a second). Since sound travels slightly more than 
1,000 feet per second in air, we may say that it travels roughly 1 
foot per millisecond. And 3 milliseconds therefore represents 
about 3 feet. If sound at the extreme left or extreme right is to 
create a stereo effect based upon difference in arrival time, the 
path length to the microphones must differ by at least 3 feet (Fig. 
709). 

\\!hen the time delay exceeds about 50 milliseconds the ear 
begins to interpret the difference in arrival time, not as a sensation 
of direction, but rather as two distinct sounds. Therefore, when 

( MINIMUM PICKUP 
OF SOUND AT 
THE SIDES) 

FRONT LOBE 

REAR LOBE 

Fig. 710. Figure-8 pickup pattern of 
microphone used for i11tensity-differ· 

ence recordillg. 

recording in a large space, for example the average auditorium, 
the path length from a sound source to the stereo microphones 
must not differ by more than 50 feet. However, it is possible that 
in a very large auditorium and with a music source spread over 
a wide stage, path lengths to the microphones can differ as much 
as 50 feet and more. 

Intensity-difference technique 
While classical recording relies upon differences both in ampli

tude and arrival time at each microphone, the intensity-difference 
technique, quite popular in Europe, relies essentially upon dif
ferences m signal amplitude. The microphone setup is essentially 
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similar to that for binaural recording, shown in Fig. 703. However, 
the microphones employed for intensity-difference recording have 
a different polar characteristic. They are most sensitive over an 
area corresponding to a figure 8, as shown in Fig. 710. That is, 
each microphone picks up sound to the front (front lobe) and 
to the rear (rear lobe), but picks up very little sound at either side. 

For intensity-difference recording, the microphones are oriented 
(Fig. 71 l-a) so that the front lobe of one points toward the right 
of the sound source, and the front lobe of the other toward its 
left. Each front lobe also covers the center to some extent, so 
that the sound in the center is picked up. Since they are closely 

PICKS UP SOUND 
PRINCIPALLY 
FROM THE LEFT 

a 

.... - .... , 

SOUND SOURCE 

' RIGHT MIKE 
~UP PATTERN 

PICKS UP SOUND 
PRINCIPALLY 
FROM THE RIGHT 

/ I, 
2 MIKES, VERTICALLY ALIGNED, WITH THEIR AJCES 90° TO EACH OTHER 

Fig. 711. Use of two microphones with f1g11re 8 patterns for intensity-difference 
recording (a/)(n,e). Stereoso11ic recording (below). This is a form of i,,te,isity

differe11ce recordi11g. 

spaced, the predominant difference in the signals arriving at each 
microphone is one of amplitude. Use of a partition between them 
increases the intensity difference. One manufacturer of equipment 
for such an arrangement claims that the amplitude difference is 
as if two conventional omnidirectional microphones (e11ually 
sensitive in all directions) were placed IO feet apart. 

At the higher frequencies, microphone spacing of several inches 
results in a considerable phase difference between the signals. 
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Assume the microphone spacing is 6 inches. At low frequencies, a 
wavelength of I cycle is a good deal more than 6 inches (for 
example, a wavelength of 100 cycles is about IO feet), so that 
there cannot be much difference in phase (portion of the cycle 
at a given instant) at the two microphones. At high frequencies, 
however, a wavelength is short enough so that over a distance of 
6 inches there can be an appreciable difference in phase. \Vhen 
the microphones are 6 inches apart, the phase differences can 
become significant at frequencies above 1,000 cycles or so (the 
wavelength of 1,000 cycles is about I 2 inches). However, it is 
uncertain to what extent phase differences play a part in the stereo 
effect, particularly when the differences are those in the sound 

Fig, 712. Tlte .Verimmw SM-2 111icroJ1!10ne 
11sed for mid-side recordi11~. 

issuing from each speaker and not necessarily in the sound arriv
ing at each ear. 

A specific form of intensity difference recording, known as 
Stereosonic recording, places the two microphones at 45° to each 
other and in the same vertical plane, as illustrated in Fig. i 11-b. In 
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this case the phase differences between microphones tend to be 
negligible. 

Mid-side recording 
A technique highly favored in Europe and likely to gain increas

ing acceptance in this country in view of its well-receh·ed results 
is the so-called mid-side recording technique, employing a specially 
designed microphone, the Neumann SM-2, sold in the United 
States under the name of Telefunken. 

The unit, (Fig. 712) contains two capacitor microphones in one 
housing. The polar characteristic of each can be rnried by voltages 
fed to them from a power supply. The mid-microphone is ori
ented toward the sound source and its polar characteristic is con
trolled by the power supply to assume a cardioid (heart-shaped) 
pattern (Fig. 713). The side microphone has its polar character-

LEFT 
(L) 

souNo SOURCE 

CENTER 
(C) 

RIGHT 
(R) 

Fig. 713. Pickup patterns of the ele111e,its 
of tl,e SM-2 microJ,hone. 

1suc shaped into a figure 8 (as shown in Fig. 71 I) which is 
oriented parallel to the sound source (Fig. 713). 

The mid-microphone is oriented by pointing it at the source; 
thus in the photo of Fig. 712, when the diamond-shaped label 
points at the source so does the lower microphone element. Sound 
reaches this element through the lower grille. By inserting a coin 
in the slit at the top (see photo), the upper element may be 
turned, thereby placing the upper microphone element parallel 
to the source. In this case, the sound reaches the element through 
the upper grilles at the left and right of the microphone housing·. 

The mid-microphone is oriented and its polar characteristic 
shaped to pick up all the sound, namely L + R + C, with L 
representing the left, R the right and C the center. 
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The side microphone picks up sound primarily from the left 
and right sides, or L and R. However, the signal it produces is not 
L + R but L - R. The side microphone has but one transducing 
element, which converts sound waves into an electrical signal. 
Obviously, this one element cannot move two ways at once. It 
will move in the same direction for a signal from the left as one 

RIGHT 
OUT-OF•PHASE CONNECTION CHANNEL 

(2R+C) 

'----------+LEFT 
IN·PHASE CONNECTION CHANNEL 

-----------~(2L+Cl 

Fil!'. 714. Combining the signals from the elements of the 
mid-side microphone to produce left- and right-chn1111el 

i11fon11ntio11. 

from the right, only if these signals are of opposite phase. In other 
words, the element will move, say, from left to right if the sound 
from the left is positive in phase (pushing) while the sound from 
the right is negative in phase (pulling). Hence, the net motion of 
the transducing element and the electrical signal produced by 
the side microphone is L - R rather than L + R. 

Fig. i 14 shows how the signals from each microphone are com
bined, employing special windings on output transformers which 
are part of the microphone. The L - Rand the L + R + C signals 
are connected in series in phase, therefore producing 2L + C. The 
L - R signal is taken out of phase by another winding, thus 
becoming R - L, which is combined in series with the L + R + C 
signal to produce 2R + C. In aggregate, one output channel con
tains information primarily from the left, while the other output 
channel contains information mostly From the right. 

At the same time, both channels contain information represent
ing the center of the sound source. This eliminates the problem 
of correctly placing a center microphone and of mixing its output 
with rhat of the left and rig·ht channels. 

The mid-side microphone technique is advantageous in connec
t ion with stereophonic broadcasts by FM multiplex, using the 
difference-frequency principle. It was explained in Chapter 3 
that with this method of broadcasting the main carrier contains 
all the sound information (L + R + C), while the stereo informa-
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tion, or L - R, is transmitted by the subcarrier. Thus, the owner 
of a conventional FM tuner, which detects only the main carrier, 
would receive all the audio information. The owner of a multiplex 
Fl\f receiver would, in addition, receive the L - R signal. By 
combining L - R with L + R + C and then combining R - L 
with L + R + C, the multiplex receiving equipment thereby 
produces left-channel and right-channel signals. Use of a mid-side 
microphone eliminates the need on the part of the broadcast 
station for adding and subtracting the left and right signals. The 
L + R + C signal can be obtained directly from one element of 
the microphone, and the L - R signal can be obtained directly 
from the other element. 

The SM-2 microphone has a price tag which places it out of 
reach of most amateurs. However, it is quite possible that the 
mid-side technique may become available through moderately
priced electronic mixers, which will enable one to use relatively 

SOUND SOURCE 

~ """ "'"' 
Fig. 715. Place111e11t of the 111icrophone for 

/011gitudinal stereo 1·ecordi11g. 

low-priced microphones, one with a cardioid pattern and the 
other with a figure 8 pattern; the mixer would then combine the 
signals of the two microphones in proper fashion. 

Longitudinal recording 
In the course of the many experiments that have been conducted 

with respect to microphone placement, one of the techniques 
inevitably tried has been that of placing the microphones longi
tudinally (Fig. 715). 

The contributions of longitudinal recording to the stereo effe<:t 
arc two: (1) There are differences in arrival time at each micro
phone. The spacing should be such as not to produce a delay of 
more than 50 milliseconds, which means a distance of not more 
than 50 feet between microphones (ample margin except in the 
largest halls). (2) There are differences in the ratio of direct to 
reverberated sound picked up by each microphone. The rear 
microphone will have a greater proportion of reverberated sound 
and therefore will tend more to the illusion of a large hall. 
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The difference in character of sound issuing from each speaker, 
resulting from the different amounts of reverberated sound picked 
up by each microphone, may be disturbing. One solution would 
he to channel the sound of the from microphone to a cemer 
speaker and the sound of the rear microphone to speakers at the 
right and left. Another possibility is to employ three microphones, 
two as in classical recording· and the third as in longitudinal 
recording-that is, farther from the source (Fig. i l 6)-and then 
to mix the signal of the third microphone with the signals of the 
left and right microphones. 

Matching microphones 
Optimum performance requires that the microphones employed 

for stereo recording· must be matched in several senses. One is in 
terms of frequency response. If the microphones have different 
sensitivities at various frequencies, the result may well be to 
cause the sound apparently to wander from left to right or right 

SOUND SOURCE 

0 0 

1_~7 ~I-MIKES 

fig. illi. MicroJ1ho11e place111e11I for 
ro111/,i11i11g lo11git11di11n/ n11d clns.fical 

recording. 

to left in reproduction, depending upon the dominant frequency 
at a g·iven instant. 

Matching is also imponaut in terms of polar characteristics. H 
one microphone has a different coverage pattern than the other 
in classical or intensity-difference recording, sounds at. left center 
may instead appear at center· or right center, for example. Or 
there may he inadequate reproduction of sounds at left center, 
<·emer or right center. 

Third, matching is required in rerms of overall sensitivity. Use 
of a highly sensitive microphone with one of low sensitivity leads 
to problems of balancing channels. 

All told, to obtain microphones that maintain the same fre
quency response characteristic from unit to unit, the same polar 
characteristics and equal sensitivities, it is necessary to use more 
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expensive units. On che other hand, for amateur recording, it is 
quite possible to learn to make the necessary compensations when 
working with microphones of moderate quality. To an extent, 

OMNIDIRECTIONAL FIGURE-8 CARDIOID 

Fig. 717. The three basic fwlar characterzsti,s of 111icroplro11es. 

experimentation can take the place of quality of apparatus, making 
it possible, after all, to obtain high-quality results with moderate
cost equipment. 

Polar characteristics 
The three basic polar characteristics of various types of micro

phones have already been discussed. But it is well to review what 
they are and the contributions of each. 

Fig. 717 compares the three polar characteristics: omnidirec
tional, cardioid and figure 8. The omnidirectional and cardioid 
are probably best suited for classical recording, where the micro-

ORCHESTRA 

SOLOIST~ 

LEn RIGHT 
CHANNEL CHANNEL 

Fig. 718. Using two pairs of microphones 
for stereo recording. 

phones are a substantial distance apart. Both types have a broad 
range of coverage and tend to pick up sound in the center to a 
better degree under conditions of wide separation than will the 
figure 8 microphone. The omnidirectional microphone will pick 
up much more of the sound at the rear than will the cardioid, 
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thus increasing the ratio of indirect to direct sound and enhancing 
the effect of spaciousness. The cardioid, to achieve a comparable 
sensation of spaciousness, would have to be moved to a more dis
tant location from the source. On the other hand, the cardioid, by 
concentrating on sound in front, provides greater definition and 
clarity and possibly freedom from extraneous sounds. 

Of course, it is possible to use different types of microphones, 
in pairs, connected in parallel to each channel, to combine the 
desired pickup characteristics. For example, cardioid microphones 
might be used up front to pick up a soloist, while omnidirectional 
ones might be used at a greater distance to pick up the rest of a 
musical aggregation (with a substantial ratio of indirect to direct 
sound), as illustrated in Fig. 718. 

Phasing 
A problem that exists throughout stereo reproduction is to 

maintain proper phasing between channels, and this is just as 
true for microphones as for any other stage in the stereo chain. 
If the recordist employs different microphones for stereo, the 
problem of phasing may well come up. That is, if both micro
phones pick up the same sound, one may be delivering a positive 
signal when the other is delivering a negative signal, and vice 
versa. Proper phase can be established by experiment. If the micro
phones are fed into a stereo tape recorder, the same sound may he 
picked up by placing the two microphones close together, and then 
feeding the output of the tape machine into the stereo system. If 
the sound from the two speakers appears to come from a point 
approximately halfway between them, phasing is correct. It is 
assumed that the two speakers have previously been phased with 
respect to each other on the basis of a commercial stereo tape or 
stereo disc. If the sound appears to come from an indefinite region, 
the phasing is incorrect at the source-the microphones. It is then 
necessary to re,·erse the leads coming from one of the microphones. 
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amplifiers for stereo 

CONTROL over the various stereo functions lies in the control 
amplifier rather than the power amplifier. Hence our concern 

is with stereo units in the form of a control amplifier or an 
integrated amplifier (combination control and power amplifier). 
All references to an amplifier are to a unit containing control 
facilities, unless specifically stated otherwise.1 

A stereo amplifier is a good deal more than merely two of 
everything. In addition to performing the usual functions of a 
monophonic unit, it must serve two other objectives: (1) coordi
nating conventional functions of the two channels; (2) performing 
functions unique to stereo and not found in monophonic 
reproduction. 

Because the stereo amplifier is so new, there is considerable 
variation among manufactured units. The differences are sub
stantially greater than among monophonic ones with respect to 
functions performed and the manner in which they are performed. 
This tends to be puzzling to the would-be purchaser, for not only 
does he have cost and quality to think about but he must decide 
among the varying combinations of features offered. 

The different approaches employed by manufacturers permits 
an evaluation in the field of alternative methods of coping with 
the special problems raised by stereo-problems involving control 
of gain, control of frequency response and loudness, balance 

1 Sometimes the control facilities are combined with an F~I tuner or an FM-AM 
tuner or a dual FM and AM tuner for stereo use. The discussion applies to such 
equipment. 
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between channels, phasing, prov1S1on of a phantom channel, 
combination of channels, etc. The stereo amplifier appears to 
be repeating the history of the mono amplifier: it required a 
number of years to mature to its present form and establish the 
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Fig. 801. The essential f1mctions of a conve11tio11al monophonic 
control amplifier are numerous and varied. Additional functions 

sometimes included are sliow11 ill daslied lines. 

nature of the controls required. Today monophonic amplifiers, 
while maintaining their individuality, have strong family resem
blances. Similarly, experience will point the way to the best 
methods of meeting the specific problems raised by stereo, so that 
the differences among stereo amplifiers will be less than they are 
today. 

To provide a basis for discussing a stereo control amplifier, it 
is advisable first to consider the operation of a monophonic unit. 

Functions of a mono control amplifier 
Fig. 801 indicates the essential functions of a conventional con-
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trol unit. In the case of a signal from a magnetic phono pickup or 
from a tape head, there is a preliminary extra stage called the 
preamplifier. It supplies extra amplification because the signal 
from such sources is ordinarily very small-in the order of milli
volts instead of volts as in the case of high-level sources. The 
preamplifier also supplies frequency equalization to achieve flat 
response; bass boost and treble cut are supplied for a magnetic 
phono cartridge, while only bass boost is applied to the signal 
from a tape head. 

The selector switch chooses from the various signal sources con
nected to the amplifier. These include tuner, tape machine, TV 

CHANNEL 
L TO FOLLOWING 

AMPL STAGES 
~--r.--<>--- FOR LEFT CHANNEL : '\_ I DUAL GAIN CONTROLS 

1 OPERATED BY A 
1 SINGLE SHAFT 

I TO FOLLOWING 
AMPL STAGES 
FOR RIGHT CHANNEL 

Fig. 802. A. ganged /Jalance control fen
trning illfinile attenuation. As ihe lef!el 
of one cha,rnel i11crenses, the level of th,· 

othe1· decreases in /1ro/1ortio11. 

and ceramic phono pickup as high-level sources (producing 
signals of 0.5 volt or more) and magnetic phono pickup, tape 
head and perhaps microphone as low-level sources. The selectecl 
signal passes through a gain control. This consists of a resistance 
with an arm that can be moved to any point between the incoming 
signal and ground, so that as the arm moves down (toward ground) 
the amount of signal that gets through is decreased. After the gain 
control, there is a stage of amplification, a loudness control (to 
offset the seeming disappearance of bass and treble at low levels 
by automatically providing bass and treble boost at reduced 
\'Olume levels), tone controls, further amplification and a low-im
pedance circuit (usually a cathoclc follower) which pennits the 
use of a long· cable between the control and power amplifiers 
without a significant loss of high frequencies. 

Shown in dashed-lines are boxes having several additional 
functions often, but not always, found in control amplifiers: (I) 
A rumble filter that sharply attenuates the low frequencies, below 
60 cycles or so, to reduce low-frequency noises produced by a turn
table. (2) A noise filter that sharply attenuates the high frequen
cies to minimize noise from scratchy records, a tape with an exces-
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sive amount of hiss, or a tuner with a high noise level. Usually 
provision is made for sharp cutoff above any one of several frequen
cies, such as 5,000, 8,000 and 10,000 cycles. (3) A presence control 
that boosts the frequencies in the region of 2,000 to 5,000 cycles 
to inject a purportedly more lifelike quality to either music or 
speech. 

In any given control amplifier, the sequence of functions is not 
necessarily the same as in Fig. 801. However, Fig. 801 is sufficiently 
representative for present purposes. 
Balance between channels 

Unique to stereo amplifiers is the balance control, penmttmg 
the listener to adjust with one knob the levels of the two channels 
relative to each other. Generally, each speaker should, on the aver
age, produce about the same amount of acoustic power so that 
sound does not appear to come predominantly from the right or 
from the left. 

Fig. 802 shows the basic principle employed by most stereo 
amplifiers for balance control, permitting the level of one channel 
to be increased while the other is simultaneously decreased, mean
while maintaining the combined level of the two channels approxi
mately constant. It would be more difficult to balance the two 
channels with respect to each other if total volume level (from 
the speakers) were varying at the same time that the level of one 
speaker was changing relative to the other. As shown in Fig. 802,' 
two gain controls are operated by a single shaft. The connections 
are such that, as the arm of one control approaches ground and 
thereby reduces the signal level, the arm of the other control 
approaches the incoming signal and increases the level. 

In a minority of stereo amplifiers, the balance control is omitted 
and individual gain controls are provided for each channel. While 
balance can, of course, be achieved by separate gain controls, there 
are two disadvantages in this procedure: (I) It does not facilitate 
keeping the total sound level constant while adjusting the relative 
level between channels. This makes the inter-channel adjustment 
somewhat more difficult. (2) When two controls instead of one are 
involved in equating channel levels, it is more difficult to return 
to a setting that represents balance. It may well happen that the 
balance control will be used to compensate for stereo discs, tapes 
or broadcasts that have improp~r cha1mel balance. But the user 
will want to return to a position of true balance when playing 
other program material. 

In some stereo amplifiers the balance control has a rather limited 
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range of action. That is, maximum rotation of the control will pro
duce as little as 6-10-db difference in level between channels. 
Other controls have a much greater range, as much as 40 db or 
even an infinite difference in level, which means that one channel 
can be completely shut off. The configuration of Fig. 802 is one of 
those that permits an infinite difference. Fig. 803 shows how the 
difference in level is limited in other cases. The extra resistance 
between each control and ground prevents the arm of the control 
from going all the way to ground and thereby achieving com
plete attenuation. 

There are arguments in behalf of a balance control with a 
wide range of action as well as one with a limited range. 

Fin,t, let us consider the case for a wide-range control. The ratio 
L 

L 

R 

R 

Fig. 803. This balance co,1-
trol features limited at• 
tenuation. Because the 
range of the control is 
relatively narrow, it is 

easy to use. 

between the most and least eflicient commercially available speaker 
systems is about 20 to I, which is 13 <lb in terms of acoustic power. 
One may allow 6 db for differences in sensitivity of power ampli
fiers. For example, one power amplifier may require I volt to be 
driven to 50 watts, while another may require 2 volts, which is a 
difference of 6 db. One might allow a margin of another 6 db to 
compensate for accidental differences in level between the two 
channels on a disc, tape, etc. Altogether, about 25 db might be re
quired to compensate for differences in speaker efficiency, power 
amplifier sensitivity and channel levels of the program source. 
Hence, a balance control with a range of 25 db or more is desir
able and useful. 

On the other hand, to the extent that one employs matched 
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equipment-the same speaker systems for each channel and the 
same power amplifiers-the need for a wide-range balance control 
diminishes. A range of IO db or even less can be satisfactory 
under these circumstances. And there is an advantage to a limited
range balance control. Because it covers but a few db it lends 
itself more easily to an accurate adjustment. In other words, it has 
a finer vernier because each degree of rotation corresponds to 
only a fraction of I db. A balance control with a wide range, say 

L'fvul~s::R AMrlFIER 

Lo--' v_o_LT__,,-+-~ TO FOLLOWING 
AMPL STAGES 

IOWATTS 

INPUT POWER AMPLIFIER 
LEVEL SET 

I VOLT 
Ro-----+--, 

INPUT LEVEL SET TURNED 
DOWN TO DECREASE 
AMPL SENSITIVITY 

!!WATTS 

LEFT 
SPKR 

(LESS EFFICIENT) 

RIGHT 
SPKR 

EOUAL 
ACOUSTIC 
OUTPUTS 

(MORE EFFICIENT) 

Fig. 804. Method of adjusting power amplifier sensitivit)• so that 
equal inp11t voltages produce eq11al acoustic outp11t from matched 

speaker.f. 

40 db, is more difficult to adjust precisely because a small rotation 
results in a large change in level between channels. 

Moreover, if speakers of different efficiencies or power amplifiers 
of different sensitivities are employed in the channels of a stereo 
system, adjustment for these differences probably should be made 
by other means than the balance control. Thus one might couple 
a more sensitive power amplifier with a less efficient speaker system, 
and vice versa. (Fig. 804). If the left speaker requires more power 
than the right for the same acoustic output, then it should be 
driven by the amplifier that produces more power for a given 
voltage input. The amount of power output for a given voltage 
input can be adjusted downward by the input level control found 
on most power amplifiers. For example, if a power amplifier will 
deliver 10 watts when fed I volt, the power output for I volt input 
can be reduced to, say, 5 watts by turning down the input level. 
In Fig. 804, it is assumed that the left speaker system requires 10 
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watts of electrical power to produce the same acoustical output as 
the right speaker when the latter is fed 5 watts. It is assumed that 
both power amplifiers can produce IO watts for an input signal 
of I volt. Therefore, the input level control of the right power 
amplifier is turned down until an input signal of I volt results in 
only 5 watts out of this unit. By cutting down the sensitivity of 
the right amplifier, the final result is that equal sound levels are 
obtained from the speakers. 

If the power amplifier-speaker combination of the left channel 
is balanced with that of the right channel, then the function of the 
balance control can be limited largely to compensating for in
equalities between channels in the signal source. Accordingly, a 

Fig. 805. To balance the stereo system from a normal listening position some 
control amJ,lifiers include a balance cont.rol at the end of a long cable. 

balance control with a range of 10 db or less should be adequate. 
Moreover, if there is balance in the rest of the system (apart from 
the signal source), the control can be operated to either side of 

FOLLOWING 
o-----'

4
VOOIA..-K-------LEFTCHANNEL 

'lTAGES 

400K FOLLOWING 
,l_o-~'\N'lr--....._----+RIGHT CHANNEL 

STAGES 

Fig. 806. Using a single control to provide 
rhannel balance. This circuit feature infinite 

atte1111atio11. 

mid-setting. If it is necessary to operate the balance control close 
to either extreme of its rotation to compensate for power ampli
fier or speaker differences. then there may not be sufficient reserve 
for balancing other inequalities. Finally, if balance is characteris-
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tically achieved at mid-setting, it is usually easier to return to this 
point than to any other setting of the control. 

One problem in achieving balance is that the amplifier is usually 

Fig. 807. A single-control bata,1c
i11g circuit which provides about 

10-db atten11atio11. 

a number of feet away from one's customary listening position. 
Hence what appears to be proper balance when the listener is 
standing next to the control amplifier may no longer appear so 
when he takes his favorite seat. To solve this problem, some con-

CONTROL AMPLIFIER 

Lo--__ .._ 

R 

LEFT CHANNEL 

BALANCE CONTROL,__ __ _, 

RIGHT CHANNEL 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

RIGHT 
SPKR 

Fil{, 808. Some stereo control amplifiers i,iclude a cliamiel bala11cir1g 
switch which enables the listener to switch from 011e channel to 

the other. 

trol amplifiers place the balance control at the end of an exten
sion cable long enough to reach any point in an average-size room 
(Fig. 805). 

While Figs. 802 and 803 indicate that two controls-although on 
one shaft-are required to adjust balance, it is possible to accom
plish the same end by just one control, as shown in Fig. 806. As 
the arm of the control is moved up, the upper channel is shorted 
to ground; as it travels down, the lower channel is shorted. This 
arrangement, using the values shown, will maintain the combined 
sound level from the two speakers reasonably constant as the con
trol is rotated in either direction. Fig. 807 shows a similar con
figuration, except that neither channel is completely attenuated; 
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instead, the maximum difference existing between channels is 
approximately IO db. 

Many stereo control amplifiers permit one to balance channels 
POWER 

CONTROL 
AMPLIFIER 

LEFT 
CHANNEL 

RIGHT 
CHANNEL 

AMPLIFIER 

POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

50 n 
IOW 

LEFT 
SPKR 

RIGHT 
SPKR 

Fig. 809. When the co11trol amplifier does 1101 i11clude a cham1ef'. 
lmla11ri11g su·itcl,, a simple circuit ca11 be made from a dpdt 

switch a11d tu·o resistors. 

by alternately feeding an incoming signal to one channel and then 
the other, as illustrated in Fig. 808. Thus, one may feed the chan
nel L signal alternately to the left and right channels and adjust 
the balance control until each speaker produces apparently the 
same amount of sound. However, in many amplifiers there is no 

Fi~. 810. The master gai11 control is 
used to adjust overall liste11i11g lt!Vt!I 
after the svstem has bre11 bnlm,u,I. 

'tr, 
'il, 

such provision. The listener can then employ a simple means for 
balancing, as illustrated in Fig. 809. A double-pole double-throw 
switch alternately connects speaker L while disconnecting speaker 
R and connects speaker R while disconnecting speaker L. Pro
tective resistors-a IO-watt 50-ohm unit is generally suitable
should he used to avoid the possibility of damaging the output 
tra~sfonner of the power amplifier when the speaker load is 
removed by the switch. 

In Fig. 809 the signal used for balancing is from a monophonic 
source and is fed to both channels. However, the signal could just 
as well be either the left- or right-channel signal from a stereo 
source. Virtually all control amplifiers permit feeding a mono
phonic signal into hoth channels. 
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Master gain control 
Once the listener has adjusted his system for proper balance 

between the two stereo channels, he must be able to change over
all volume level without upsetting this interchannel balance. 

Fig. 811. Instead of tyi,1g the gain 
controls for each channel together, 
many stereo amplifiers use concentric 

units. 

Therefore stereo amplifiers contain a master gain control such as 
that shown in Fig. 810. Essentially it consists of two gain controls, 
one for each channel, mounted on a single shaft. It is similar to 
the balance control of Fig. 802 except that, in the master gain 
control the levels of both channels vary in the same direction 
instead of in opposite directions. 

In a few stereo amplifiers, instead of a master gain control there 
are individual controls for each channel, particularly where a 
balance control as such is not provided. That is, the individual 
gain controls serve the dual purpose of balancing the channels 
and governing the total sound level. However, the tendency in 
this case is to mount the controls concentrically (Fig. 811), with 
the inner knob controlling one channel and the outer knob the 
other. It is then possible to achieve the effect of a master gain 
control by rotating both knobs together. Carrying this one step 
further, some amplifiers use concentric gain controls that lock to
gether when the inner knob is pushed in slightly; when it is pulled 
out, the controls operate independently. Fig. 8 l 2 is a drawing of 
a "push-pull" concentric pair of axially-aligned controls illustrat
ing the locking feature. 

Once balance between channels has been achieved, it should not 
be changed when increasing or decreasing total gain. Any change 
in balance which occurs when rotating a master gain control is 
referred to as tracking error. Obviously, a minimum of tracking 
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error is desirable for stereo; preferably it should be no more than 
1 db. A tracking error of this amount means, for example, that 
as one rotates the master gain control, assuming perfect balance 

MOUNTING SURFACE 

NOTE- "IN"POSITION, SHAFTS ARE LOCKED lOGETHER 
PULLING SHAFT OUT 1/8• RELEASES SHAFTS 

OUTER SHAFT OPERATES 
FRONT CONTROL 

INNER SHAFT OPERATES 
REAR CONTROL 

Fig. 812. To facilitate setting overall level, this type of conce11tric co11trol uses a 
special mecha11is111 to permit the shafts to be locked together. 

to start with, the difference between levels of the two channels 
will not exceed I db at any setting of the control. 

\Vhen using ordinary gain controls mounted on a single shaft, 
Lo-----, 

ABOUT 20 K, .-------,,..___,, L 
SELECTED FOR ~I: 
OPTIMUM --.. 
TRACKING 

_ : 5()(1K,LOGTAPER, 

R~-Y"''"'"' 
I R 

201{ 

Fig. 813. To i11s11re accurate tracking. 
tapt,ed gain controls are ofte11 used. 

it is possible to have a tracking error of as much as 5 db or more. If 
the channel levels are exactly matched when the master gain con
trol is at maximum position, at lower settings there may be a dif
ference between levels of 5 db or more. However, manufacturers of 
stereo amplifiers minimize tracking error in several ways. 

One method is to use gain controls manufactured to close 
tolerances. Another is to use run-of-the-mill controls but selected 
to form matched pairs having similar characteristics (tapers). A 
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third way is to use taps, as shown in Fig. 813, to bring the two con
trols into correspondence at several intermediate points. The re
sistors connected from the taps to ground are chosen so that each 
control provides the same amount of attenuation at one or more 
intermediate points of arm travel. Hence the amount of tracking 
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i:ig. 814. Stepped master gl!i" 
ro11trols produce a track111g 
error of less I ha11 1% when 
/1rerisio11 resistors a re used. 

error that can occur between maximum and minimum settings of 
the master gain control is limited. 

A fourth method of minimizing tracking error is to use what 
are known as stepped controls (Fig. 814). The stepped control 
consists of a series string of resistors, with the top of the string and 
each junction between successive resistors connected to terminals 
on a multiposition switch. The arm of the switch behaves like the 
arm on the variable control, except that it moves in discrete steps. 
The values of the resistors are chosen so that as the switch is 
turned from one position to the next, the change in volume is a 
fixed amount, usually about 2 or 3 db. Using precision resistors 
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or matched resistors of the ordinary variety, tracking error can 
easily be kept well under l %-

The stepped control has several disadvantages. It is considerably 
500K(LINEAR) 

-... 
I L 

BALANCE CONT WITH , I 
ABOUT IODB ATTENUATION / 
(ONE RESISTANCE ::---..._ / 1 -:- 1' MASTER GAIN 
INCREASES AS THE ~ CONTROL EACH 
OTHER DECREASES I / I/ ; , SECTION 250 K , 

Ro------+--O ,1..-J';•OK(LIN~EAR) LL LOG TAPER 

L___ _r : -R 

Fig. 815. To place the master gain and balance controls 
in an early stage, some amplifiers use combined controls. 

more expensive than the variable control. It does not provide as 
full a range of volume adjustment. Whereas the variable control 
can provide attenuation over an infinite range, the stepped con
trol, because of the necessarily limited number of switch positions, 
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I 
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-= ' 
MASTER GAIN --1 
CONTROL -- . I 
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-:- INDIVIDUAL 
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(FOR CHANNEL 
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Fig. 816. Some amplifiers separate the master gain 
and the balance controls by a single stage. 

is limited to an attenuation range of about 45 or 50 db. However, 
in most circumstances such a range should. be sufficient. 

Location of gain control 
Gain controls are best located at an early stage in the control 

amplifier, as shown in Fig. 801. Thus, the signal is reduced before 
it has a chance to drive any stage hard enough to cause significant 
distortion. It is desirable to have not only the master gain control 
but also the balance control at an early stage, rather than have 
one or the other at a later stage. Therefore in a number of con-
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trol amplifiers the master gain and balance controls are brought 
together in the manner of Fig. 815. 

Fig. 816 represents a situation that occurs in some stereo ampli
fiers. The master gain control is located at an early stage but in
dividual gain controls for each channel, used for balancing pur
poses, are located after a subsequent stage of amplification. If the 
balance controls are set at a relatively low position, then the mas
ter gain control must be advanced to a correspondingly higher 
position to produce a desired level of sound. If the listener likes 
his music fairly loud, this may mean that the master gain control 
is advanced to where the signal drives the following stage hard 
enough to cause significant distortion. The proper way to operate 
a stereo amplifier of this sort would be to advance the individual 
gain controls as far as possible consistent with balance between 
channels, and then set the master gain control for the desired 
overall volume level; with the individual controls well advanced, 
the master gain control will be at a correspondingly reduced posi
tion, limiting the signal to the following stage. 

This procedure may raise a problem if the master gain control 
incorporates loudness compensation. If the individual gain con
trols are well advanced, then the master gain control may have to 
be operated at so low a position as to produce excessive loudness 
compensation. It may be necessary to reduce the setting of the in
dividual gain controls, permitting the master gain control to be 
set higher, which means less loudness compensation. Or, perhaps 
as a desirable alternative, one may disable the loudness-compensa
tion feature-most stereo amplifiers provide a switch for doing so 
-and rely upon the bass and treble controls to provide the desired 
frequency reinforcement at low levels. 
Tone controls 

It is open to question whether or not the bass and treble con
trols of the two channels should be operated ganged, as in the 
case of the master gain control. 

The ganged tone control simplifies operation and appearance. 
On the other hand, the individual tone control for each channel 
permits greater flexibility, making it easier to meet the foreseeable 
and unforeseeable problems that arise in stereo reproduction. If 
the stereophile uses different speaker systems for the two channels, 
he may well find it necessary to provide different amounts of bass 
and treble correction in each channel to obtain the best possible 
balance. Even when using matched speaker systems, their location 
and orientation with respect to the listener may call for different 
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kinds and quantities of tonal correction. Furthermore, differences 
in the signal source may call for different bass and treble adjust
ment on each channel. Thus, when receiving a stereo program 
via FM-AM, one will very likely wish to apply treble boost in 
greater quantity only to the AM signal to correct for the usual 
treble deficiency on this channel. Or the tonal characteristics may 
differ from channel to channel on a stereo tape or disc. 

Altogether, it seems that, at the present stage of stereo develop
ment, a stronger case can be made for separate tone controls for 
each channel than for ganged ones. However, with further ad
vances, including the transition from FM-AM stereo broadcasts 
to FM multiplex, with greater use of matched speaker systems and 
greater uniformity of frequency response on each channel of stereo 
discs and stereo tapes, it is to be expected that the present advan
tages of a separate tone control will become less pronounced. 

Loudness control 
In monophonic control amplifiers, the classical means of loud

ness compensation (Fig. 801) has been a separate control called 
the loudness control. This introduces substantial quantities of bass 
boost and moderate quantities (sometimes none at all) of treble 
boost as volume is reduced. The purpose of the gain control is to 
adjust the volume so that at the maximum position of the loud
ness control the sound level corresponds approximately to that of 
the original performance. Thereafter, one uses the loudness con
trol to govern volume, so that as volume is reduced from the 
original performance level, bass and treble boost are introduced 
to compensate for the seeming loss of bass and treble. 

Because of the complexity of a stereo amplifier, most manufac
turers have eliminated separate gain and loudness controls. The 
general practice is to incorporate a switch that converts the mas
ter gain control into a loudness control. In the off position of 
this switch, the master gain control increases or decreases the level 
equally for all frequencies. In the on position of the switch, 
various frequencies are boosted or attenuated by different 
amounts, so that at a low setting of the control there is, in effect, 
bass and treble boost; the lower the setting, the greater the boost. 

Unfortunately, the use of a loudness control without a separate 
gain control does not enable one to equate the maximum setting 
of the loudness control with original performance levels. This 
raises a problem: the loudness control may produce too much or 
too little loudness compensation. Sometimes the situation can be 
handled hy using the volume control on a radio tuner or tape 
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playback machine to perform the same function as a separate gain 
control on the amplifier. But this is not always possible or practical, 
especially in the case of a phono pickup, which has no gain con
trol. Therefore, the user of a stereo amplifier may find he fares 
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Fig. 817. A channel-reversing switch 
is sometimes i11cluded i11 stereo 

amplifiers. 

best by putting the loudness switch in the off position and by using 
the bass and treble controls for loudness compensation. 

Channel switching 
While the basic function of a stereo control amplifie1 is to ac

cept the channel Land R signals from a source, such as disc or tape, 
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°'"R ___ __.,_ _ __..CHANNEL~TAGES 

Fig. 818. Switch for combining the 
outputs of stereo amplifiers for 

monophonic listening. 

and feed them to the respective L and R power amplifiers and 
speaker systems, it nevertheless should be able to perform a num
ber of switching functions to permit balancing channels, listening 
to monophonic sources, correcting for errors in phasing or chan
nel identification in the source, etc. There are various switching 
arrangements likely to be useful to the stereophile. While most 
stereo amplifiers provide the majority of these arrangements, very 
few provide all of them. 

Reverse stereo 
This permits the L signal to be fed to the right channel and the 

R signal to the left one, as in Fig. 817. If the channels are reversed 
on a disc or tape, the listener will have to undo the mistake. While 
it is to be expected that such reversals will ultimately be elimin
ated, the need for channel reversal will continue for other reasons. 
For one thing, amateur recordists, playing their own tapes or 
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those of friends, will probably not reduce their mistakes to the 
same extent as professionals. More important, no standardization 
exists yet as to whether the FM or AM portion of an FM-AM 
stereocast is to be reproduced by the left speaker. The same holds 
for the two channels on a multiplex stereo broadcast. While 
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standardization is bound to occur eventually, it is far enough in 
the future to justify a channel-reversing function at present. Final
ly, the experimentally inclined stereophile may well be curious 
as to the effects of reversing channels when there is no need to do 
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so. Conceivably, for certain types of music or in special circum
stances, reversal may enhance the appeal of the music. Thus, in a 
case that came to the attention of the author, several persons 
found that reproduction of a specific selection of organ music was 
improved by reversing channels, even though channel reversal 
had not accidentally taken place at the source. 

Balance switching 
This permits the L signal to be fed either to the left or right 

channel as illustrated in Fig. 808. Alternately switching the signal 
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from one channel to the other facilitates balancing the sound 
levels of the two speaker systems. Where the control amplifier in
corporates reverse stereo switching, separate balance switching is 
not strictly necessary, because reverse stereo accomplishes the same 
thing, provided one disconnects the R signal source from the amp
lifier. However, having to remove the R signal may at times prove 
inconvenient, as when playing a stereo disc. 
Monophonic disc switching 

This combines the L and R signals and feeds the combined sig
nal to both channels, as in Fig. 818. Or else the outputs of the two 
channels are combined just before the output of the control ampli
fier. This is desirable when playing a monophonic disc with a 
stereo cartridge. It is true that each channel of the stereo cartridge 
delivers the same audio signal, so that reproducing the signal from 
either channel will provide the entire sound. However, two bene
fits are gained from combining the signals. (1) Vertical. rumble, 
generally more serious than horizontal rumble, is cancelled to a 
substantial degree. The two channels of a stereo cartridge ordi
narily have their outputs in phase with respect to lateral stylus 
motion and out of phase with respect to verrical motion. \Vhen 
playing a monophonic disc, which contains only lateral program 
information, the outputs of the two sections are in phase with 
respect to program material and out of phase with respect to 
rumble due to vertical motion. Hence the audio signals are added 
in phase, while the vertical rmnhle signals are added out of phase 
to produce appreciable cancellation. (2) Greater signal output is 
obtained from the cartridge, resulting in a higher signal-to-noise 
ratio provided the noise is produced hy the amplifier. 

Quasi-stereo switching 
This feeds the L (or R) signal 1.0 each channel, as in Fig. 819, 

permitting one to hear a monophonic source on both speaker 
systems, thus supplying a quasi-stereo effect. ·while a system that 
provides monophonic disc switching in a sense also permits quasi
stereo switching, the reverse is not true. In some stereo amplifiers 
one can feed the L signal r.o both channels, but not the R signal 
at the same time. 

Phase reversal 
This permits the phase of one channel to be reversed with re

spect to the other. \\There the stereo amplifier contains a power 
amplifier, this is most easily accomplished by reversing the leads 
to one set of speaker terminals, as in Fig. 820. Where the unit i~ 
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only a control amplifier, it must be accomplished electronically 
(Fig. 821). The signal at the grid of a voltage amplifying tube is 
opposite in phase to that at the plate. Hence, the signal of one of 
the channels is passed through an extra tube stage, causing the 
signal to change phase by 180°. Any amplification that takes place 
can be offset by a voltage attenuator before the tube. \Vl1ile disc 
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Fi~. 821. An electrn,iic ph'"e-reversing 
s1l'ltch which can be included in a control 

am/Jlifier. 

and tape program sources are careful to maintain proper phasing, 
the unpredictable consequences of microphone and speaker place• 
ment make it possible that changing the phase of one channel re
lative to the other will result in better sound. Moreover, it is 
possible that phasing mistakes in recording stereo sound ,viii he 
made by the amateur and even rhe professional. Accordingly, a 
phase-reversal switch can he of service. Incorrect phasing of the 
sounds from the two speaker systems will result in improper 
spatial orientation, particularly of sounds that are supposed to 
come from an area about midway between the speakers. 

All of the switching functions are usually performed by one 
switch, except for phase reversal. In some control amplifiers, how
ever, several switches may be employed. 

Blend control 
One of the major problems that tend to occur in stereo is the 

apparent absence of sound in the space between two speakers. The 
more widely separated the microphones in the recordin~ process 
or the more widely separated the speakers in rhe home, the more 
one is likely to be conscious of "hole-in-the-center" effect. 

One way to reduce this effect is to feed some of the L signal to 
the right channel and some of the R signal to the left channel. 
thereby decreasing the difference in the nature of the sound 
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coming from the left and the right. The more similar the sounds 
from each speaker system, the less pronounced will tend to be the 
hole in the center. 

The blend control provides this mixing function, permitting 
the listener to combine the left and right signals to any extent. 
Illustrated ii} Fig. 822, this control consists simply of a variable 
resistance linking the two channels. The resistance is sufficiently 
great so that, when the arm is at the top position, there is insignif
icant blending of the two signals. But, as the ann is moved down, 

TOP-MAXIMUM CHANNEL SEPARATION 
CENTER-CHANNELS PARTLY COMBINED 
BOTTOM-CHANNELS COMPLETELY 
COMBINED 

Ro------''-----+- TO RIGHT CHANNEL 
STAGES 

Fig. 822. A blend control which is used to help 
eliminate the hole-in-the-center effect. 

the resistance between the upper and lower channels decreases, re
sulting in a partial blending of the two signals. At minimum posi
tion of the arm, the two channels are completely combined, 
achieving the same result then as the monophonic disc switching 
function. 

Phantom channel output 
A more substantial step toward eliminating the hole in the 

center is to combine the left and right signals to feed a third, 
central speaker. The left and right signals so combined are refer
red to as a phantom channel; at the same time the original chan
nels are preserved for feeding the left and right speaker systems. 

Fig. 823 shows the basic method employed in some control am
plifiers to provide a phantom (center) channel output. Two re
sistors in series are connected between the left- and right-channel 
outputs, and the junction of these two resistors feeds the phantom
channel output. In other words, they link the center channel to 
the left and right channels, and at the same time are sufficiently 
high in value to isolate the left and right channels from each other. 

The technique of Fig. 823 utilizes a fixed ratio between the L 
and R signals. If the balance control is set so that one channel, say 
L, produces more signal than the other (perhaps to compensate for 
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lower efficiency on the part of the left speaker system), then the 
phantom channel would have more L content than R content. 
Therefore, it becomes all the more important to adjust the stereo 

CONTROL AMPL OUTPUTS 

L _..,-----,.----oJ LEFT CHANNEL 

CENTER (PHANTOM) 
CHANNEL 

Fig. 823. Some control amplifiers 
include this type of circuitry IQ 

provide a phantom-channel output. 

system (Fig. 804) so that equal signals in the L and R channels 
result in equal sound from the Land R speakers. Consequently, 
adjustment of the balance control for equal sound from the 
speakers will mean signals of equal level in the L and R channels, 
resulting in a phantom-channel signal containing equal parts of 
Land R. 

There are reasons why one may want to have control over the 
proportions in which L and R are combined for the center chan• 
nel. For example, a dominantly left signal in the phantom channel 
may be desired because the center speaker cannot be located 
exactly midway between the other two, but must be situated 
closer to the left speaker because of problems of decor. 

Fig. 824 shows a circuit that permits such control. Instead of 
having two fixed resistors a variable resistance is used, with the arm 
going to the center channel. As the arm moves above center, the 
phantom-channel signal consists primarily of L. In mid-position 
of the arm, there are equal parts of Land R. As the arm moves 
below center, the phantom channel consists primarily of R. 

Inputs 
A stereo amplifier should have at least three pairs of high-level 

inputs (for sources producing 0.5 volt or more) : one pair for 
tuners, a second for a piezoelectric stereo cartridge (ceramic or 
crystal), and a third for a stereo tape machine. A fourth pair may 
be desirable as an auxiliary for other sources, such as television 
sound. 

Pay particular attention to the input jacks that may be specif
ically designated for a piezoelectric cartridge. Stereo has increased 
the popularity of this type, inherently simpler in construction and 
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less costly to manufacture than magnetic stereo cartridges, and at 
the same time affording good performance. However, the piezo
electric cartridge has special loading problems, not always recog
nized by manufacturers of control amplifiers (mono or stereo). 
Typically, it requires a load resistance of about 2 megohms-the 
range is from 1 to 3 megohms, depending upon the make-to 
achieve relatively flat response in the bass region. Loads much 
below 1 or 2 megohms result in loss of bass. However, high-level 
input jacks often present a load of only 510,000 ohms to the 
source. Therefore, for use with a piezoelectric stereo pickup, the 
stereo amplifier must provide a suitable load resistance for the 
particular cartridge. If it doesn't, the correct value of load resis
tance can easily and quickly be inserted. 

Some control amplifiers have a special circuit designed to con
vert a piezoelectric pickup into the equivalent of a magnetic 
cartridge in the sense that the signal will exhibit the same fre
quency response characteristic (drooping bass and rising treble) 
as a magnetic cartridge and will therefore employ the same play
back equalization. If this is true of the input marked "piezoelec-

coNTROL AMPL OUTPUTS 

L i LEFT CHANNEL 
CENTER ( PHANTOM) CHANNEL, 
PREDOMINANTLY L ABOVE CENTER POSITION, 
PREDOMINANTLY R BELOW CENTER POSITION 

R RIGHT CHANNEL 

Fig. 824. A phantom-channel output circuit with pro-
vision for variable mixing. 

tric pickup," it is necessary to ascertain that the conversion circuit 
is suitable for the particular pickup to be used. This information 
can be obtained from the manufacturer of the pickup. If a modi
fication is necessary, again it can easily be made by a technician 
in accordance with the instructions of the cartridge manufacturer. 

Included in the low-level inputs should be provision not only 
for magnetic stereo cartridges, but also for signals directly from 
a stereo tape playbac~ head. Some control amplifiers provide a 
third pair of low-level inputs to accommodate microphones. 

The output of a magnetic stereo cartridge tends to be appreci
ably lower than that of its mono counterpart because of design 
problems inherent in a stereo pickup and because of the lower 
levels recorded on stereo discs. Therefore, the stereo amplifier 
should have extra sensitivity so that the signal delivered by the 
stereo magnetic cartridge will be amplified to a level sufficient to 
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rig. 825. A tyJ,icai 3/ereo J10wer amplifier co11sists of 
two se/>arate 1111its 011 a siugle cha.ms. Note the rela
tivelv 11nc/11ttered 11at11re of the circuitry i11 the /own 

· illustratio11. (Courtesy H. H. Sco'rt, Inc.) 

drive a power amplifier or the speaker system. That is, the stereo 
amplifier should be able to deliver at least I volt to a power ampli
fier or the rated power output (IO watts or more) to a speaker 
when the signal from the cartridge is 5 millivolts at 1,000 cycles. 

The sensitivity-signal output for a given signal input-should 
be somewhat greater for the tape-head input, because tape play
back heads, particularly of the four-track variety, deliver appreci
ably less signal than magnetic phono cartridges. Accordingly, no 
more than 2 millivolts input at 1,000 cycles should he required 
for adequate output by the stereo amplifier. 
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Stereo power amplifiers 
Compared with the stereo control amplifier, the power ampli

fier has tended to be a relatively unsophisticated piece of appara
tus, generally consisting of two power amplifiers on a single 
chassis (Fig. 825). The basic advantage of such a unit over two 
individual power amplifiers is a saving in cost and space inasmuch 
as a single power supply can accommodate both amplifiers. More
over, there may be some merit in the fact that the amplifiers are 

CHANNEL REVERSE SW 

Lb--_;..~ o----r, 
UP: STEREO j 
(OR L I 
MONOPHONIC) , 
DOWN: STEREO I 
REVERSE (OR I 
R MONOPHONIC) 1 

R 

LEFT CHANNEL 

POWER AMPL 

MONOPHONIC STEREO SW 
,:_ UP: MONOPHONIC 

(CHANr.ELS COMBINED) 
DOWN: STEREO 

RIGHT CHANNEL 
POWER AMPL 

Fig. 826. Basic channel-switching circuits. 

matched, having the same power output, frequency response and 
other characteristics. On the other hand, if the stereo system 
employs two speaker systems of substantially different efficiency, 
the matched power output may be somewhat of a disadvantage 
because an inefficient speaker requires more electrical power. 
Thus, one speaker may require 30 watts (on peaks) whereas an
other may need only 5 watts for the same acoustic output. It is 
unlikely, if the power amplifiers are matched, that one can 
deliver 30 watts at distortion as low as when the other is deliver
ing 5 watts. 

Stereo power amplifiers generally provide basic channel-switch
ing facilities. Fig. 826 shows what they are. A CHANNEL REVERSE 

switch serves the same function as the reverse stereo switch in 
Fig. 817. A MONOPHONIC-STEREO switch serves same function as 
the quasi-stereo switch in Fig. 819, permitting the left (or right) 
signal to be fed to both channels. 

Sometimes the stereo power amplifier has a switch that parallels 
both output stages, as in Fig. 827. Thus the total power that can 
be fed to a monophonic speaker system is doubled. 

Where no paralleling switch is provided, the listener may 
easily shunt the output stages in the manner of Fig. 828. It is 
assumed here that the monophonic speaker has an impedance of 
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16 ohms. When the output transformers are paralleled, their 
combined impedance is half that of either one alone. Therefore, 

POWER AMPLIFIER 

COMBINED 
OUTPUT: 
36W 

18W 

OUTPUT TERMINALS 

16, 

1<>---+--0 B OUTPUT 
>oo---+--0

4 
IMPEDANCES 

...__,....._--+----o C ~------' 
-: 10 

STE REC: MONOPHONIC 

~---' +-----016 

)Oo-..--+----<> ll 
18 W 11>o-+----0 4 

"~......-----0 C 

Fig. 827. Method of co1111ecti11g a 1110110-

phonic speaker system to both outputs 
of a stereo pou•er amplifier. 

to match the 16-ohm speaker impedance, it is necessary to parallel 
the 32-ohm impedance taps. Ordinarily, high-fidelity power ampli
fiers do not provide output impedances higher than 16 or.ms. But 
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8 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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16ll 
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I-CONNECT TO TERMINAL OF THE 
SAME IMPEDANCE ON THE 
OTHER AMPLIFIER SECTION 

2-CONNECT TO TERMINAL WITH 
IMPEDANCE TWICE THAT 
OF THE SPEAkER 

3·CO"INECT TO GROUND (Cl 

11~....------'C-o ~ GROUND TERMINALS (C) ARE 
J CONNECTED TO EACH OTHER 

-- - ------ INSIDE THE AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 828. Whe11 110 paralleling switch is J,rovided ;,, the stereo 
power amplifier, .s/111111 the out/ml stages as shou•11. 

some stereo amplifiers do have transformers providing 32-obm 
taps. (If it were necessary to match an 8-ohm speaker, no problem 
would exist: the 16-ohm output taps would then be paralleled.) 
Fig. 828 shows that three connections are required. The 32-ohm 
taps on the two output transformers are connected to each other. 
One speaker lead is connected to the 32-ohm tap on either output 
transformer. The other speaker lead is connected to ground. 

A new, sophisticated approach to the stereo power amplifier is 
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represented in Fig. 829. Like a conventional monophonic power 
amplifier, it employs just two output tubes and one output trans
former, rather than four output tubes and two transformers. The 
difference-frequency principle is applied m a manner similar to 

SIGNAL -L FED 
TO THIS GRID 

SIGNAL R FED 
TO THIS GRID 

+....--~ 
DENOTES PHASE OF 
SIG VOLTAGE AT A 
GIVEN INSTANT 

OUTPUT TRANS 

PRI 

SEC 
°'>"L+R 

~L+R 

SPKR 
TERMINAL 

L+R <LEFT +IL-R) SPKR 
• 2L 

SPKR 
TERMINAL 

Fig. 829. CBS si111/1le.\: stereo /10u•er amplifier 11.si11g only two ou.t./mt tubes. 

that already described in connection with stereo on the air, stereo 
on discs and stereo microphones. 

Assume that a -L signal is fed to the grid of the upper tube 
and an R signal to the lower tube. The phase of a signal at the 
plate is opposite to that at the grid. Therefore, an L signal appears 
at the plate of the upper tube and a -R signal at the plate of the 
lower tube. For ease of explanation, let us assume that the signal 
voltage at the upper plate is 2L and that at the lower plate is 
-2R. 

Fig. 829 shows that the output transformer is in two sections, 
A and B; A in turn is divided into A1 and A:?. Each section has 
a primary, which ii, connected to the tubes, and a secondary, 
which feeds the stereo speakers. Let us first consider the signals 
across the primary windings. The 2L signal (between plate and 
ground) divides itself between primary windings A1 and B (B 
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is effectively at ground for audio voltages), hence contributing 
voltage L to each of these windings; similarly, the -2R signal 
contributes voltage -R to primary windings A2 and B. The 
total voltage across primary winding A (namely windings A1 
and A2 in series) is the difference between the voltage at the 
top and bottom of A, namely L - (-R)., which is L + R. The 
total voltage across primary winding B is the sum of the signals 
there, namely L + (-R), which is L - R. 

By transformer action, signal L - R is present across secondary 
winding B, and L + R across each of the secondary windings 
of A1 and A2• The voltage of secondary B is combined with the 
voltage of the secondary of A2 out. of phase, producing (L - R) + 
(-L -R), which is -2R. Then -2R is converted to 2R by revers
ing the leads to the speaker terminals. The voltage of secondary B 
is combined with the voltage of the secondary of A 1 in phase, pro
ducing (L - R) + (L + R), which is 2L. This is fed to the other 
set of speaker terminals. 

TAPE OUTPUl TAPE INPUT 
( TO TAPE ( FROM TAPE 
RECORDER l RECORDER l 

INPUTS 
STEREO ADAPTER 

+ TUNERo 
CERAMIC INPUT TAPE 

TVo 
AUlCILIARYo 
MAGNETICo SELECTOR 

SW 

FROM SECOND TO SECOND 
CONT AMPL CONT AIIIPL 

>+---+-TO FOLLOWING STAGES 
OF CO~TROL AMPL 

Fig. K30. 'flte lt1J,e-11umitor. switch 011 <1 11w110plumic co11tml 11111J,lifier ""' 
hr. ruecl for the co,mectfrm ,if II steretJ adapter. 

To the extent that the L and R signals are similar, which is 
ordinarily considerable in view of the fat.:t that. the two signals 
are generated hy the same source of sound, the value I~ + R 
will he substantially greater than the value L - R. The tubes in 
Fig. 829 operate in conventional push-pull fashion for L + R 
signals. This method of operation can handle greater amounts of 
power at low distortion than ff the tubes were operating in paral
lel fashion. But since the amount of power contained in the L -
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R signal will ordinarily be much less than in the L + R signal, 
this tends to compensate for the fact that the tubes are operating 
in parallel rather than push-pull for L - R signals. Low fre
quencies, where the problem of distortion tends to be most acute, 
are primarily in phase (L + R), so that they are handled by the 
output tubes in push-pull fashion, which results in least distortion. 

The circuit of Fig. 829 makes possible an appreciable reduction 
in the cost and size of a stereo power amplifier. Conceivably, 
there may be similar developments in control amplifiers that 
will reduce the complicated structure of the present units. 

Stereo adapters 
The foregoing sections have discussed three types of stereo 

amplifiers: control amplifiers; integrated amplifiers-control 
amplifiers combined with power amplifiers; power amplifiers. 
A fourth category consists of units designed to adapt two 
conventional control or integrated amplifiers to stereo use. 
Several such adapters on the market provide a master gain control, 
channel-switching facilities and, on occasion, a blend control. A 
balance control is often not included because the mono amplifiers 
each have a gain control. 

Some adapters are intended for insertion between the control 
amplifier and the power amplifier. Others, tc permit reduction 
of signal level before the amplification stages of the control ampli
fier and thereby minimize distortion, are specifically intended for 

Fig. 831. A special stereo adapter a11d two co11trol amplifiers. This t)'pe of adapter 
is actually inserted between tape output and input circuits. It also performs as a 
standard stereo adapter for use with other signal sources. (Courtesy of H. H. 

Scott. Inc.) 
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use with any control or integrated amplifier that contains a TAPE 

MONITOR switch (Fig. 830). In such a control amplifier, the output 
from a tape machine is not fed to the amplifier in the same 
manner as other signal sources, such as a tuner. Instead, the 
tape-monitor switch feeds the tape-machine signal to the amplifier. 

Fig. 832. A rear view of the adapter show11 
i11 Fig. 831. The trnit co11tai11s facilities 
for co1111ectirm to mo11opho11ic am plifrers 
a11d for feedi11g 1111d accef,ti11g signals 
from a taf,e machine. (Courtesv H. H. 

Scott, Inc.) 

In the tape position of the switch, the amplifier is connected to 
the output of the tape machine. In the other position, the 
amplifier is connected to the selector switch that chooses among 
the tuner, phono, TV, etc. inputs. At the same time, the selector 
switch is always connected to a tape output jack for feeding a 
signal into a tape recorder. 

This arrangement makes it possible to insert the stereo adapter 
in series between the tape output and input jacks. All signals 
coming into the control amplifier are routed into the stereo 
adapter via the tape output jack; and signals coming out of the 
adapter are routed through the tape input jack to the gain control, 
tone control, filter, etc. stages of the amplifier. To do so requires 
setting the tape-monitor switch to the TAPE position. Fig. 831 
is a photo of a stereo adapter that has been combined with two 
control amplifiers suitable for the purpose. 

Because the stereo adapter pre-empts the tape output and input 
facilities of the control amplifier, the adapter must provide such 
facilities. Fig. 832 is a rear view of an adapter, showing the various 
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_jacks for connecting the adapter to the mono amplifiers and for 
feeding signals to and accepting signals from a tape recorder, 

The stereo adapter can be employed with mono control 
amplifiers that do not have a tape monitor switch, by making a 
suitable modification in the control amplifiers, a fairly simple 
task for an audio technician. The modification consists of 
interrupting the signal path between the selector switch and the 
next stage, and routing the signal through the adapter as shown 
in Fig. 830. 
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speakers for stereo 

W HAT has been said many times about monophonic repro
duction is at least as true for stereo: In the last analysis, 

the sound must come from a speaker system, and too much 
importance cannot be attached to this, the final link in the audio 
reproduction chain. In the early excitement over stereo, not too 
much attention was given to matters such as speaker quality, 
matching, placement, phasing, etc. So long as two speakers 
placed several feet apart were employed, that was considered 
stereo. Enough time has now passed to permit a fuller appreciation 
of the factors that must be given close attention if a stereo speaker 
system is to equal and then surpass monophonic systems in the 
ultimate test-pleasing the listener. 

Speaker placement 
Optimum location of speakers for stereo depends upon four 

basic factors: (1) the manner in which the microphones were 
placed in recording; (2) the dimensions and acoustic properties 
of the listening room; (3) the listener's position in the room; 
(4) the radiation pattern of the speakers used. 

It is common practice to space the microphones so they are on 
the lines of an angle formed by a desirable listening point with 
the extremes of the music source (see Fig. 705) . In playback, 
the objective is to have the speakers in the home form the same 
angle with respect to the listener. This angle is usually between 
30° and 45°. Consequently, placement of the speakers so that 
their axes form an angle of 30° to 45° with the listener is likely 
to produce satisfactory results. 
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This does not mean that the only suitable listening posmon 
is. the convergence of the lines forming an angle of 30° to 45° 
from the speakers. If the listener moves about the room, the 
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Fig. 901. To receive the benefits of the stereo effect, the listener 11111st positio,1 
himself in a11 area whe,·e the radiatio11 /Jatlerns of the s/Jeakers over/a/,. 

stereo effect will not be destroyed but altered, much as the 
character of the sound that one hears in a concert hall, night 
club, etc. changes according to one's location. The important 

L R 

LISTENING 
ANGLE 

Fig. 902. Deterioration of 
the stereo effect due to an 
exressit,el)' small liste11i11g 

angle. 

thing is that the listener be within the radiation pattern of both 
speakers (Fig. 90 I). :\lost authorities agree that, once the 
listener is far enough from the speakers to be within the radiation 
pattern of both, he will experience the stereo sensation. On the 
other hand, if he is so far back that the angle he forms with the 
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speakers is only a few degrees (Fig. 902), then the stereo effect 
deteriorates. Stated differently, as the distance from listener to 

SHORT WALL 

LONG 
WALL 

I 

Fig. 90!1. Recommended position 
for stereo speakers. 

~peakers is increased, their sounds tend to fuse, providing one 
instead of the two sources required. 

Best spacing of the speakers depends upon the dimensions of 
LONG WALL 

SHORT 
WALL 

I 

Fig. 904. Typical p1aceme,1t of a stereo speaker system 
agai11st the long wall of a room. 

the room and whether the speakers are placed against the short 
or long wall, assuming the room is rectangular rather than square. 
For ease of discussion, we shall think in terms of a rectangular 
room or else the rectangular portion of a room that is otherwise 
shaped. 

It is often recommended that the speakers be placed against the 
short wall (Fig. 903) so that they face the long dimension of the 
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room. This may not always be possible because of problems of 
decor, positions of doors or windows, etc. ·when speakers are a 
short distance from the opposite wall, the sound waves reflecting 
from the wall tend to combine with those coming from the 
speakers either to reinforce or partially cancel the latter, producing 
an uneven frequency response. 'Which frequencies are reinforced 
and which are partially cancelled depends upon the distance 
between the speakers and the opposite wall. If the wall is 
heavily draped, the deleterious effects will be reduced. 

(0,/0 
SPKRS ANGLED OUTWARD 
(TOWARD SIDE WALLS) 

Fig. 905 (left). Method of compens11ti11g for close 
speaker plaament. 

L 
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I 

l'ig. 906 (abo\'e). Placement of 
stereo speakers within a single 

cabinet. 

\Vhen the stereo speakers are against the short wall, best results 
tend to be obtained by a relatively wide spacing (Fig. 903). Thus 
even for a listener well toward the rear of the room, the angle 
between him and the speakers will he fairly wide. Excessively 
wide spacing reduces the area that falls within the radiation 
pattern of both speakers, limiting the portion of the room 
suitable for stereo listening. Of course, a factor here is the 
radiation pattern of the particular speakers used. 

\Vhen the stereo speakers are spaced against the long wall, 
do not place them too far apart. Typical good spacing is shown 
in Fig. 904. If the speakers are too far apart, not only is the area 
common to the radiation patterns of hoth speakers seriously 
restricted, but a substantial hole-in-the-center effect tends to apear. 

For one reason or another, it may be necessary to place the 
stereo speakers so close together as to form a relatively narrow 
angle with the listener. However, one can compensate by angling 
the speakers outward, as in Fig. 905. Such placement has been 
found capable of quite satisfactory stereo results and is sometimes 
the basis for inclusion of two speaker systems within a single 
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Fig. 907. A ste,·eo speaker system in u,hich the stereo effect 
is produced by speakers which face away frnm each other 

by 180°. (Courtesy R. T. Rozak Sales Co.) 

cabinet (Fig. 906). Fig. 907 shows a single-cabinet srereo speaker 
system in which the speakers face I 80° away from each other. 
This is extreme angling. However, the sound reHects from a 
partially open door on each side, so that it actually angles off 
in a manner similar to thac in Fig. 906. Fig. 908 shows another 
method of incorporating two stereo speaker systems in a single 
cabinet. ::\foch of the audio range, particularly r.hat which is 
associated with the stereo effect, is produced by the horn-loaded 
speakers that partly face each other; their sound is deflected by 
the large wooden curved surface. Other methods exist of incor
porating stereo speakers in one enclosure, and doubtless the 
future will bring still more. 

Corner placement 
There has been a good deal of discussion as to the merits of 

corner placement of stereo speakers. For monophonic repro-

Fig. 908. A stereo speaker system in u,hich (he stereo efler.t is produced I>_\• t11e horn• 
loaded units partially facing each other. (Courtesy James U. Lansing Sound. Inc.) 
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duction, comer placement is usually satisfactory and often the 
best position for a number of reasons. Only a 90° radiation 
pattern is needed to cover the entire room; the comer reinforces 
the reproduction of bass frequencies by acting as a horn and 
the speaker does not directly face a wall, so that the problem 
of reinforcing and cancelling sound waves is mitigated. For stereo, 
however, there are arguments con as well as pro. 

One point of view is that comer speakers tend to localize the 
stereo effect into a relatively small area (Fig. 909) . On the other 
hand, it is argued, corner placement causes virtually the entire 
room to be within the radiation pattern of both speakers (Fig. 

Fig. 909. A localization of the stereo effect is 
attril>uted to the use of corner speakers. 

910). Which of these views is correct depends upon the room 
in which the corner speakers are used, upon the arrangement 
of the components in each speaker system and upon the radiation 
patterns of these components. 

If the room has fairly hard reflecting surfaces, such as undraped 
walls and bare floors, the middle and high frequencies will tend 
to be dispersed in a manner that causes the stereo effect to be 
more widespread. The basic reason why comer speakers are 
considered to produce the localized pattern of Fig. 909 is that 
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at high frequencies the radiation pattern of a speaker tends to 
form a "beam" of sound. To get away from this beaming effect, 
it is considered desirable to have the mid-range speakers and 
tweeters face straight down the room (Fig. 911) instead of 

Fig. 910. The radiation pattern aJtributed to 
corner speakers. 

angling inward in the manner of the woofer. The low frequencies 
produced by the woofer are essentially nondirectional and 
therefore little, if at all, associated with the stereo effect, at least 
so far as directionality is concerned. Most speaker systems for 
comer use are designed to fit only into a corner, so that it is not 
feasible to reorient them to face straight down the room. 
However, in some cases it is possible to position just the mid
range and tweeter components to face straight down, or it may 
be necessary to remove these components from the original 
cabinet and place them in a small enclosure atop the cabinet to 
permit the desired orientation. 

\Vhen comer speakers are used as in Fig. 911, the listener close 
to one of the side walls is likely to enjoy the stereo sensation even 
though he hears substantially more sound from one speaker 
system than from the other because of his location. This is 
because he receives a full share of the high-frequency content 
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of the program material. Definition, one of the important 
attributes of the stereo sensation, can be achieved by receiving 
two versions of the same sound, from the left and the right, as 
in the case of the listener midway between the two speaker 
systems and by effective reproduction of the transients, which 
give a sound its character. The latter requires hill high-frequency 
response, and the listener near the side wall obtains such response 
when the treble speakers are placed as in Fig. 911. 

The foregoing discussion does not necessarily represent all 
views on stereo speaker placement. Moreover, the views presented 

REORIENTATION TO FACE STRAIGHT 
DOWN ROOM MAY REQUIRE REMOVAL 
FROM ORIGINAL ENCLOSURE 

TWEETER MID-RANGE SPEAKERS TWEETER 

Fig. 911. Reorientation of the mid-range speakers 
and tweeters to improve the stereo effect when 

comer speakers are used. 

do not necessarily apply to all circumstances. No two listening 
rooms have quite the same acoustics, and it is quite possible 
that a speaker placement which is ideal for one room will not 
be satisfactory for another, even though both may have similar 
dimensions. Room furnishings, location of doors and windows, 
height of ceiling, material of walls, floor and ceiling, etc. affect 
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acoustics. The only safe guide is experimentation. True, it is 
not very easy to experiment with the location and spacing of 
two speaker systems, particularly if they tend to be large. However, 
high-quality speaker systems in modest-size packages are available 
to facilitate the stereophile's task. 

One speaker system (Fig. 912) consists of a woofer in fixed 
position, as usual, while the mid-range and tweeter units are 
mounted, not on the front cabinet panel, but on a swivel chassis 
so that they can be pointed in the desired direction. Fig. 913 
shows several ways in which one might employ this arran;~ement. 

Fig. 912. A fixed u•oofer is often used in conjunction u•ith 
mid-range a,,d tweeter 1111its, such as those show11. to produce 

the stereo il/11sio11. (Courtesy Jensen Mfg. Co.) 

Speaker quality 
Originally it was thought by some that the stereo illusion 

masked distortion, uneven frequency response, inadequate bass 
or treble response and other deficiencies. Extensive listening, how
ever, has proven the opposite. High-quality speakers are just as 
necessary for stereo as for monophonic reproduction. A leading 
manufacturer has stated: 

"It has been held by some workers in this field that many of the 
offensive effects of distortion are eliminated in stereo systems. 
This we do not believe to be the case. Conclusions such as those 
just cited are drawn because the spaciousness and directive quali
ties of stereo are such an improvement o,·er low-quality mono 
sources that many of the flaws are overlooked; thus listening 
fatigue, which is developed subconsciously, is just as likely with 
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low-quality speakers in stereo as in mono. The difference is 
primarily in incubation time."1 

Another prominent speaker manufacturer has stated: 
"It is just as important to use high-quality units with a stereo 

system as it is with any single-source installation. But quality, of 
course, is not determined by price alone, and the buyer must 
carefully choose speakers which match his listening preferences 
and particular room acoustics."2 

Thus, a heavily draped and carpeted room with much 
upholstered furniture will tend to absorb highs; therefore 
speaker systems which emphasize the treble range may be best 
suited to such a room. 

Some authorities have stated that speaker systems which divide 
the audio spectrum among as many as three or four loud• 
speakers are not always productive of the best stereo sound. 
In such systems the separation between speaker units may be 
a substantial number of inches or even a matter of feet. While 
this may be fine for monophonic reproduction, providing an 
impression of a broad source of sound, stereo on the other hand 
often seems to work best when the sound sources at the left 
and right are narrow-well focused-rather than diffused. In 
other words, it is claimed, each speaker system should provide 
"integrated" rather than spread-out sound, leaving it for the 
stereo method-namely the use of two (or more) speaker systems 
-to achieve the illusion of spatial distribution. 

Speaker matching 
It is quite well agreed that matched speaker systems are neces

sary to realize fully the potential of stereo, although varying de
grees of emphasis are placed upon this requirement. One manu
facturer has stated the case for matching: 

"We attach considerable importance to the use of matched 
speakers primarily because this is one of the big factors in pro
ducing a good center. This is self-evident since the sound that 
appears to emanate from the center is produced when the two 
sources are in perfect balance. The balance must be, not only in 
intensity on an overall basis, but at every individual frequency."3 

Another speaker manufacturer has said: 
"In true stereo reproduction, we feel that consistently good per

formance can be achieved only with closely matched speaker 

' Correspondence from J.1mes n. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
'Correspondence from R. T. Bozak Sales Company. 
• llozak, op. cit. 
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systems. The idea that one speaker system may reproduce brasses 
best, while another is perfect for bass viols, is valid, but there is 
no way to guarantee that the recording engineer had the peculi
arities of such a combination in mind when he made the record
ing. Some material will sound excellent on such a mismatched 
arrangement, but most of it will be degraded."4 

At the extreme are those who claim that matching is not only a 
matter of buying speakers of the same brand and model but also 
of selecting speaker units of identical characteristics, in the same 
way that one might purchase matched tubes for the output stage 
of a power amplifier. A music editor of a leading recording com
pany claims he finds the stereo effect varies significantly according 
to which pair of speakers he is using, even though all are of the 
same brand and model. While it is doubtful that more than a few 
stereophiles will have access to a group of speakers from which 
they can pick the two that seem best matched, one can approxi-

SEPARATE SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

Fig. 913. Several ways in which the system shown in Fig. 912 can be used. 

mate this situation by buying high-quality speaker systems made 
under close tolerances and tight standards of inspection so as to 
be relatively uniform from one unit to the next. 

Representing a more moderate view, one speaker manufacturer 
has stated: 

"Identical speakers are not required. However, both speakers 
should be good ones ... It goes without saying that the treble 
ranges of both speakers should be of equal quality, although not 
precisely identical."5 

Presumably the manufacturer has in mind such factors as 
smoothness of response, distortion and the radiation pattern when 
he refers to equal quality. 

'Lansing, op. cit. 
• Electro-\'oice, Inc., "Application of Electro-Voice Speaker Systems to Sterc,o Repro

duction," Technical Bulletin No. I. 
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If the speaker systems are mismatched in terms of frequency 
response, some sounds may wander from left to right or vice versa 
(Fig. 914) . Here the left speaker is assumed to have relatively 
flat response, while the right speaker is assumed to have a peak in 
the region of 500 cycles and a dip at 3,000 cycles. Suppose a violin 
is playing a note with a dominant frequency of about 500 cycles 
and that the sound of the ,·iolin is supposed to issue principally 
from the left speaker. However, the peak of the right speaker will 
cause it to produce an undue proportion of notes in the vicinity 

LEFT SPEAKER 

...ea.. 
FREQ RESPONSE ---- -------------

APPARENT SOURCE OF 
SOUND AT 500'v 

APPARENT SOURCE OF t 
SOUND AT 3 KC. 

RIGHT SPEAKER 

~ 
~ 

t 

Fig. 914. An apparent shift in the sound so11rce n·ill occur if 
unmatched speakers are used. 

of 500 cycles, which may cause the violin apparently to shift from 
left to right. When the ,·iolin plays a lower or higher note, it will 
apparently shift back to the left. Another instrument, playing a 
tone predominantly around 3,000 cycles, may seem to be on the 
left instead of on the right, where it belongs, because the right 
speaker exhibits a dip in response in the 3,000-cycle region (Fig. 
914). 

Phasing 
To achieve the illusion of sound emanating, not only from the 

left and the right, but also from the area midway between the 
two speaker systems, and to prevent partial cancellation of sound, 
especially at low frequencies, it is necessary that the two speaker 
systems operate in phase. Accordingly, there should he ready pro
vision for changing the phase of one of the channels by I 80°. 
Some stereo control amplifiers and integrated amplifiers make 
such provision. If not, a phasing switch (Fig. 820 in the preceding 
chapter) can be easily installed between one of the power ampli
fiers and the speaker system; some speaker systems incorporate 
such a switch. By feeding the same sound to both channels at 
equal levels, one can tell whether phasing is correct if the sound 
appears to issue from a point midway between the two speakers. 
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If phasing is incorrect, the sound will appear to have an indefinite 
origin. 

In a number of speakers, with stereo in mind, the polarity of 
their terminals is shown. If a small battery is connected in the 
same manner to each speaker, the moving element will in both 
cases move in the same direction. This may be referred to as bat
tery phasing. 

But battery phasing does not always correspond to true phasing. 
Should one of the channels on the program material accidentally 
be out of phase, then the speakers will correspandingly be out of 
phase. If dissimilar power amplifiers, or perhaps dissimilar con
trol amplifiers, are used, although the incoming signals may be 
in phase, the outgoing signals may be out of phase because of 
differences in the design (number of stages) of the two amplifiers. 
Therefore, it would be necessary to correct the out-of-phase signal 
condition by reversing the leads to one of the speaker systems, 
even though this is contradictory to battery phasing. 

When in-phase signals are fed to the speakers, there is still a 
possibility that out-of-phase connections to one of the speakers 
may produce best results. This can happen if the two speakers are 
at substantially different distances from one's customary listening 
position, as illustrated in Fig. 913. In such a case, the phase of 
some frequencies arriving from the left speaker will be appreci
ably different from the phase of the same frequencies arriving 
from the right speaker. Which frequencies are involved depends 
upan the difference in distance from the listener to each speaker. 
Only experiment can determine whether true phasing or reverse 
phasing will provide better results under such circumstances. If 
reverse phasing sounds better, it will usually do so only in a 
limited area. 

Speaker level 
\Vith monophonic systems many audiophiles have sought to 

approach realism by reproducing music at towering volume. some
times louder to the ear than the original sound. High volume 
simulates reality by raising all sounds well above the noise level 
of the room, by defining each instrument or each voice, by bring
ing up the apparent balance of the bass frequencies with the rest 
of the audio spectrum (Fletcher-Munson effect), and perhaps by 
setting up additional reverberation in the listening room. 

In stereo, opinion is somewhat mixed as to the volume level 
required for realism, although most recommendations are for a 
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playback level similar to that of the original sound. One authority 
has stated: 

"One advantage that stereo sound does offer over monaural 
[monophonic] sound is that loudness is not nearly as critical for 
faithful reproduction. Thus stereo need not be played as loud as 
monaural for complete musical satisfaction."6 

However, this does not necessarily mean that substantially re
duced levels in stereo will maintain the illusion of reality. It 
simply holds that stereo need not be played as loud as mono
phonic, which is often reproduced above the level of the original 
sound (to the ear). 

A more positive case for high-level stereo reproduction has 
been made: 

" ... the [stereo] effect is sufficiently arresting to supply some 
of the '00mph' which some people try to supply in ordinary 
systems by boosting the level of reproduction. It is certainly true 
that with stereo program material it is no longer necessary to 
boost the intensity above live concert level to hear fine details. 
But with stereo we feel it even more desirable that material be 
played at a natural listening level. Most listeners seem to feel 
that as volume is reduced, the realistic quality vanishes even more 
quickly than with single-channel reproduction. Some stereo re
cordings of symphonic works sound very much like single-channel 
material until they are played very loud, and then suddenly the 
whole orchestra opens up and the effect is magnificent."7 

A balance between woofer and tl\'eeter levels satisfactory for 
mon_ophonic reproduction may not be so for stereo. Specifically. 
a higher tweeter level may be better. This is particularly likely 
to be true if the speakers are angled so that the high frequencies 
to a substantial extent bounce off the walls instead of reaching 
the listener directly. Accordingly, one speaker manufacturer has 
made this recommendation with respect to use of its speaker 
systems for stereo: 

"The settings on the treble and very-high-frequency attenuators 
... should be advanced to the full 'on' position for stereo repro
duction. This is necessary for the preservation of bass-high bal
ance, due to inordinate absorption of the highs by the walls' 
reflecting. "8 

Because of the role played by the upper frequencies in the 

• Bozak, op. cit. 
1 Lansing, op. cit. 
• Electro-Voice, op. cit. 
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stereo effect, the user may find it desirable deliberately to in
crease their level relative to the nondirectional bass notes as a 
means of accentuating the stereo effect. 

Phantom-channel speaker 
Some stereo control amplifiers provide a phantom-channel 

(center) signal by mixing the left and right signals and making 
the resultant available at a third output jack. To take advantage 
of this, a third power amplifier and a third speaker system are 
necessary. However, it is possible to save the cost of a third power 
amplifier by connecting the center speaker system to the left and 
right power amplifiers. Fig. 915 shows one of the papularly recom
mended methods of connecting them. However, this procedure 
causes some crosstalk. The center speaker acts as a link between 
the left and right amplifiers, so that a certain amount of the left 
signal reaches the right speaker, and vice versa. However, the in
dications are that the isolation between channels is well over QO 
db, probably closer to 30 db, and therefore quite satisfactory for 
stereo. 

OUTPUT 3l~ANS I:: 
L CHANNEL 

16.Cl 

4,n 

RCHANNEL ~ 

LEFT 
SPKR 

Fig. 915. Mlllhod of connecting a phantom
channel speaker. 

This method, assuming that all three speaker systems have 
the same efficiency, results in the center speaker having an acous
tic output lower than each of the flanking speakers. \Vhether this 
is a desirable relationship between phantom and outer channels 
is open to question. In any event, the user does not have a ready 
means for varying the respective levels. If each speaker were in
dependently fed by a power amplifier, one could use the input 
level controls of the amplifiers to adjust relative levels or, in 
some cases, the control amplifier may have a gain control for the 
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phantom channel. L-pads can be installed in the speaker systems 
to adjust their levels. But the ability of a power amplifier to damp 
the speaker may be limited by an L-pad to such an extent that 
noticeable hangover (resonance) will occur at low frequencies, 
causing the bass to be less clean and the sound as a whole to be 
"muddy." This depends upon the speaker system employed. 

The method of Fig. 915 raises the problem of signal cancel
lation. Assume there are equal signals in the left and right 
channels. This can happen, depending upon microphone tech
niques. There would then be no electrical potential between the 

LEFT 
SPKR 

-=-

PHANTOM 
CHANNEL 
SPKR 

RIGHT 
SPKR 

-=-

Fig. 916. Alternative method of connecting a 
phantom.channel speaker to two stereo power 

amplifiers. 

4-ohm terminals (or any other pair of like terminals), and there
fore no signal. However, in actual stereo program material, there 
are generally differences in amplitude and phase between like 
signals, so that signal potentials will exist between like terminals. 
But this does not mean that no cancellation takes place. To pre
vent any cancellation that might occur, an alternative technique 
is to connect the middle speaker to the outputs in parallel (Fig. 
916). But the disadvantage here is that crosstalk is appreciably 
greater than in the case of Fig. 915. Isolation between the left and 
right channels is then likely to be somewhat less than 20 db, 
which is basically a serious situation, although how serious de
pends upon the nature of the program material and the extent 
that one counts upon left-right separation for stereo effect. 

Assuming that the levP.I of the center speaker can be adjusted 
relative to that of the flanking speakers, what should this relation-
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ship be? Authoritative op1mons are mixed, so that the best 
answer for the present is that the stereophile should find out for 
himself through experiment. Howe,·er, the views of the experts 
may serve to some extent as a guide. 

Paul \V. Klipsch has concluded that the middle speaker'5 out
put should be 3 db higher than each of the -flanking speakers. In 
other words, the middle speaker's output should be equal to the 
combined output of the other two. Klipsch has written: 

"Some guessing was done as to the level to be fed the center 
channel, and the guesses were all wrong. Experiment led to better 

FULL RANGE 
PHANTOM 
CH ANN EL SPKR 

LEFT SPKR RIGHT SPKR 

• • 
' SMALL,MHCHEO,INEXPENSIVE / 

"'- SPKRS WITH ADEQUATE / 
RESPONSE ABOVE THE LOW 
BASS RAI\JGE 

Fig. 917. A limited-cost stereo spt!aker i,1sta/lation in-
corporating a phantom channel. 

thinking, and a theoretical basis was arrived at and corroborated . 
. . . My experiments resulted in a workable system with the center 
channel a half-and-half mixture of the two sound tracks, (from a 
tape) , and the flanking channels using corner speakers fed from 
the two sound tracks with 3-db attenuation relative to the center 
channel ... \\'hen success finally was achieved in balance, a sur
prise occurred: the center channel was perfectly real, and not just 
a simulated effect to fill up a hole in space. Sounds remembered 
as arising in the center of the stage occurred there; one ceased to 
hear sounds from the three speakers, and actually sensed a spread 
across the curtain of sound."9 

Others have recommended that the center-channel level should 
be lower than the end channe!s: 

"The gain of the center channel should be adjusted so that 1.he 
sound from the center speaker is just audible."10 

• Paul W. Klipsch, "Two-Track, Three-Channel Stereo,'' Audiocraft,November, 1957. 
1• Correspondence from D. R. von Recklinghausen. chief research enp:ineer, H. H. 

Scott, Inc. 
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Another has recommended that the center channel should be 6 
db below each end channel.11 

Possibly the discrepancy in views as to the proper level of the 
phantom channel relative to the other two may be explained by 
variations in speaker location or by the nature of the program 
material. For example, if very wide microphone spacing were used 
in the original recording, it might be desirable to compensate for 
the excessive difference between the left and right signals by ele
vating the volume of the center channel. Or, if the left and right 
speakers are far enough apart to form an angle considerably more 
than 40° with the listener, it may be desirable to accentuate the 
center channel. The narrower the microphone or speaker spacing, 
the lower should be the level of the center speaker relative to 
those at the ends. 

In sum, the stereophile should not commit himself to a fixed 
relationship between the center and flanking speakers but leave 
the way open for experimentation, either by acquiring a control 
amplifier with suitable phantom-channel facilities or by L-pads 
in his speaker systems. 

Fig. 918. This system is desig11ed to be used U'ith II f11/l-ra11ge speaker. The tU'o rn1all 
enclosures contai,1 8-i11ch sfieakers Uohich receive the left and right sigtials respective
/\·. The cmssover s11f1plie.1 the full-range unit u•ith the comliinerl signals. (Courtesy 

Stephens Tm-Sonic. Inc.) 

Although use of the phantom channel appears to mcrease the 
cost of a stereo system because it requires a third speaker, and 
perhaps a third power amplifier as well, actually it may cost no 
more or even less than a two-speaker setup, at the same time 
affording high-quality reproduction and solving the problem of 
space for many a prospective stereophile. How this can come 
about is indicated by Fig. 917. 

Here the center speaker system is an expensive one and, as 
11 Correspondence from Leonard Feldman, president, Madison Fielding. 
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frequently happens with expensive systems, a large one. Quite 
possibly, the center speaker is the one hitherto used by the listener 
for mono reproduction. Instead of having to find the funds and 
space for a matching speaker system, he can employ small, 
matched, relatively inexpensive speakers for the left and right 

Fig. 919. An internal view of the Stere-
011. This horn-loaded unit is designed 
for use with a full-range speaker sys-

tem. (Courtesy Electro-Voice, Inc.) 

channels. The center speaker provides the total audio informa
tion, particularly the low bass, which is essentially nondirectional 
and not substantially associated with the stereo effect. The flank
ing speakers, being small and inexpensive, do their relative best 
in the upper bass, middle and treble ranges, which are most 
closely associated with the stereo effect. The cost of the two small 
speaker systems for the left and right may be considerably less 
than the cost of matching an existing mono speaker system. Or, if 
one is starting fresh, the cost of a full-range speaker system, plus 
two small systems effectively covering from about 200 or 300 cycles 
upward, can be appreciably less than the cost of two full-range 
speaker systems. Really good bass reproduction is quite expensive, 
and by limiting such reproduction to one speaker system, a con
siderable saving is possible. 

Fig. 918 shows a commercial version of Fig. 917. Known as 
the Stereodot, it is intended for use with any full-range speaker. 
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It consists of two 8-inch speakers, each in a very small enclosure, 
together with a crossover network, which is connected to the left 
and right power amplifiers. The crossover feeds the combined 
left and right signals to the center speaker. It feeds the left-channel 
frequencies above 400 cycles to the left speaker, and the right 
channel frequencies above 400 cycles to the right one. 

Limited-range stereo speakers 
Low bass frequencies need not be reproduced by both speaker 

Fig. 920. The Stereon in use. The slim compact unit is the limited range system 
which produces the stereo effect. (Courtesy Electro-Voice, Inc.) 

systems because of the nondirectional characteristics of the low 
notes. Accordingly, there are some two-speaker systems which 
employ a limited-range speaker for one of the channels. 

One of these, called the Stereon, is shown in Fig. 919. Fig. 920 
shows the Stereon in use with a full range speaker system. It con
sists of one limited-range speaker plus a crossover network, which 
is attached to the two power amplifiers. Through the crossover, 
the Stereon speaker receives only frequencies above 300 cycles in 
one of the channels, say the left. The full-range speaker receives 
not only all the frequencies in the right channel, but also the bass 
frequencies in the left channel. 
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The Stereodot system, already described, also comes under the 
heading of a limited-range speaker system. In each case a special 

LEFT PWR 
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RIGHT SPKR 
SYSTEM· 
FULL 
RANGE 

TWEETER 

Fig. 921. A stereo speaker system usi11g a dual 
voice-coil woofer. 

crossover restricts the range of frequencies handled by one of the 
speakers, and at the same time transfers those frequencies which 
have been eliminated-the bass notes-to another speaker system, 
which handles the bass of both channels. 

LEFT PWR 
AMPL 

RIGHT PV.R 
AMPL 1--------+.......-----tLl 

LEFT SPKR 
SYSTEM· 
LIMITED BASS 

PHANTOM CHANNEL 
SPKR SYSTEM· 
FULL BASS 8 
MIO-RANGE; 
LIMITED TREBLE 

RIGHT SPKR 
SYSTEM· 
LIMITED BASS 

Fig. 922. A dual voice-coil u:oofer is used /01· the 
pha11tom cha1111el i11 this s,•stem. 

Another system (Fig. 921) similar in principle but different in 
method uses one limited-range speaker system (say the left) plus 
one full-range speaker system (the right). In this case, the full-
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range system employs a special woofer with two independent 
voice coils that drive the one cone. As shown in Fig. 921, one of 
the voice coils receives the left-channel signal while the other 
receives the right-channel signal. Thus the bass of both channels 
is reproduced by the woofer. Use of separate coils on one speaker 
isolates the two channels. Inasmuch as the woofer has a sharp 
drop in response above a few hundred cycles, the middle and high 
frequencies of the left channel are not reproduced to a significant 
extent by the right speaker. 

The dual-voice-coil speaker can also be used in a phantom
channel configuration, as in Fig. 922. Speakers are also manufac
tured with response extending well into the treble range, so that 
the center speaker comes a good deal closer to providing true 
phantom-channel reproduction. The situation here is much like 
the Stereodot setup of Fig. 918. That is, the center speak.er 
approaches full range, with excellent bass coverage, while the end 
speakers reproduce the middle and high notes adequately but fall 
off in the low bass region as the usual result of using small 
speakers in conventional small, simple enclosures. 
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i nsta II i ng a stereo system 

W E have dealt with the recording, broadcasting and micro
phone techniques employed for conveying stereo infor

mation, and also with the fundamental elements of an audio 
chain, as shown in Fig. 1001-the program sources (disc, tape, 
radio broadcast). the signal sources (phono cartridge, tape head 

PROGRAM 
SOURCES 

i 
SIGNAL 
SOURCES 

t 
PHONO 
CARTRIDGE 

SPKR 

Fig. 1001. Basic elements of an audio chain u5ed i11 a monophonic 
system. 

or tape amplifier, tuner, microphone), the control and power 
amplifiers, and the speakers. It is now time to consider the various 
problems of bringing these elements together to produce a work
ing, satisfying stereo system. 
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Integrated vs separate components 
Thinking for the moment in terms of a monophonic system, 

the electronic components can be purchased separately or in vari
ous combinations. Thus one can buy a tuner, control amplifier 
and power amplifier separately, or a tuner-control-amplifier com
bination, or a control-amplifier-power-amplifier combination, or 
a tuner-control-amplifier-power-amplifier all on one chassis. 

In stereo, the possible combinations are even more numerous. 

LEFT CHANNEL 
CONTROL 
AMPL 

CONTROL 
RIGHT CHANNEL AMPL 

POWER 
AMPL 

POWER 
AMPL 

Fig. l002. A stereo system which co11si5ts entirely of separate 
compo11e11ts. 

Fig. 1002 illustrates the amplifier portion of a stereo system 
consistin~ entirely of separate components. There are two control 
amplifiers, a stereo adapter to coordinate them, and two power 
amplifiers. The adapter is shown following the control amplifiers. 

LEFT CHANNEL 

RIGHT CHANNEL 

STEREO 
CONTROL 
AMPL 

Fig. 1003. This system uses separate power 
amJ,lif,ers fed by a stereo control amplifier. 

However, if the amplifiers contain a tape-monitor switch, as ex
plained in Chapter 8, the adapter can be inserted at a point be
tween the selector switch and the volume control for minimum 
distortion because it will then deal with low-level rather than 
high-level signals. 

Fig. l 003 represents a step toward integrated components. 
There is a stereo control amplifier, which eliminates the need 
for an adapter, and there are two power amplifiers. Fig. 1004 
illustrates an integrated stereo preamplifier. A further step toward 
integration combines a stereo control amplifier and a stereo power 
amplifier (Fig. I 005). 

A different step toward integration is that of Fig. I 006, which 
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Fig. 1004. A stereo control amplifier which contaim facilities for handlirig 4ll types 
of program material. (Courtesy H. H. Scott, Inc.) 

shows two integrated monophonic amplifiers (control-amplifier
power-amplifier combinations) linked by a stereo adapter. This is 
feasible if the amplifiers contain a tape-monitor switch to permit 
insertion of the adapter at a point before the power amplifier 
section. If no such switch is provided, it is necessary to make 
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Fig. l005. A stereo amplifier system which 
uses a stereo control amplifier and a stereo 

pcwer amplifier. 

changes (usually fairly simple) in the integrated amplifiers to 
permit insertion of the adapter at a point between the selector 
switch and the volume control. 

Finally, Fig. 1007 shows a complete stereo amplifier, with all 
control and power amplifier facilities incorporated on one chassis. 
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Each approach to a stereo installation has merits and disad
,·antages. What is best depends very much upon the individual in 
question-upon the relative importance of being economical, 
the amount of space available for mounting components, the 
equipment already owned, the special features necessary for indi
vidual needs or preferences, the acuity of the listener's ear and 
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Fig. 1006. This system features tu-o 
integrated mono/Jhonic amplifiers co11-

11ected to a stereo adapter. 

upon his standards of performartce. Therefore we will not attempt 
a net e,·aluation as to which approach is the best. 

.Judging from experience with monophonic equipment, the 
highest quality has been found in separate components. This does 
not mean that a control amplifier appearing as an individual unit 
is necessarily better than the equivalent section of a control
amplifier-power-amplifier combination. But characteristically, the 
separate com1xment has been superior. Apparently, the manu
facturer who concentrates his forces upon one component at a 
time comes up with a better, albeit more expensiYe, product. 
\Vhen two or more components are brought together on one 
chassis, some compromises are usually made in the interest of con
serving space or funds, or sacrifices are made in terms of features 
and flexibility. 

To illustrate: a first-class control amplifier may he as large, 
although not as heavy, as some integrated amplifiers (control
amplifier-power-amplifier combinations). The size of the former 
will he due to such factors as affording generous ventilation, using 
oversize components for long life (oil-filled capacitors, a relatively 
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large power transformer that runs cool, high-wattage resistors, 
high-voltage capacitors), ample spacing between circuit elements 
to avoid hum pickup or feedback (which may cause oscillation), 
and the incorporation of extra features. Similarly, a high-quality 
power amplifier may be built along the same rugged, space-con
suming lines. Combining two such units results in an integrated 
amplifier of such massive proportions that compromise is called 
for to make the unit's size acceptable to the purchaser. 

This does not mean that the performance of an integrated unit 
is likely to fall below high-fidelity standards. Such standards en
compass a range of performance instead of denoting a fixed level. 
The likelihood is that the separate component will come closer 
to the top of the range than the integrated unit. For many indi
viduals, the difference between the two will be inaudible or unim
portant. 

LEFT CHANNEL 

RIGHT CHANNEL 

CONTROL AMPL 
SECTIONS 

! 
POWER AMPL 
SECTIONS 

l 

---------

Fig. 1007. A fu.lly integrated stereo amplifier. 

The integrated stereo amplifier has the following specific ad
vantages: It is more economical, occupies substantially less space, 
incorporates matched components, reduces the number of con
necting cables between elements of the stereo system, is simpler 
to operate because all controls are on one panel, and is less 
expensive to use because it draws less total power than equivalent 
separate components. Typical integrated stereo amplifiers are 
shown in Fig. 1008. When combined with a suitable speaker 
system these amplifiers, along with suitable program sources, com
prise complete stereo systems. 

By using separate components, one mlly achieve greater flexi
bility through a greater number of desired operating features. 
Another ad,·antage is that if trouble occurs in one component, the 
entire amplifier system does not have to go to the service tech
nician. Instead, part of the system can continue to render mono
phonic service. Moreover, when trouble arises, one can substitute 
components to ascertain where the trouble lies. For example, if 
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Fig. 1008. This integrated stereo amplifier features pancake construction. (Courtesy 
Sherwood Electronic Labs., Inc.) 

Fig. 1008 (continued). An integrated stereo amplifier which provides 20 watts output 
on each channel. (Courtesy H. H. Scott, Inc.) 

one channel goes dead, the owner can substitute components from 
the other channel one at a time to determine whether the fault 
lies in the control amplifier, power amplifier, connection to the 
speaker or elsewhere. 

Use of separate components enables the owner of a monophonic 
system, particularly expensive high-quality equipment, to convert 
to stereo without discarding at great loss what he already has. 

Finally, the use of power amplifiers separate from the control 
amplifiers permits ready balancing of one channel against the 
other to compensate for differences in efficiency between the stereo 
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speakers; where separate power amplifiers are employed, they 
ordinarily incorporate level sets that permit such adjustment. 

Integrated speakers 
The question of integrated vs separate components applies to 

speakers and other elements of the stereo system as well as to the 
amplifier section. Several manufacturers have developed inte-· 
grated stereo speaker systems; that is, two systems in one cabinet. 
For the sake of clarity, we shall refer to these as dual-speaker 
systems inasmuch as the term integrated speaker system has an
other meaning, as we shall soon see. 

Various, and for most part ingenious, principles have been 
employed to incorporate two speaker systems in one cabinet and 
yet preserve the stereo effect. In the majority of instances, results 
are commendable. Nevertheless, it continues to be true that greatest 
satisfaction is likely to be derived from separate systems, enabling 
the experimentally inclined listener to try various spacings be
tween speakers, various locations in the room and different de
grees of angular placement with respect to the listener. 

On the other hand, whether all this experimental effort is worth 
while depends very much upon the individual. For many, the 
increase in satisfaction obtained through an experimentally 
achieved placement as compared with the results from a. dual 
speaker system may be insignificant. For others, the additional 
effort and expense may be rewarding. The individual most exhila
rated by directional effects may gain something through the 
additional spacing permitted by separate speakers. Yet another 
listener may be disturbed by such spacing-he may find the fusion 
achieved through the relatively close spacing of a dual speaker 
system more pleasing. 

The term integrated speaker system is also used in another 
sense, to denote that the speaker and its cabinet are made and 
sold as a unit. Integration can be even further extended. Fig. 1009 
illustrates a stereo system that is completely integrated inasmuch 
as the cabinetry and electronic components were designed to com
plement each other. 

As a general rule, the chances of obtaining a high-quality 
speaker system with the requisite smoothness and low distortion 
-even more important for stereo than for monophonic repro
duction-are greatest when the enclosure and speaker are designed 
for each other. If one buys just the speaker and then encloses it in 
a cabinet purchased from another manufacturer, in a built-to-
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Fig. 1009. fo this i11stal/atio11 i,1tegratio11 ha.1 /Jee11 carried to the poi11t where the 
cabinetry has been designed for the eq11i/m1e11t 11ud. (Courtesy Bell Sound Systems 

Inc.) 

order cahinet or in an enclosure of one's own construction, the 
results may well be just the opposite of what one hopes for. 

Much art and science are involved in matching the speaker and 
enclosure, and the chances of the individual without technical 
resources and equipment achieving a satisfactory match are rela
tively small. This is all the more true when high-quality results 
are sought from speaker systems occupying a small space. The 
greatest difficulties are apt to arise with respect to bass response, 
hut at the same time poor effects may occur in any other part of 
the audio range. 

Many things may go wrong when the individual purchases the 
speaker separately from the enclosure: Resonances of the woofer 
and enclosure may fail to complement each other in the manner 
required for smooth, extended low-frequency response. If one 
attempts to construct a horn enclosure, it may he insufficiently 
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airtight for proper operation. Inadequate padding may result in 
insufficient absorption of mid-range frequencies, causing ragged 
response due to sound bouncing around within the enclosure, 
so that some frequencies are reinforced and others are partially 
cancelled. Speaker buzzes or rattles may become apparent only 
when the speaker is mounted in the enclosure, or the enclosure 
may rattle because of improper construction. If the speaker is 
firmly bolted to a warped panel, this may warp the speaker and 
cause distorted sound. Dividing networks, especially if constructed 
by the individual, may depart excessively from correct valut:, 
producing unbalanced frequency response. Where d:fferent 
speakers are used for different parts of the audio range, phasing 
between speakers may be incorrect, causing a "hole" in response 
to the crossover region (at frequencies where the output of both 
speakers is supposed to be equal). The kind of tweeter chosen, 
or its angle of orientation, may cause excessive beaming of high 
frequencies, with inadequate high-frequency response if the 
listener is but slightly out of line with the axis of the tweeter; the 
directional aspect of stereo may suffer greatly thereby. The woofer 
may be insufficiently damped in a given enclosure, resulting in 
muddy bass. The tweeter, if mounted in the same enclosure as 
the woofer, may be adversely affected by radiation from the back 
of the woofer. The levels of the woofer and tweeter may be in
correctly balanced with respect to each other. And so forth. 

Integrated tuners 
The design and construction of an FM tuner are rather critical 

if it is to be a high-quality unit with good sensitivity, freedom 
from oscillation and drift, low distortion, sharp selectivity and 
wide frequency response. Accordingly, the very best units tend 
to be those in which the manufacturer has concentrated on the 
Fl\l tuner design to the exclusion of other possible components in 
combination with the tuner, such as a control amplifier or AM 
tuner. 

A number of quite satisfactory combinations, such as an F~I 
tuner and an AM tuner on one chassis, are to be found. For those 
within normal listening range of FM stations, the differences be
tween average and the best high-fidelity FM tuners tend to he 
little if at all perceptible, although they may he measurable. The 
advantages of economy, compactness and having all controls on 
one panel will in many cases make an FM-AM stereo tuner a more 
desirable purchase than separate FM and AM tuners, even though 
the latter have an edge in quality of performance. 
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Integrated tape machine 
For the stereophile planning to include commercial prerecorded 

stereo tapes as a program source, a considerable saving is possible 
in that he can purchase a tape transport without accompanying 
tape electronics (tape amplifier). The transport's function is to 
move the tape from a supply reel, past the heads and onto a 
takeup reel. The signals from the stereo tape head can be fed 
directly into the stereo control amplifier (or integrated amplifier) ; 
it is virtually universal practice to incorporate suitable amplifica
tion and equalization for such signals in these units. Thus the 
control amplifier has input jacks marked "tape head." 

A substantially more expensive alternative is to purchase the 
tape electronic components, either separately or as an integral part 
of the transport. \Ve shall assume that the electronics are integral 
in the sense of having been designed specifically for the transport 
in question; physically, the two may or may not be separate. 

In deciding whether to purchase just the transport or an in
tegrated tape machine, the following factors must be considered: 

l. Does the control amplifier (or integrated amplifier) provide 
accurate tape equalization? Most commercial tapes recorded at 
7.5 ips require NARTB equalization and the trend is to employ 
it for 3.75-ips tapes too. 

2. High-frequency response differs among heads, depending 
principally on the width of the gap-the narrower the gap, the 
better the treble response. In an integrated machine, the playback 
amplifiers generally take account of this factor, and the equali
zation is tailored to compensate for the particular heads used. The 
control amplifier with tape-head facilities must assume either 
ideal tape-head response or a given amount of departure from 
the ideal. While the error in equalization due to varying gap
width loss among heads is apt to be relatively small at 7 .5 ips, it 
can be appreciable at 3.75 ips, where preservation of high-fre
quency response is a more severe problem. 

3. The cable length from the playback head to the control am
plifier must be the shortest possible to minimize high-frequency 
losses. Furthermore, the cable must be carefully routed to avoid 
hum pickup. The signal produced by the playback head is ex
tremely small and undergoes a tremendous amount of amplifica
tion, particularly at the lower frequencies. Hence, a very slight 
pickup of hum by the cable will become audible. In an integrated 
tape machine, the problems of cable length and routing are gen
erally solved by the manufacturer. 
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4. The two sections of a stereo tape head may differ some
what in output for the same amount of signal on the tape. If the 
control amplifier contains level sets for the tape-head input, this 
difference can be compensated for. If there are no such controls, 
or if the level sets have been pre-empted for similar use in con• 
nection with the magnetic phono input, it is possible to compen• 
sate for the differences between tape-head sections by means of 
the gain controls of the integrated tape machine. 

5. Even though the stereophile initially plans to play only pre
recorded tapes, recording facilities may eventually prO\,•e highly 
desirable. Control amplifiers, although they contain the electronics 
needed for tape-head playback, do not contain the circuits re• 
quired for recording because the latter are a good deal more com• 
plex. For recording, an oscillator is required to supply high-fre
quency bias current to the record head (to reduce distortion and 
increase the amount of signal recorded on the tape) and to energize 
the erase head. A record-level indicator (meter, magic-eye tube 
or neon lamp) is necessary to indicate whether the recording level 
is too high (causing excessive distortion), too low (causing a 
poor signal-to-noise ratio) or about right. Accordingly, one cannot 
expect an already complex stereo amplifier also to include tape 
recording electronics. 

Consequently, the individual must decide beforehand if he 
plans eventually to get into recording; if the answer is affirmative, 
he has to purchase recording units along with the tape transport. 
This additional expense is justified when we remember that there 
is the possibility of making live stereo recordings with a pair of 
microphones. Also one can make stereo tapes off the air and there 
is a good point to making tapes from stereo discs. A tape can be 
played thousands of times without suffering damage, such as the 
scratches and graver disasters that often befall discs, and without 
significantly changing with respect to frequencv response, noise 
and distortion. The stereo disc tends to be more delicate than 
its monophonic counterpart; its more complex groove structure 
is easily altered by the stylus, particularly if stylus pressure is 
not kept at the minimum permissible for good performance. It 
has been noted that crosstalk and distortion tend to increase, and 
high-frequency response to decrease, after a number of plays of 
a stereo disc. Accordingly, it makes sense to play the stereo disc 
once to record a tape, and then put the disc aside, playing the tape 
as often as wished. In the case of accident to the tape, the disc 
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can be brought out agam for making a new tape (the old one 
can be erased). 

Installation 
If a stereo installation is to operate properly in an electrical 

sense, it must be placed properly in a physical sense, with due 
attention to ventilation, neat and careful arrangement of cables, 
and accessibility for adjustments, checking and servicing. Because 
of the complexity and number of components in a stereo system, 
the physical installation has to be even more painstaking than 
that of a monophonic system. Of course it is also nice to have an 
installation that is attractive in appearance. 

\Vith four power output tubes operating (unless a simplex 
power amplifier, described in Chapter 8, is used), which are 
capable of producing from 20 ro 120 watts of power, a consider
able amount of heat is generated. To this is added the heat from 
other amplifier tubes, particularly rectif-iers, and from the other 
electronic components, such as control amplifiers, tuners and tape 
amplifiers. Therefore the installation must provide air vents at 
least above and behind the components to permit dissipation of 
the heat. In addition, vents at the sides, hot.tom and front are 
desirable if feasible. The nearest surface above the electronic 
components should he at least fi inches away. If this surface is 
<:apable of charring, an asbestos shield may he advisable where 
minimum space is available. 

\Vhen the units are insr.alled and first turned on, observe them 
during their first hour of operation for undue heat buildup. The 
danger is not particularly that of fire but of injury to the com
ponents. Overheating will substantially shorten the life of the 
tubes and possibly damage other parts, such as resistors and capaci
tors, resulting in malfunction-distortion, noise, incorrect fre
quency response, etc. 

Considering that in stereo tnere is essentially two of everything 
-whether integrated or not-and taking into account the number 
of components that go into an audio system, there is considerable 
likelihood of a "rat's nest" of wiring developing unless care and 
patience are used in making an orderly arrangement of the con
necting cahles. Neatness is <lesirahle not merely for its own sake 
but to prevent possible malfunction and to facilitate checking and 
servicing components. 

Cables carrying low-level signals-from a phono cartridge or 
from a tape head-must be kept away from cables carrying high
level signals, such as those leading from control amplifiers to 
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power amplifiers. If a low-level and a high-level cable of different 
channels come too close, there is a possibility of crosstalk; that is, 
the signal in the latter cable may he picked up by the former. 
Also if low- and high-level cables of the same channel are near 
each other, there is a possibility of feedback and consequent 
oscillation. 

Fig. 1010. The ('rob/ems of heat and wiring can be solved by using an opm installa
tio11 of the type shown. (Courtesy H. H. Scott, Inc.) 

To avoid hum pickup. cables must be routed as far as possible 
from transformers and motors (phono turntable and tape trans
port). While this applies especially to low-level cables, it is also 
true for high-level ones. More than once, an elusive hum prob
lem has been traced to the routing of high-level cables. 

To help arrange cables in proper fashion, one may use hooks, 
clamps and similar devices attached to cabinet shelves or walls. 
If staples are employed, make sure that they do not cut into the 
cables. It is worth while to identify each cable by attaching a 
label, using adhesive tape or similar means. 

In planning his stereo installation, the owner must give careful 
thought to accessibility and ease of removal of all components. 
Tucking away a power amplifier in a hard-to-reach spot is not 
a good idea. Easy access is desirable for adjustment of rear 
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panel controls for servicing and for the periodic checkup that 
high-fidelity ecp1ipment should receive by way of preventive 
maintenance. One way to solve the problems of heat, accessibility 
and cable length is to provide an open installation of the type 
shown in Fig. 1010. The modern approach to external design of 
audio components makes installations of this type possible. 

Balancing procedure 
Close balance between speaker levels-within 2 dh or less, 

according to expert opinion-is necessary for best stereo perform
ance. (Balance does not necessarily mean that the left and right 
speakers produce equal sound levels. Rather, it means that the 
relationship between levels at the left and at the right is the 
same in reproduction as at the original performance.) In Chapter 
8, part of the discussion of stereo amplifiers was based on the 
balance control as a. means of equating sound levels. That dis
cussion also dealt with other amplifier facilities that may he useful 
for balancing purposes, such as level sets and certain stereo switch
ing arrangements. It remains, then, to present a specific balancing 
procedure. 

To provide a frame of reference for the balancing- procedure. 
it is advisable (I) to review and elaborate upon the various 
factors that can produce imbalance in a stereo system; (2) to list 
the amplifier and other facilities that can be employed for achiev
ing balance; (3) to state some guiding principles. 

Sources of imbalance are: 
I. The program sources-disc, tape, radio broadcast. Several 

db difference may exist between the two channels on these stereo 
media. 

2. The signal sources-phono <·artridge, tape head or tape 
amplifier, tuner. To illustrate, one section of a stereo cartridge 
may ha,·e 6-db more output than t.he other section, although the 
recorded signals on the stereo disc are equal in each channel. The 
same is more or less true for a stereo tape head. Two tuners em
ployed to receive a stereocast will probably differ in sensitivity. 

3. The control amplitiers. Although matched components are 
employed for stereo, such as two control amplifiers on one chassis. 
nevertheless there may be small imbalances between the two 
channels due to parts tolerances. 

1. The power amplifiers. The comment in point. '.l applies here. 
5. The speakers. Speakers of identical brand and model tend 

to vary in efficiency by a few <lh. (However, some manufacturers 
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produce closely matched speakers through ngorous manufactur
ing practices and quality control.) 

6. The master gain control. Its tracking error-variation in level 
between channels as the control is rotated-will varv from a few 
db in some amplifiers to as much as IO db in other;. 

If matched components are not employed in the case of con
trol amplifiers, power amplifiers and speakers, then the imbal
ances can become quite profound instead of being a matter of 
only several db. 

The facilities for correcting imbalance are: 
l. The balance control. Not all stereo amplifiers contain this 

device. Instead, some provide individual gain controls for each 
channel, usually concentrically mounted and with a push-pull 
locking device so that the two can be operated as one whenever 
desired (thus serving as a master gain control). While the follow
ing discussion is in terms of a balance control, it also applies in 
essence to those situations where separate controls are employed 
for adjusting balance. 

2. Input level sets on the control amplifier and on the power 
amplifier. In an integrated amplifier, the only level sets available 
are, of course, those of the control amplifier section. 

3. Gain control on stereo tuners and on tape amplifiers. 
To provide a readily identifiable reference point, balance 

among the stereo components should occur when the balance 
control is at mid-setting-the knob pointing to 12 o'clock. (In 
the case of separate gain controls, balance should occur when 
both controls are at the same degree of rotation, as indicated 
by marks on their respective knobs.) One may temporarily depart 
from this reference point to achieve a desired effect, but you 
can always return to it to get your bearings. Achieving balance 
among components at mid-setting of the balance control affords 
equal reserve in either direction for correcting other imbalances. 
To illustrate, if the balance control has to be turned almost fully 
clockwise to achieve balance, there might not be adequate re
serve to correct a severe inequality between channel levels on 
a stereo disc or tape. 

The foregoing requirements lead to an important rule: Before 
resorting to the balance control, balance between components 
must be achieved by whatever other means are available. The 
essential task of the balance control will then be to compensate 
for imbalance due to either (l) inequality between channel levels 
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in the program source (disc, tape, stereocast) or (2) tracking 
error of the master gain control. 

The stereo balancing procedure may be divided into four steps: 
1. First, the balance control is turned to mid-position, the ref

erence point. Since rotation of the master gain control is apt to 
upset balance between channels, this control is turned to the 
normal listening position (ideally about I 2 o'clock to 2 o'clock), 
which is noted as a reference point. 'With the balance control at 
mid-position and the master gain control at normal position, equal 
signals should enter each channel of the stereo system from disc, 
tape or radio so that equal sound levels from the stereo speakers 
result. 

2. The second step is to furnish the same signal {not half of 
a stereo program) to each channel of the signal source; that is, to 
the stereo cartridge, stereo tape head or stereo tuner. A mono
phonic disc is a ready means of feeding identical signals, equal 
in frequency content and level, to each section of a stereo cart
ridge. In the case of a stereo tape head, test tapes are available 
that alternately furnish the same signal to each section of the 
head. Or one could use a full-track monophonic tape. Another 
course is to run a roll of erased tape from reel to reel, with the 
tape machine in playback position, and hold a bar magnet firmly 
against the traveling tape. This will cause a substantial amount 
of noise to appear on the full width of the tape; the noise may then 
be used as the signal to be presented to each section of the head. 
{After the tape has served its purpose, apply a head demagnetizer 
to the heads to remove magnetization resulting from the de signal 
on the tape.) 

In the case of an FM and AM tuner pair employed for receiv
ing stereocasts, the procedure is to tune each one to a monophonic 
program broadcast by the same FM-AM station that transmits 
stereo material. If one listens to more than one such station, 
balance should be obtained with respect to the station that is 
tuned in most frequently for stereo. Adjustments for other sta
tions, assuming that balance between the FM and AM tuners 
changes with station, can be made with the balance control or 
with the volume control of one of the tuners (the one with the 
highest level). 

3. The next step is to provide for rapidly switching between 
two conditions: left channel on and right channel off, or left 
channel off and right channel on. This enables one to compare 
the sound level of each speaker when reproducing the same 
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signal. Some stereo amplifiers contain a switching arrangement 
that permits listening to either channel L on its own speaker or 
channel R on its own speaker. Others do not. In the latter case, 
the listener can easily install a switch such as was shown in Fig. 
809, allowing him to alternate the sounds of the two speakers. 
For accurate comparison of the speakers' sound levels, the listener 
must be equi-distant from each speaker. To minimize error, 
the speakers can be temporarily positioned next to each other. 

4. The final step is to adjust level sets (on the control amplifier 
or power amplifier or integrated amplifier) and volume controls 
(on the tuners and tape playback amplifier) to achieve acoustic 
balance while switching between the speakers. Generally, dis
tortion is least when the signal is reduced at an early stage in the 
audio system. Therefore, if one has a choice between using the 
level set of a control amplifier or of a power amplifier to achieve 
balance, it is usually preferable to employ the former. (On the 
other hand, turning down the level set of a power amplifier 
has the advantage of reducing noise in the control amplifier pro
duced after the gain control.) 

Depending upon the control amplifier or integrated amplifier 
that is used, there may be level sets for some signal sources but not 
for others. The procedure would he to balance first the signal 
source for which there is no level set; if no other means of ad
justment is available, use the balance control. The resultant 
setting of the balance control becomes the reference point.. Leav
ing the balance control in this position, one then balances the 
sources for which there are level sets. To illustrate, a stereo in
tegrated amplifier made by one manufacturer contains input. level 
sets only for a stereo tape amplifier and for the tuners. None 
are provided for magnetic phono. Since this is an integrated am
plifier, no power-amplifier level sets are available. Therefore one 
has to achieve balance on the phono signal by means of the balance 
control. Leaving the balance conr.rol at this setting, one would 
then equate the signals from the stereo tape machine using the 
level sets on the integrated :unplifier; and one \\·ould do the 
same with respect to the signals from the tuners. 

Occasionally, the only a,:ailable level sets are those of the power 
amplifiers. The procedure might then be as follows: First, use 
these level sets to equate the magnetic phono signals, with the 
balance control at mid-position. Second, adjust the tuners by 
means of their respective volume controls, taking note of the 
positions which achieve balance. Third, equate the tape machine's 
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signals by means of the latter's volume controls, again taking 
note of the positions corresponding to balance. If the tape signals 
are obtained directly from the playback head, these signals would 
have to be adjusted through the balance control, taking note of 
the position where balance is effected. 

It may be that no level sets are available. In this situation one 
has to rely on the balance control for each signal source, noting 
in each case the position of the control. For the source most fre
quently used, for example phono, it may be worth while to re
move the balance-control knob and replace it so it points to 12 
o'clock when balance is obtained, even though the shaft of the 
control is not at mid-setting. Hence the easily remembered 12-
o'clock position will denote balance for phono signals; however, 
it will not be possible to turn the control equal amounts to the 
left and right. 

Balancing for phantom-channel output 
Some stereo control amplifiers have a phantom-channel output 

jack, which supplies equal proportions of the left and right signals. 

STEREO 
CONTROL 
AMPL 

OUTPUTS 
LEFT ,<>-1_..__ 
RIGHT 
PHANTOM o 

POWER 
AMPL 

l'ig. IOI I. A method of bala11ci11g the output 
sig11alt of a ste1·eo control amplifier. 

Consequently, the balancing procedure must see to it that equal 
signals are present at the control amplifier's left and right output 
jacks, from which points the phantom signal is obtained. 

One can employ a meter to check the control amplifier's left and 
right output jacks. If a meter is not available, the ear is a suitable 
measuring instrument. This entails connecting one power-ampli
fier-speaker combination alternately to the left and right output 
jacks of the control amplifier, as in Fig. IO 11. Some stereo control 
amplifiers contain switching facilities for this purpose. Otherwise, 
the listener must improvise. After it has been ascertained that 
equal signals emanate from these jacks, the power amplifiers and 
speakers are reconnected in normal stereo fashion. Then, adjust 
the input level sets of the power amplifiers to obtain balance for 
the system as a whole, using the switching arrangement of Fig. 809 
or amplifier facilities to alternate the sounds of the two speakers. 
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Balancing for program source inequalities 
Where the two channels of the program source are of unequal 

level, compensate by turning the balance control from its ref
erence position. Use the amplifier switching facilities or else the 
arrangement of Fig. 809 for alternating the sound between the 
two speakers until the ear is satisfied that balance exists. 

Balancing for tracking error 
Once the stereo system has been balanced with the master 

gain control in normal listening position, invest some time in 
learning what happens to the balance as the master gain control 
is turned up and down. :\'ote the adjustments of the balance con
trol required to restore signal equality at various settings of the 
master gain control. 

Balancing for listening position 
It is debatable whether one should adjust the balance control 

to compensate for a listening position that is not approximately 
equidistant from each speaker. One point of view is that if one 
moves away from an equidistant listening point, this corresponds 
to sitting at the left or right instead of at the center of a concert 
hall (or other site), and therefore one should not tamper with 
the balance. The other view is that a listener at the left of a con
cert hall might gain greater enjoyment if the members of the 
orchestra on the right side played somewhat louder. The balance 
control enables one to approximate an effect of this sort. 

Phasing 
An important step in making a stereo installation is phasing 

the two speaker systems. The subject has already received full 
treatment in Chapters 8 and 9, and the reader is referred to those 
discussions. 

Minimizing noise and distortion 
The le,·el sets on the control amplifier and power amplifier 

are useful not only for balancing purposes hut also, as in a mono
phonic installation, for minimizing noise and distortion. Reduc
tion of noise and distortion takes on added importance in stereo 
because they tend not only to be offensive in themselves but also 
to disrupt the stereo illusion. 

The control amplifier le\'e) sets enable one to prevent high
level signal sources (piezoelectric phono cartridge, tuner, tape 
amplifier, TV) from O\'erloading the control amplifier in the 
e\'etlt the signal goes through one or more tube stages before 
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reaching the volume control. Similarly, they prevent the signal 
from the preamplifier (for magnetic phono cartridge, tape head 
and microphone) from overloading the following stage. 

The input level set of the power amplifier can be used to cut 
down the noise from the control amplifier. (It may be added, 
parenthetically, that this level set also enables one to prevent 
the power amplifier from being driven to levels sufficient to dam
age the speaker.) 

The objective is to turn down the power amplifier level set to 
reduce control-amplifier noise generated after the volume con
trol. However, this means that the control amplifier must produce 
a higher signal to begin with, which may entail a significant in• 
crease in distortion. Accordingly, in turning down the power 
amplifier level set, ascertain-using the evidence of your ears-that 
the control amplifier does not work so much harder that distortion 
increases perceptibly. The problem is not critical in a high
quality control amplifier, which can turn out from 2 to 4 volts at 
imperceptible distortion, whereas the power amplifier (and in 
turn the speaker) usually can be adequately driven by anywhere 
from 0.1 to 0.5 volt. 
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